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im$ic Book
Publications
These Works Present the Best J
of the Newest and Most
Practical Material for
Teachers and Music
Lovers

Advanced
Study Pieces
Price, $1.25

ANEW volume of piano compositions that should
become immensely popular with students in the
fourth, fifth and sixth grades. It contains a se¬
lection of pieces that tend to exemplify some im¬
portant point in modern technic and are of real
musical as well as technical value. Numbers of mu¬
sical merit, such as By the Sea, by Posca; Nocturne,
Op. 9, No. 2, by Scriabine; In Springtime, by Moskowski; Impromptu in Cl minor, by Reinhold, and
Japanese Study, by Poldini, are included. Pieces of
this type prove equally useful for study or recital

Nursery
Standard
Tales
Elementary Album
For the Pianoforte
Retold
Price, 75 cents

By Thurlow Lieurance
Price, $1.50

Mr. LIEURANCE’S songs are real Indian music
—they have the color of the plains and the
mountains and the wigwams and the campfires. The
peculiar characteristics of the North American Indian
are most vividly portrayed in the melodious themes,
many of which were obtained at great personal sacri¬
fice by Mr. Lieurance. The accompaniments have
been artistically made
and really enhance
the native beauty of
the Indian melodies.
By the Waters of
Minnetonka (Moon
Deer) ; A Rose on an
Indian Grave; Indian
Spring Bird, and By
the Weeping Waters
are among the popu¬
lar songs included.
As novelty numbers
for recital programs
these songs are un¬
excelled.

We are Confident You Can
Save Money

Compiled and Edited by

Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BY PURCHASING MUSIC FROM THE

EASY
FOUR-HAND
PIECES

THIS
is one of our reasonably priced albums
printed from large plates and consists of first
and second grade pieces selected from the composi¬
tions of classic, modern and contemporary writers.
It is probably the most extensive collection of ele¬
mentary pieces ever issued. Every number has been
selected with the greatest care not only for its me¬
lodic appeal but for its' educational value as well.
The young student taking up this album will find
attractive recreation material extending over months
of work.

DAVID BISPHAM

Every Buyer of Music

A Compilation of
Forty-six Master Songs

THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED PATRONS ENJOY OUR

Best Professional Discounts
Liberal Examination Privileges
Convenient Charge Accounts
Prompt and Courteous Service

i HjvsSeSS

grades. Jessica Moore has taken the old famdia
nursery rhymes and given them a new and humorous
setting to which Mr. Spaulding has written melodics
in hiS own inimitable style. The duets are similar
to the writer’s earlier books, You and I and Just
We Two, in that the text has been printed between

Popular Choir
Collection

None Other So Well and Fully Equipped to Serve

PRICE, $2.00

By Geo. L.
Spaulding

With the proprietary rights to over 16,000 successful publications and the largest
general stock of music publications, practically every requested publication
can be supplied. Our experts on teaching material are always ready to aid
the teacher by selecting special material that will be sent for examination-

troduction giving advice upon how to

WRITE NOW AND TELL US
The Style and Grades of Teaching Material
You are Looking for,
The Number of Pupils to be Taken Care of

Anthems for Church Service

Favorite
Old Time Tunes

Price, 35 cents

THE
latest in the series of pop¬
ular collections of easy and
attractive anthems for church
choirs which we have issued
from time to time. Like the
preceding volumes it con¬
tains the best numbers

THEODORE PRESSER 00.

ALL

and we shall be only too glad to prove our service by sending
suitable material for examination. We suggest writing now
as it is well to prepare early for the coming season’s work.

1710-1712-1714 Chestnut Street

For Violin and Piano

PHILADELPHIA,

-

-

,

PEMA.

Price, $1.00

violinists like to play the old-time tunes,
especially the jigs, reels and other old dance
music, and all of these are called for frequently by
both old and young. It is very convenient to have
so many of the familiar numbers of this character
all assembled in one volume. The arrangements are
particularly good. They are well made and playable

Theo. Presser Co. *1710-17^2-1714 chestnut street Phila., Pa.

I

j Harmony Book for Beginners

Songs of the
North American
Indian
WITH PREFACE AND EXPLANATORY NOTES

CELEBRATED
RECITAL

Embracing the

Musical Theory and
Writing Book
Berwald’s
Men’s Choir
SACRED AND
SECULAR

Part Songs
for
Quartet or Chorus
COMPOSED AND

ARRANGED

By W. Berwald
Price, 60 cents

THE task of selecting suitable material for men’s

choir, quartet or chorus is often quite difficult,
and one that can be done only by an experienced
musician. Mr. Berwald is well known for his splen¬
did choral compositions and arrangements and in
this work has put some of his very best efforts.
Both sacred and secular numbers have been included.
All are of intermediate difficulty and may be learned
with a minimum of rehearsals by any men’s choir or
singing society.

Various Phases of Technic
Catalogue

THERE
is nothing that impresses a newly-learned
fact more firmly in the mind than to put it down
in writing.
There is nothing that requires a more exact mem¬
ory than the rudiments of musical theory. Therefore,
this book.
It provides abundant space for writing the exer¬
cises given and can be taken up with almost the first
lessons at the piano.

^

N°«™.

7844
13137
14515
8684
3248
16636
8685
13083
13010

Melodic Studies for Equalization of the Hands..
Finger Freedom Studies.
Melodious Studies in Passage Playing.
Style and Dexterity.
Ten Melodious Studies in Velocity.
Ten Melodic Studies for Acquiring CertaintyTwelve Melodious Studies In Embellishments....
Studies in Syncopation.
Nine Melodic Studies In Double Notes.

13492

13379

Melodic Studies for the Special Development of
the Left Hand.
Ten Melodious Study Pieces for the Left Hand
Alone .
Studies for the Left Hand Alone.

13392
8658
11087
11480

Studies Preparatory to Octave Playing.
Eight Melodious and Characteristic Octave Studies
Study Pieces in Octaves.
Ten Brilliant Octave Studies.

I AN IMMEDIATE I
j
SUCCESS
|

By PRESTON WARE OREM

price $1>25

I ADMIRABLE FOR I
SELF-HELP
1

J

Brief, Simple, Vital, Practical, New and Distinctive

By Arnoldo Sartorio

By Carl Venth
Price, 75 cents

i

1
I

Prlce

853
1060
1090
903
380
1136
902
1019

$1.00
1.25
1.25
1-25
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.00

1092

1-00

1136
1103

1.25.
1.25

1105
911
1021
1044

1.00
1.25
1.25
1.50

Lays a strong foundation for future musicianship by giving the main
essentials of the subject in such simple, understandable and interesting manner that
it will prove invaluable in the class or for self-help work.
Read this letter from JOHN PHILIP SOUSA, Famous Composer and Conductor:
The system adopted in your Harmony Book is admirably adapted for the
student who requires an instruction book that is “ as plain as a pike. The text
is so lucid that he “ who runs may read
a decided virtue in any text book.
I congratulate you on your work and commend it to the student of harmony.

THEO. PRESSER CO. SSKfs PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SPECIAL LEFT HAND STUDIES

Mail Order

16637

Music Supply House

Philadelphia, Pa.

Music Publishers and
Dealers

By James Francis Cooke
Covers the entire subject from beginning to end
Read these unusual testimonials from
World Famous Teachers and Virtuosos:

GRADED OCTAVE STUDIES

j Theodore Presser Co.
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St.,

Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios

/

Any of the a

Gabrilowitsch: “Unusually solid and valuable book.
Sure to arouse
keen interest.” Alberto Jonas: “Masterful from a pedagogical stand¬
point. I recommend it to every earnest musician.” Katharine Goodson:
“Most excellent. Extremely thorough and comprehensive.” M. Rosen¬
thal: “Very valuable and useful.” Emil Liebling: “Most practical
presentation imaginable of an all important subject.”

t for examination

Price, $1.50
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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—GROVE’S—
DICTIONARY
OF

MUSIC
AND

MUSICIANS
FIVE LARGE VOLUMES
BOUND IN RED CLOTH AND
STAMPED IN GOLD
:
: :
There are 4,000 pages and over
5,000,000 words from great
authorities upon all phases of
musical learning.
The books
are liberall y illustrated with
cuts, half-tones and notation
examples. Thousands of subjects
are discussed: Biography, His-

Sherwood Piano Lessons for
Students and Teachers
They contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing and
teaching. No stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect. It
would surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to
earn at least J5100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this time and
energy and devotion to the art for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. Ihe
lessons are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. I hey
are given with weekly examination papers. To be a successful teacher one must be
able to give, not only the proper instruction, but to ask the right questions « the
right time, which will develop the students’ use of the knowledge imparted. The
Sherwood Course is available to every teacher throughout the country. No need to
give up your present classes and leave home for private instruction.
■ it n RJAMV A knowledge of Harmony is absolutely essential to round out
llAKlVIUlN I your musical education. It adds wonderfully to your equip¬
ment both as Teacher and Performer. Without it you limp along on the crutch of
“unpreparedness.” We offer you a complete course of weekly Harmony Lessons at
small cost, by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, famous Soloist and Conductor and pupil of
Richter, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director and Teacher.
Each lesson is an orderly step in advance, clear, thorough and correct; not the mere
mechanical application of “dry-as-dust” rules, but an interesting, practical method
that grips your attention from the very beginning. A written examination on each
lesson, in connection with ample original work, develops your knowledge and firmly
fixes the important principles in your mind.

-'v;.:.mc •-

Subscription Pries, $2.00 per year in United
States, Alaska, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii,
Philippines, Panama, Guam, Tutuila, and the City
of Shanghai. In Canada, $2.25 per year. In England
and Colonies, 11 Shillings-2d) in France, 14 Francsi
when remitted by International Postal money order,
payable at Philadelphia. All other countries, $2.72

.

PRESSER’S MUSICAL MAGAZINE

ES! l TZ2.1 j
'

RENEWAL.—No receipt is sent for renewals^ On
printed the date on which your subscription is paid
UP| which serves as a receipt for your subscription.
Liberal premiums and cash deductions are allowed for
MANUSCRIPTS.—Manuscripts should be addressed to
THE ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only. Con¬
tributions on music-teaching and music-study are solicited.
Although every possible care is taken the publishers are not

Single copy. Price 25 cents.
REMITTANCES should be made by post-office or ex¬
press money orders, bank cbeclt or drift, or registered letter.
United States postage stamps are always received for cash.
Money sent in letters is dangerous, and we are not responsible

their possession or in transit. Unavailable manuscripts will
, MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR

HBSiisi

Vol. XXXVm'No.S7---
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The World of Music

UNPRECEDENTED SPECIAL OFFER!
Take the time now to write us a friendly letter about your musical ambitions—how
long you have studied music—what particular course you are interested in, and
whether you have studied Harmony. Tell us your age, whether you teach, play^
sing—in short, write us in confidence just what you would feel perfectly free to tell
us if you called in person at our school.
We will then send you 6 lessons selected from the course you want. These will not be
mere sample extracts or abridgements, but the genuine, original lessons exactly such as
we send to our regularly enrolled students. We will send you our large catalog.explaining
the Sherwood Normal Piano Course, Students* Piano Course, Harmony, Voice, Choral
Conducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin Courses.

the Encyclopedia Britanmca is
to General Information the
Grove Dictionary is to Music.
There is no better Musical Refer-

Make your selection now andthe 6 lessons will be^ you with full details of the

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
A2 SIEGEL-MYERS BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Early Editions Sold For $25.00

The Price of this $ 1 *7.00
Latest Edition is
•
Notwithstanding the low ' price
made for cash we accept orders subject
to part payments. Write for terms.
The set is also given as a premium
for obtaining subscriptions to The

YOUR ORDER TO

THEO. PRESSER CO.

CONTENTS FOR AUGUST, 1920

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

CALIFORNIA P|A”™nni?n

B

k

-ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, $2.00{
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Single Copies 25 Cents

Pianistic Tendencies
The piano as an instrument of its own peculiar and dis¬
tinctive genre is now being given more and more identity by
composers. Possibly the reason why the works of Chopin have
such a great army of pianistic admirers is simply that they are
first, last and always pieces for the piano. Try to imitate the
bagpipes on the flute and the result will be idiotic. A great
deal of had piano music has resulted from attempts to imitate
the orchestra on the piano. Guido M. Gatti, in the Rivisto
Musicale of Turin (one of the best of all present-day musical
periodicals for the highly advanced musician), writes:
“Come il pianoforte tende a perdere sempre piu la sua
autonomia e le sue carratteristische: cost la composizione perde
il suo disegno intrinsecamente pianistico e da sempre piu Vimpressione di una riduzione di orchestra per il pianoforte.”
Yes, piano playing is losing its automatic character, and
piano composition is less and less imitative of the orchestra.
Gatti then gives a lengthy and careful analysis of the works
of Claude Debussy, contending that he, more than any other
man since Chopin, has written music that is purely pianistic.
In the main, we are inclined to agree with him, although many
of the effects of Debussy are, to our minds, labored and in¬
definite. Nevertheless, Debussy’s works are for the most part
marked by such a peculiar beauty and interest that we find our¬
selves returning to them time and again to taste their rare
harmonic and melodic flavor.

Do You Know Any Violins?

Y

A Test You Can
Make
The “Two-Violin” Test
Albert Spalding, with his
brilliant, joyous, singing
Guarnerius, has made u
Re-Creation of an “Ave
Maria” for the New Edison.
Carl Flesch, Europe's great¬
est violinist, has also made
a Re-Creation of an
“Ave Maria” for the New
Edison. His violin is a
Stradivarius, rich, pro¬
found and mellow in tone.
Go to your Edison dealer
and let him play these two
“Ave Maria” RE-CRE¬
ATIONS for you. Ask for
the “Two-Violin” Test.
Contrast the tone of the
Re-Created Guarnerius
against the tone of the RE¬
CREATED Stradivarius.
See whether the New Edison
brings out the subtle dis¬
tinctions between them. Get
acquainted with these two
famous violins.

OU quickly
recognize
a
friend by his voice.
Just
as quickly a musician rec¬
ognizes the voice of a violin he
knows.
Every good violin has a tonequality that makes it different
from every other violin. The
fundamental violin tone is given'
an individuality by minute diff¬
erences in the over-tones.
This tone individuality is in¬
herent in the instrument itself; it
is independent of the player; it
gives each fine violin something
that in human beings we call
“personality.”

Re-Creation of
Tone Characteristics
The New Edison’s success in ReCreating these over-tones
prompted the interesting test,
pictured above.
We wanted to know if, to the
super-critical ears of experts, the
New Edison Re-Created, not only
the fundamental violin tone and
the artist’s execution, but also the
individual tone characteristics of
a violin, so fully and absolutely,
that those who knew the instru¬
ment would immediately recog¬
nize its voice by its Re-Creation.

Test Against a Guarnerius
The test was made in the Recital
Hall of The Edison Shop, Fifth
Avenue, New York, just before
Mr. Spalding sailed for his tour of
Europe
and
South
America.
Spalding played his Guarnerius
in direct comparison with one of
his New Edison Re-Creations.
This Guarnerius is a rare, old,
highly treasured violin, noted for its
brilliant, joyous, singing tone. Ex¬
perts have valued it in five figures.

How the Test Was Made
Behind a screen were Henry
Hadley, whose opera,“Cleopatra’s
Night,” was performed last season
at the Metropolitan; Cecil Bur¬
leigh, one of the best of American
composers, and Berton Braley,
who has written many song lyrics.
They could not see either Spalding
or the New Edison. Their judg¬
ment was formed from the only
positive musical evidence—sound.
Mr. Spalding stood beside the
New Edison and played a selec¬
tion . Suddenly he lifted his “bow.
The New Edison took up his per¬
formance and continued it glone.
Thus they alternated, Mr. Spald¬
ing and the New Edison.
The test ended.

The experts of

the jury were asked two questions.
First, if they could detect any
difference
between
Spalding’s
technique and its Re-Creation?
Second, if they could note any
difference
between
the
tonequality of his Guarnerius and its
Re-Creation?

Standards of Taste
America possesses many fine monuments of which we, as
Americans, are duly proud. Possibly one of the most signifi¬
cant of these is the George Washington mansion at Mount
Vernon. Many who make pilgrimages to the home of our first
President as a kind of patriotic duty come away with an un¬
forgettable impression.
Everything about the Mount Vernon estate is in such
excellent taste that we rejoice that this standard of beauty pos¬
sessed by the father of our country has been so splendidly
preserved by an association, of patriotic ladies representing
nearly every State in the Union.
With the exception of a flamboyant carpet, presented to
Washington by Louis XVI, and a few other inharmonious
pieces, every article in the home is dignified with such simple
elegance and such elegant simplicity that the general effect is
one which architects and decorators of to-day find a source of
continual delight. Chaste beauty of line is everywhere. The
ensemble is indescribable—you must see it. The arrangement
of the grounds and the outbuildings, the old garden with its
boxwood hedges—everything represents the fine taste of Wash¬
ington on all sides.
The General’s excellent library and his workroom with its
magnificent vista of the Potomac River reveal his intellectual
inclinations. One room is given over to music. There is an old
English harpsichord, Washington’s flute and his guitar, as well
as some much worn pages of music which must have interested
him very much.
When Washington spent money for household properties
he invested it. That is, what he bought was the best. If he had
lived to-day, and possessed the same musical inclinations, noth¬
ing but the best—the most enduring—in music would have satis¬
fied him, we may be assured.
It is sickening, even in this day, to witness the millions and

Decision of the Jury
Unanimously, they declared that
they could not. The New Edison,
they agreed, Re-Created absolute¬
ly, not only the individuality of
Spalding’s art, but also every
tone-quality of his wonderful
Guarnerius.
The New Edison
gives everything that Spalding gives
with his great Guarnerius.
Mr. Edison has spent more than
three million dollars in perfecting
the New Edison to a point where
it Re-Creates tone-qualities that
distinguish one violinfrom another.
After a thorough investigation, we
believe that the New Edison is
the only instrument capable of sus¬
taining this test.

The “Two-Violin” Test
\ our local dealer will gladly give vou
the interesting “Two-Violin” Test
descri bed on this page. It will enable
you to determine the New Edison's
Realism for yourself. Ask for it.
1 homas A. Edison, Inc., Orange, N. J
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millions of hard-earned money spent upon cheap, trashy pic¬
tures, clothes, furniture, music, books—things often fit only for
the junk heap within a few months of their purchase.
Mr. Edward Bok, during his long service as Editor of the
Ladies’ Home Journal, rendered America an invaluable service
in educating the tastes of vast numbers of Americans wTho were
regularly squandering their incomes upon things which made
their home life more hideous than beautiful. But much must
yet. be done before even the average home can reach the stand¬
ards of harmonic unity and beauty which Washington achieved
one hundred and fifty years ago.
Is it not a fine thing to feel that the man who was guiding
the destiny of the United States and establishing this country
as the land of freedom, the model for other republics in all parts
of the world, could at that time plan, with such exquisite judg¬
ment and sucli high intellectual inspiration, a home that the
finest artists, literary workers, musicians and domestic experts
would find very difficult to improve upon to-day? Washington’s
ideals in Music, Art and Literature in the home might well be
the model for thousands of American homes to-day.
If you
ever visit Washington, D. C., do not miss Mount Vernon. For¬
eign visitors who have thought of America as crude, rough and
raw, must receive a gentle jolt when they reach Mount Vernon.
Washington’s home was an expression of himself—his ideals
in music, art and literature. The reason why so many American
homes are incongruous and tawdry is that the owners either have
no ideals, or they abandon those they have started to create.
We—all of us—are here on the planet for such a very little
while that it seems very foolish indeed to permit ourselves to be
surrounded with bad art, bad music and bad literature in our
homes. We are entitled to the best. Let’s have it—up to the
measure of our means.

The New World
Tiie mind of man is said to respond to the influences of
the time. If that is so we may expect some of the world’s great¬
est music to be produced during the next few years. Every
morning many of us wake up and realize that we are living in a
new world from that in which our fathers were born. It might
be called the world of the impossible, because so many things are
every-day matter-of-fact matters which only a generation ago
were declared impossible. Never have invention and mechanically
directed energy advanced at such a rate as during the last twen¬
ty-five years. It is the most intense moment of the centuries.
It is inconceivable that musical imaginations will remain sterile
at such time. American composers, this may be your hour!

Mechanical and Free Hand
lx courses in drawing great distinction is made between
Free Hand Drawing and Mechanical Drawing. One is accom¬
plished largely without the use of instruments of precision, while
the other is based upon them. Both aim at quite different goals.
In music, however, there is always a more or less formal
metrical background and this background music first of all must
be accurate before it can be altered by marks of tempo, or as the
tyro calls it “expression.” Therefore such an instrument as the
metronome used wisely and discriminatingly under the direction
of a skilled teacher often secures results that seem almost unat¬
tainable without it. It is admittedly mechanical—it does make
the playing mechanical for the time being—but this soon wears
away when its use is discontinued. The result is that instead of
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loose, careless rhythms, metres and time we have a background
well defined and well grounded.
The reason for this editorial is the recent interview in The
Etude with the great French pianist, Alfred Cortot, who appar¬
ently places little faith in the use of the metronome in piano¬
forte instruction.
Possibly M. Cortot receives only very
advanced pupils—pupils past the time when metronomic regula¬
tion is advisable. In our own experience the metronome has
proven a great time saver in hundreds of cases and “we would
not have known how to teach without it.”

•.

■

It i. simply the old, old story of the best though*.the
best music, the best ort, the best friends, the best ^mto. go*
—the ennobling things of life. These cosmetics of the sodl cost
nothing in these days but the effort to follow them. They nre
worth far more than all other cosmetics combined.
>f
Plutarch, in “The Banquet of the Seven Wise Men, said.
“Man’s charm consists not in the outward and visible favors and
blessings of Fortune, but in the inward and unseen perfections
and riches of the mind.”
If you are not growing more beautiful as the years pass
by—better find out the reason. More and more beautiful music
_

When the Pianoforte Was New
Suppose you had never seen a pianoforte ? Suppose some¬
one should present you with a wonderful new instrument?
The Rev. Thomas Twinning, in 1774, tells of his sensations in
this quaint way:
“The pianoforte arrived safe at the proper time, without
being even much out of tune by the jumble. I am much pleased
with the tone of it, which is sweet and even; in the pianissimo
it is charming. Altogether the instrument is delightful, and I
play upon it con amore, and with the pleasure I expected. If it
has defects which a good harpsichord has not, it has beauties and
delicacies which amply compensate, and which make the harpsi¬
chord wonderfully flashy and insipid when played after it;
though for some purposes, and in some of my musical moods—
though not the best, I confess—I might turn to the harpsi¬
chord in preference. There are times when one’s ear calls for
harmony, and a pleasant jingle; when one is disposed to merely
sensuous music, that tickles the auditory nerves, and does not
disturb the indolence of our feelings or imagination. But as
soon as ever my spirit awakes, as soon as my heart-strings catch
the gentlest vibration, I swivel me round incontinently to the
pianoforte.”

Injurious Praise

Soul Cosmetics
If you could learn, as we did recently, how much is spent
annually upon various? proprietary remedies intended to make
the human race more beautiful, you would probably gasp just
as we did. Millions upon millions are expended every year by
people who are willing to do anything within their means to
make the impression of their countenances on the world more
acceptable.
Paints, powders, creams, bleaches, ointments, dves—every¬
thing imaginable to give the touch which Nature has apparently
forgotten. It is a human trait, this wanting to be beautiful,
and one which every member of the race should cultivate.
Why, however, do most people ignore the greatest of all
sources of human beauty? There are thousands of men and
women with symmetrical bodies and perfectly moulded faces
tinted with the lovely hues of balanced health, who are yet far
from being beautiful. The reason is that they have neglected
t lie true source of real beauty—the soul. Unless you .have a
beautiful soul you can never be really beautiful.
A soul grows beautiful by beautiful thinking, beautiful
art, beautiful music, beautiful literature. This does not mean
mawkish, namby-pamby stuff—weak, snivelling, goody-goody
drivel—but healthy, strong, rich, beautiful art works that make
us incline toward a nobler personal and spiritual life.
If you are not growing more and more beautiful as you
grow older, you arc not living your life right. Probably no
normal man was born with more ungainly features than Abraham
Lincoln; but with his wonderful intellectual and spiritual ex¬
periences—witness the beauty that came to the strong, vigor¬
ous face of our martyred president. Tennyson, Longfellow,
Julia Ward Howe, Emerson, Beecher, Frances Willard, Lowell,
Verdi, Brahms—all developed a beauty of countenance in their
later years that was unknown in their youth. The beauty that
counts is the radiating luster that shines through the gray hair
and wrinkles as the sun is going down.
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may help.

The Outcome
The Etude is constantly receiving letters inviting our
views upon the effect of the recent war upon music. To our
mind the opinion of I)r. Walter Damrosch upon this subject
is about as sane as anything we have seen.
War, he thinks,
holds up activity in all lines of art. While people have their
minds filled with war they have little time for thinking of any¬
thing else. On the other hand, music unquestionably helped
the United States and our allies invaluably in carrying on our
part in the war through promoting patriotism. That was music
used in the right way.
Before us, we have an article in Die Musik of September,
1915, entitled “Das Kriegeszeil Der Dcutschen Tonkunst”
(The War Aims of German Musical Art), in which the writer
is exulting because a German Opera Company was giving per¬
formances in the “proud” Monnaie-Theatre of Brussels, and
Vesper Services were being held in captured Cathedrals. The
effect of music of this kind performed under such circumstances
was to anger the Belgians to the breaking point. It was a
taunt which they could not and did not forget. Music rightly
used in war is the highest means for promoting morale. Let
us hope that our American army and its officers will always be
too big to use music to make the vanquished feel their defeat
more keenly. Let us always use music to foster the best, in our
national life.
__
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“Un asino sempre trova ten altr'asino che lo amira.”
Thus runs the Italian proverb, “One jackass can always
find another jackass to flatter it.”
Asinine praise does far more harm than intelligent adverse
criticism. In music, seemingly, more than in any other art,
people who have no warrant to criticise are always willing to
give their words of wisdom without cost and apparently with¬
out thought.
“You have a perfectly wonderful technic, my dear, but
your legatos! your legatos!—you must really look after your
legatos!” casually remarks Mrs. Strukoyle, who has just added
the word legato to her vocabulary, via a player-piano adver¬
tisement.
No real artist can be fooled by flattery, because the true
artist knows better than any one else how poorly, or how well,
a piece of work has been done. If the artist is not his own
best critic he will never soar above the foot-hills.
Publishers are often approached by young composers
who say -—
“All my friends, even the minister and the postmaster,
have heard this work, and they say it is sure to have an
enormous sale.” No publisher knows in advance whether a
composition is going to have an “enormous sale.” Some of
the shrewdest of all publishers have been fooled time and time
again in their prognostications.
The public hears of the successes but never of the failures.
If the publishers, the professional critics and the real musicians
cannot discern “hits” in advance, what right can the young
composer’s non-musical friends possibly have to give helpful
criticism ?
The truth is that the world is full of jackasses who have
no hesitation in giving their worthless musical opinions to
other jackasses who are foolish enough to value their wellmeaning but quite worthless criticisms.
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TheThreeTouches Employed In Melody Playing
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Written Expressly for THE ETUDE by the Distinguished American Concert Pianist
Si:

THUEL BURNHAM

[EDITOR’S NOTE: Americans naturally take a pride in the success of an American pianist who wins his first bright laurels in Europe There is no doubt of the
great success of Thuel Burnham in Paris and other continental cities. He went to Europe fourteen years ago and, remained there until the outbreak of the war. He was
born in Vinton. Iowa, in 1884. During his boyhood he made many successful appearances in all parts of the United States including solo appearances at the Metropolitan
Opera House Sunday Night Concerts in New York. His teachers at that time were Dr. William Mason {piano) and E,M. Bowman {theory). He attributes a great
deal of his pronounced success to Dr. Mason, since immediately after the completion of his American tours he went to Europe and appeared with sensational success,
particularly in London, where he was received with extraordinary demonstrations of enthusiasm. He then went to Leschetisky at Vienna for three years and thereafter
appeared in the capitals of Europe fulfilling the promise of his earlier triumphs. During the war Mr. Burnham traveled at his own expense to the various camps in
this country, giving his services continually for the inspiration of the soldiers. The following article was written expressly for THE ETUDE by Mr. Burnham, who
believes that it contains some of the most important principles evolved in his work.]
Several years ago, when I made the statement in a
musical periodical that there were only three “touches,”
properly employed, in melody playing, it drew forth
a rapid fire of protest from certain quarters, among
them being a letter from a pedagogue, who cited Liszt
as his authority for stating that there were thirty-two.
However, I feel sure that these letters were due to
misapprehension of what I meant and, therefore, I
will strive to make this article thoroughly comprehen¬
sible and helpful to all who may read it, with the result,
I trust, that many a weary pen may be saved the labor
of traversing an unnecessarily argumentative sheet.
There are, perhaps, thirty-two gradations of each
touch, and yet they are only gradations and can quite
easily be separated into three distinct divisions, namely,
the “down touch,” the “up touch” and the “wiping-off
touch.”
It has been my experience that the great majority of
pianists, both those who have found the road to piano
mastery a tiring and tedious one, and those whom the
hand of God has blessed with a natural pianistic ability,
are most deficient in their knowledge of “Melody Play¬
ing.” In other words, they have a vague feeling of how
the tone should sound to the ear, and yet have no clear
consciousness of how to produce it. Before we begin
with the three touches, however, let us consider one
thing: melody playing and technical playing are quite
apart from one another, although many teachers, draw¬
ing no distinction between them, treat them as one and
the same.
The technical hand is formed with the curved fingers
and the low wrist, with the fingers not in action raised
slightly over the keys. Then, too, the fingers fall
(never strike, as some pianists have been taught),
and speed and clarity are achieved only when the
muscles have been thoroughly trained to draw up the
finger last used with surety and alacrity, in order that
the new falling finger may make a fresh, cleancut tone,
completely void of its predecessor’s vibrations.
Quite the contrary is the “melody hand.” Here the
hand is very relaxed and the fingers, almost straight¬
ened, cling to the keys at all times, in much the same
way as one would caress the soft fur of a cat. Also,
the wrist must be completely devitalized and flexible, as
the beauty of tone depends entirely on its looseness, a
decided contrast to the technical hand, which obtains
its effects through the use of the fingers principally and
which also requires a moderately quiet wrist, except, of
course, in octavo and chord playing. Then, too, the con¬
tact with the key in melody playing comes on the balls
of the fingers, while in technical playing it comes on
the tips.
. Now let us learn the practicing methods necessary in
order to acquire a pure and singing tone: A great
many teachers would start one, intent on such a quest,
into the depths of a Chopin Nocturne or a Beethoven
slow movement, from which the student would probably
emerge more confused and less satisfied than before.
Instead, it is best to follow the routine of a singing
master, who teaches his pupil development and purificatioji of tone on a single note, and so we learn the rudi¬
ments of correct melody playing upon a single key of
the piano, the mastery of which offers us the “open
sesame” to the tonal beauty.
As a prompter to the pupil in distinguishing the
touches, I use three marks, which, when placed over
the notes, better enable him to grasp the significance and
occasion of their uses.
For the down touch, which is the one most generally
used, especially in beginning a phrase, I use: /'“s

For the up touch, which is used for emphasis or also
for tapering off a tone (an important factor in artistic
playing, which the undeveloped pianist as a rule ne¬
glects), I use: ^
For the wiping-off touch, which is used for finishing
off the phrase, musical staccato, and for articulate scale
work, I use: y
Here I would like to explain that the term “legato” is
a misnomer as applied to scales and technical passages,
for at the mere word the pianist instinctively begins to
cling to the keys, trying to make the notes singing and
connected. Very few, in practicing volocity passages
slowly (a virtue of unlimited importance), employ the
same muscular conditions in slow tempo as they do in
fast. Instead, they practice laboriously by the hour,
with a heavy pressing touch, and then expect to play the
same at tempo with light and fleeting fingers.
Properly speaking, the perfect scale does not mean
a legato one, in the sense that the word is generally
used, but, quite on the contrary, ah articulate one, with
the notes well rounded and detached. Practiced slowly,
with the wiping-off touch,.it of course appears staccato,
but played in tempo it sounds as the perfect scale
should, clear and distinct.
Let us turn to the practical application of these ideas.
We will begin with the down touch and, to follow the
aforesaid singing master’s principle, will employ only
the one tone to start with, using the third finger, which
is the “warm” or pianistic finger.
First place it in an almost straightened position on the
key, remembering the use of only the ball of the finger
in melody playing, and hold the wrist high. Then lower
the wrist, making the tone as it descends, all the while
bearing pressure upon the key, a caressing, affectionate

pressure, as if you loved the very feeling of the ivory
under your touch. Try this over time and time again
until you feel it as almost a part of yourself, and then
alternate to the up touch, which is done in the same
way, with the exception of the reversed wrist move¬
ment starting with the low and ending with the high.
In forming for the wiping-off touch, the finger is
placed .in the same phsition as in the previous touches, al¬
though the wrist, instead of being high as before, is
now in a normal position. From where the ball comes
in contact with the key draw the finger off the remain¬
ing length of the ivory with a wiping-off movement,
keeping in mind that the tone is produced by the wiping
off and not by the aid of either the wrist or arm or
the slightest raising of the finger from the key.
After attaining a thorough understanding of the em¬
ployment of the touches on the single key it is well
to apply the same to the “five-finger exercise,” allow¬
ing the fingers not in action to rest lightly on the keys.
In this way one adapts the complete hand to the new
method. Then, too, applying the touches to improvised
chords is a thing to be highly recommended in making
a cantabile playing second nature to one’s musical self.
It is extremely difficult to find a score in which only
the down and up touches are employed, but in the
Chopin Prelude No. 20 we have just such an occur¬
rence and, therefore, in studying the following meas¬
ures, one will be able to more clearly see the applica¬
tion of the principles indicated by the marks, the mean¬
ing of which I have explained above.
Up touch:

Providing that my explanation of the touches and
their uses has resulted in an adequate understanding of
them, it will be seen that I have used the up touch in
the preceding measures on account of the fortissimo
and sonorous effect desired in their playing.
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In these measures I have used the down touch, as
they require more of a normal tone instead of the ex¬
aggerated fortissimo of the preceding score, No. l,and
therefore, are not in need of the emphasis employed
with the up touch.
Exercise for bringing out the upper melody note:

The following is the same score written as it witt
sound when practiced corr<.c.ly—at a slow te P

The Direct Method in Music Study
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By P. D. Jennings

Chopin, Nocturne, Op. 27; 2 '

Above I have given an illustration of the more cor¬
rect method of practicing the last eight measures of
the Prelude, for an artistic rendition of them requires
the bringing out of the upper melody note
The marking will guide the player in distinguishing
the two touches employed, the down and the wiping off.
In practicing, the finger on the melody note is used
with a downward pressure, while the subordinated tones
are produced by a light wiping-off touch, which will
give them a staccato effect. However, when again
played normally, as in illustration No. 2, without the
wiping-off touch, the general effect will be a clear, sing¬
ing tone in the soft melody note, with the remainder of
the chord as a soft, subdued accompaniment.
An illustration where only the wiping-off touch is
used through an entire melodic period is also not easy
to find, but in the Schubert Impromptu, Op. 142, No. 3,
we have an almost perfect example.
Wiping-off touch:

It is to be noticed that I have used the third finger
through the whole of the preceding measures, which is
the most musical way of play'ng this passage, since this
finger is, as I have said before, the “warm” or pianistic
finger, and is capable of producing great.r feeling and
beauty of tone than the others.
The last variation of the same Impromptu affords a
splrndid example for lb- use of the wip'ns-off touch
in obtaining greater articulation in velocity playing.
Here the score should be marked in the following
Proper manner of practicing velocity passages slowly:

Ill cl sing I should like to say that a successful player
mus not only have his notes memorized, but must
k ow practically the exact way in which he is going to
play each one of them.
Depending upon one’s mood at the time of a per¬
formance would be quite satisfactory if moods were to
be controlled at will, but remember they are capricious
things in times of extreme nervousness, and one ofttimes finds his artistic mood has left him. Under these
conditions one must have the scientific knowledge of
how to produce by the aid of the right touch, pedaling
and finely-adjusted dynamics, a warm, emotional phras¬
ing, however uninspired he may feel at the moment.
The so-called “ciit-and-dried” playing is not only de¬
sirable but essentially necessary, fbr it is only in this
way that the pianist feels at his ease and his playing
appears spontaneous and buoyant. I now leave the im¬
portant part of this article to the reader, namely, con¬
scientious study, and my sincere hope is that my few
suggestions may be of service to him in attaining that
mastery in piano playing which critics herald as “talent”
However, that word implies only half the matter, for
talent is born, while an artist is made—made through
the right knowledge and application of these and other
definite principles which are not arrived at through in¬
stinct or accident, but through concentrated hard work,
which is only another name for “genius.”

How to Create New Teaching Business
By G. T. Robinson
Answering the question of one of our enterprising
readers, “How to create new business?” my first
thought is, to do good earnest work with pupils or in
any professional fine you may be following.
“Like produces like.” and a most substantial business
can be built up by getting results with what you have.
In teaching, getting the class together in class days
and creating a little kindly rivalry, and later bring¬
ing them out in recitals, not only helps to hold your
business, but gives their friends and any interested an
opportunity to see what can be accomplished, and they
often become interested to follow in the same lines.
One’s own mental attitude toward creating business
can do much. Know that you have a message that the
world is waiting to receive, and that it is your right
to have good reward for giving it out; know, also,
that your place is here waiting for you to fill it, and
that you are an instrument in the hands of the Divine
Creator to give to the world an art that shall have
its influence on this and future generations, and that
shall react to your own substance, power and success.
—From The Crescendo.

The Americanization schools of the country are at
present laying great stress upon the teaching of English
to^he foreigners by the “direct method.’ As Henry
Goldberger says: “The problem for the teacher of
immigrants is to have the foreigner associate the ob¬
ject ‘pencil’ with the word ‘pencil,’ rather than with the
word'‘crayon’ or ‘Bleistift’ It .s more economical t
make the short cut from the percept pencil to the con¬
cept ‘pencil’ than it is to form a threefo d association
of percept ‘pencil’-word ‘crayon’-word pencil. This
is an illustration of the pedagogic dictum that one
doesn’t know a language until one has learned to
think in it. Thinking here consists in short-circuiting
the current from percept to motor accomplishment m
pronouncing the word.”
There is much in the preceding paragraph, I have
found, that applies to the teaching of music, for, after
all, music is but another language, a universal language,
and the most beautiful in the world. With this in us
favor why is it that many pupils, especially the younger
ones, begin the study of music only to give it up m
despair and disgust after a comparatively few lessons r
Simply because results have not seemed commensurate
with the effort involved.
Many teachers insist on teaching even their youngest
pupils an endless list of names and definitions before
actual work on the piano is attempted. Then the les¬
son proceeds something like this:
Teacher—What note is this? Now, a note on the
extra line below the treble clef would be C. The space
above is D, the line E, and, of course, this note is F.
Now go on to the next note. Give the name of each
note before you play it, whether it is a half or a quar¬
ter note, count, hold your fingers just so, your arm a
little way from the side (etc.).
And so the lesson goes, painstakingly and laboriously,
and the point the teacher misses is this: it is unneces¬
sary and absolutely wrong for the pupil to read music
by the names of the notes. By this method the pupil
must associate the note on the printed page with its
name, “F.” Then the name “F” must be associated
with the key F on the piano. Is it not infinitely easier
to associate the note itself on the printed page with
the key on the piano, regardless of its name? This is
proven by the fact that experienced players never think
of the names of the notes they play any more than we
think of nouns and pronouns in ordinary conversation.
It is certain also that our children learned to talk and
express themselves without knowing a single letter of
the words they pronounced and understood.
The note on the printed page instantaneously associ¬
ates itself with the correct key on the piano, and the
name never enters the mind. Why, then, should we
originate a habit of thinking in pupils which they must
entirely revise if they are to become successful players,
or even ordinary players? Of course, the names of
the notes should be learned eventually, but they should
not be added as another link to the chain of thought
which takes place between the sight of the printed note
and its transmission into sound.
Let us illustrate once more from the direct method
of teaching a foreign language. Everyone is familiar
with the present method of teaching in our schools and
universities. A student begins the study of Latin. At
the end of four years’ study he has mastered the con¬
jugations, the declensions, a large vocabulary and an
endless number of rules, all of which is excellent mental
training, but he often is unable to express a single sen¬
tence of Latin in everyday conversation. He has thou¬
sands of feet of lumber, but he has never been taught
how to build a house with his material
The direct method, in contrast to this, teaches the
foreigner to say “How far is it to B-street?” and
to understand what he is saying. His particular prob-
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Played at tempo this passag- will sound “paring
and (as the pianist fondly believes) “legato,” but in
reality articulate and infinitesimally detached, as it
should.
For the final illustration, I have given a series of
musical phrases with their correct markings. The notes
which are unmarked are only passing tones, and—as I
have said before—are played with the down touch
without the wrist.
Musical phrases employing all three touc es:
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The Basis of Success in Music Reading
By D. C. PARKER
Mr. Parker, one of the ablest of the English writers upon musical topics, has made many excellent suggestions in this article.
Ip we give our attention to teacher and pupil it is
because on them the success, or otherwise, of a music
lesson depends. Teaching of any kind is not a business
to be lightly undertaken. The teacher must be able to
assure himself that he has something to impart. More
important than this, the teacher must feel that he has
the ability to impart it. Cleverness of itself never made
a successful teacher. The explanatory gift has to ac¬
company knowledge, the gift of making rough places
plain, of simplifying the complex, of demonstrating how
the thing came to be what it is. Rich and ready in
answers, the teacher ought, likewise, to be, for the intel¬
ligent student will ask many searching questions. This
is sometimes regarded as annoying, but it is annoying
only when the questions are irrelevant. The habit of
inquiry should be generously encouraged. The ques¬
tion mark, on which youth draws so often should not
be denied it. People do not spontaneously ask ques¬
tions concerning things about which they care little.
Let this be borne in mind. The frequency and ur¬
gency with which the pupil demands light on a hundred
and one perplexing and wonderful subjects is the meas¬
ure of his interest.
Knowledge and the ability to impart it are neces¬
sary for the teacher. In addition, he must have
another and a far rarer gift. He must be a psycholo¬
gist. A great deal is said here, there and everywhere
of method. Of method, as the word is popularly em¬
ployed, I am more than a little distrustful. It seems
as though, in not a few instances the epithet were util¬
ized to conceal a poverty of vital ideas which, were it
discovered, would do the teacher’s reputation no good,
and possibly infinite harm. It is all very well to have
your preoccupations, your bias, your individual convic¬
tions, Without them you would possess no personality.
The Faculty of Adaptation
This we cheerfully concede while we hold that
the teacher must have the faculty of adaptation. In this
connection uniformity is a false idea. Rashly do we
talk if we say that there is only one good and
true way of doing anything. Show me two men, and
I will show you two truths. No two human beings are
exactly alike. As we differ from one another outwardly
so do we differ mentally and spiritually. It is, perhaps,
unfashionable to assert that the pupil has a soul and a
temperament. Many teachers are content with a pair
of hands and a brain, and not a few mistakes are made
on this account. The teacher who treats all alike has
no power of reflection. He does not realize that here,
as elsewhere, what is one man’s meat is another man’s
poison; he does not perceive that the dogmatic manner
which brings good results in one case may be utterly
futile in another, which demands gentle persuasion.
Most teachers of the piano must have observed many
of the varieties which go to comprise human nature.
Here is a pupil of romantic tendencies who dreams over
her music. She is thoughtful, languishing, has a natu¬
ral taste for caressing the doubly-sweet passage and
loves the tempo rubato. This, of itself and in its place,
is not a fault. It is the excess and misapplication of it
which work mischief. If it grow unduly and develop a
general untidiness which distorts the music and plays
havoc with the rhythm, it must be stringently cor¬
rected. The teacher should give her some vigorous,
robust music—a course of Bach, perhaps, which checks
the inclination to ultra-sentimentalize everything, which
nourishes a weaker aspect of her nature. Another pu¬
pil is prosaic, has little imagination, plays with a souldestroying regularity and is woefully deficient in poetry.
Changing the Method
The wise counsellor turns the attention of such a
person to' pieces (those of the romantic school, for ex¬
ample) which are utterly nonsensical if thus handled.
It is obvious that the teacher has to change his method
and his point of view with every lesson. Travellers
arrive at the same place by various paths, and it is
absurd to think that you can cure all ailments by ad¬
ministering the same dose of the same drug. One might
say more on this topic, and it is, certainly, important

enough. It may, however, be sufficient to emphasize
that the teacher is always bound to observe the per¬
sonality of the individual with whom he is concerned.
What, in one case, leads to success, in another leads to
failure, and it is foolish to pursue a well-defined policy
merely because it appeals personally to you. There are
certain things which ought to be done; there are certain
things which ought not to be done. A good teacher knows
them by intuition. What is said here does hot refer to
them. It refers to the way in which the ordinary teacher
deals with his student. Do what you will, you will
never make all your pupils see with your own eyes.
You will find that however similar some of them may
be in tastes and in habits of mind, there yet remains a
subtle difference. The attempt to eliminate this dif¬
ference is tt> be deplored. Tot homines quot sententide, and it is well that it should be so. The character¬
less pupils of an autocratic teacher have no individuali¬
ties. They lifelessly perpetuate his mannerisms and
quote his maxims. The essential part remains dormant.
This appears to be a poor kind of teaching. The joy
of life resides in its diversity, in the number and vari¬
ety of its schools of thought, in its shades of expres¬
sion, its wealth of accent. The aim is not to make the
pupil a small edition of yourself, but to help him to
develop his own powers, and to see things and judge
them unaided.
The Pupil Must Help
A generous recognition of the foregoing carries with
it a true appreciation of the relationship between
teacher and pupil. It is sometimes assumed that the
teacher is a kind of magician who holds the keys of a
box wherein lie the indispensable secrets. With all
due respect, this view gives too much importance to the
teacher and too little to the pupil. The teacher is not
omniscient or infallible. But quite apart from this, his
activity is necessarily limited. He can go only so far.
There is the education which one obtains from another;
there is the education which one gives to oneself.
Many things vitally important can neither be taught
nor learnt. They have to be apprehended and dis¬
cerned. The most that the teacher can do is to quicken
the perception of his pupil, encourage him to explore
for himself and to rely upon his own instinct to sense
that which counts. It is manifest whatever the merits
of the teacher, that however painstaking he be, there
still remains something which only the pupil can sup¬
ply. Without the pupil’s good will, without a spontane¬
ous activity on his part, there can be no real progress.
No amount of knowledge, no array of facts and fig¬
ures are of avail, if the pupil does not stand upon his
own legs and use all his powers. The watchword is
cooperation. Without a free and benevolent give and
take, there is small chance of success. The teacher ought
not to be a remote personage to whom the pupil hesi¬
tates to unburden himself. The pupil ought not to go
away from a lesson contemplating a score of difficul¬
ties of which he has said nothing.
First Lessons
And here let it be asserted that such close and
mutually beneficial co-operation should characterize
particularly the first lessons. A great deal is made of
“finishing lessons.” Finishing lessons are not lessons
in the ordinary sense. They are lessons taken when
much more than the initial difficulties of technique have
been overcome and the attention is directed towards
strengthening some weak point towards interpretation,
towards fine points of rendering. True, they are impor¬
tant. But so are the first lessons, though for a differ¬
ent reason. Early impressions are strong ones; what¬
ever change subsequent vicissitudes make on us, we
retain something of them and it is regrettable when
they are distasteful. The acquisitions of knowledge,
as Herbert Spencer remarked, should be a pleasant
task.
“No profit goes where is no pleasure ta’en.”
I agree that it is difficult to find poetry or enchant¬
ment in five-finger exercises.
Precisely on this
account must the teacher be scrupulously careful in the

early stages. Too many have been frightened at the
sight and thought of apparently endless drudgery.
There is no royal road up Parnassus hill. Many ob¬
stacles and pitfalls lie in wait for the unwary, even
for the highly gifted; and the oasis which holds de¬
light and refreshment is reached only by those with the
patience and persistence to traverse the Sahara of
routine. The tyro looks round and perceives brilliance,
audacity and an enormous capacity for surmounting
difficulties. He is filled with envy. He likes the result,
but hates the means of attaining it. He is, in fact,
doubtful whether the small matters to which he is ad¬
vised to confine himself lead to anything at all. The
relationship between his unlovely two-part exercises
and the fine technical accomplishment of his friend is
not apparent. The teacher, it is plain, must show how
the journey is made step by step. He must call to
mind that if to-day’s music be not intensely interesting,
the best remedy is application wherewith to pass to
other and better themes. He mast insist that, with
time, the pupil will see a larger horizon; that the beau¬
tiful, the all-absorbing side of music is gradually, but
surely, revealed; that the farther on the road the pupil
travel, the more charming sights will he see by the
wayside.
The Amount of Knowledge
Another matter of pressing moment cannot remain
unmentioned. The teacher has to consider the amount
of knowledge to which it is advisable that the student
should address himself. Not all backs bear the same
burden; not all brains retain the same number of facts,
Some people are born with unusual gifts of assimila¬
tion. They memorize, digest, absorb—take which word
you will—with ease; and the remarkable feature is
that, with such people, they do assimilate becomes at
once a true part of themselves. Has it not been said
that what Guizot learned in the morning he had the
air of having known from eternity ? The happy faculty
here present will save the teacher much trouble. Other
people have not this happy faculty. They do not read¬
ily seize the best in a school, a work or a man. Teach
them a little and they retain it; a little more and they
forget it. To introduce them to the periods and styles
among which our friends with the assimilative gift
move easily and gracefully would be to embarrass and
overweight them. Need we say, then, that some selec¬
tion has to be made? The subjects and points selected
■will be determined by the disposition of the pupil. Here
a hiatus has to be filled up; there a misconception to
be dissipated.
Two Points of View
It has just been said that harmony must prevail be¬
tween teacher and pupil. The preservation of this
harmony is necessary. When there are signs that trust
and confidence have, even for a moment, disappeared, I
would say to both actors in the drama, “Put yourself
in his place.” How often discord exists because the
teacher and the pupil see things from different angles 1
How often they see things from different angles be¬
cause there is disparity of age; because, on the one
hand, there is experience, maturity, reserve, calm of
mind, restraint of feeling, and, on the other, exuberance
flaming enthusiasm, fanatical likes and dislikes, de¬
testation of the sombre, the profound, the introspec¬
tive. Patience must here be exercised. You cannot
teach experience. No one can become experienced by
proxy. The judicial temper and appreciation of mod¬
eration are born of long years which have proved the
value of this and the worthlessness of that. Youth
cannot see with the eyes of age. Immaturity cannot
call the virtues of ripeness to its aid, It is the bus¬
iness of youth to be young and the mental exuberance
of youth often tends towards a naive dogmatism. I
am not sure that half the charm of youth does not lie
in its Ingenuous confidence.
This old world has
blemishes to be rubbed off its surface; wrongs to be
righted; it stands in sore need of new gospels; it has
endured suffering. Whatever the day the younger gen¬
eration sincerely believes that it has the power to set
things right; that through all the centuries mankind
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has awaited its coming. Here, at last, is balm for your
age-long wounds, honey for your parched lips. But
youth, if solicitous, is also impatient. It chafes at its
bridle, kicks over the traces and knocks down your
shrines without a tear. There is an attraction in the
oft-acted escapade. Youth will always be youth. To at¬
tempt to quench the ardent flame which burns in its
breast is to essay the impossible. Time is the great
healer. It is not till we have journeyed far that we
gain “the philosophic mind.” Men become wise by
making the mistakes which have been made from the
beginning of time.
“Put yourself in his place.” Did not the teacher one
fine day smash the cucumber frame and walk over the
flower-beds? Did he not inhabit a castle in the air? He
admits it. When he is fifty will the pupil be different
from his teacher? He cannot of a surety say that
he will. The god’s of life’s dawn are rarely the heroes
of the latter years. Therefore, let there be forbearSympathy and Criticism
Despite all the waywardness of which ill-equipped
humanity is capable—and it js not light baggage—we
look to the teacher for sympathy. Many sinkings of
the heart and unwritten tragedies .are due to the
thoughtless remark of the impatient teacher or of the
teacher who can do the thing himself, but cannot ex¬
plain how it is done. These heart sinkings and trage¬
dies are productive of no good. We ask not for
flattery, for fine superlatives and the note of admiration
for mediocre accomplishments and half-finished tasks.
The language of the courtier is out of place in the
music-room. But we do ask that that which is well
done should be frankly recognized. We ask that, if
defects be pointed out in all their nakedness, merits
should not be permitted to pass unnoticed. Too many
teachers, anxious to impress their proteges with
superior knowledge and power, dwell entirely on faults.
With them criticism means derogatory criticism and
their phrases are steeped in vinegar and gall. The
teacher should not be easily satisfied; he should ever
be ready to demonstrate that, while there is a good,

there is also a better. But he should never send the
pupil away with the feeling that all the world is b ack.
It is this feeling which kills interest and interest is tne
mother of enthusiasm. Without enthusiasm you can
not build your pyramid.
It may happen that ie
teacher encounters one who does not deserve a.favor
able word; one who does nothing even passably, it
may be that there is no natural gift; or, more likely,
that the gift is of liliputian dimensions; or, again, that
the taste is really for another subject. Whatever the
reason, in justice to himself and to the pupil, the
teacher should make the truth known.
Attitude Towards Music
One other word and I have done. The true artist
approaches music with reverence. Music is not a game.
We do not live by bread alone and if we admit that
the soul, as well as the body, must be fed, we admit
that music is necessary for us. If the right spirit
dwell within, we cannot regard the mighty outpourings
of man’s deepest feelings with flippancy. There is no
implication that music ought to be a dull and cere¬
monious affair. On the contrary, a great joy rises
within us when we stand face to face with the mouth¬
pieces of humanity, the articulators of our happiness
and grief, our aspirations and disillusionments, the
fear which claims us when the storm threatens our
habitation. But we take our manner from the Philis¬
tine and the Vandal if we handle sacred things with¬
out some sense of their sanctity. No little rests with
the teacher. Let him impress upon the young minds
that look to him for guidance that music is something
other than a harmless amusement with which to fill the
odd corners of the round of the clock; something
higher than an innocent background for conversation ;
something deeper than a pretty accomplishment with
which to banish boredom. Let him assert, in season
and out of season, and with one emphasis, that music
is that which appeals to our better selves, which adds
to the world's spiritual wealth, which sings in noble
numbers the long, fateful odyssey of humanity.

Fighting Fate to Triumph
By Arthur S. Garbett
Beethoven wrote better music after he was deaf
than he did before.
When Schumann injured his hand so that a career
as a virtuoso pianist was impossible, he simply turned
writer and composer and kept on as a musician.
Bach injured his sight reading by moonlight music
that he could not study any other way. But he
studied it.
Schubert was too poor at times to buy even music
paper on which to write the greatest songs in the
world. He ruled staves on odd scraps of paper, and
kept right on.
Verdi wrote his greatest operas when he was old
enough and rich enough to retire.
Wagner was a sick man all his life; he suffered exile
for his political opinions; he was always in debt; he

was unhappily married; he was savagely attacked by
his critics. He wrote his master works almost without
hope of hearing them performed. He was virtually
an old man before he won recognition. But he won it.
Arthur Sullivan, who wrote the most charming of
comic operettas, suffered all his life from digestion
trouble. Much of H. M. S. Pinafore was written on a
bed of pain.
When Mozart knew his last hours were come, he
spent what little time remained in writing music.
When Handel lost his sight, he turned his affliction to
account by writing an oratorio about the blind hero
Samson.
Did any of these men watch the clock while practic¬
ing, do you suppose?

To the Pupil Without a Teacher
It is hard to be a self-starter, especially if you are a
human being. Even with the automobile the mechanism
is not always one hundred per cent, reliable, but it
works so often that it pays to imitate it. You will
readily see the application to the pupil who has a gift
for music and no opportunity to study with a teacher.
When love for music is so pronounced that one keeps
up the study of it, even without a teacher, the gift is
worthy of any sacrifice. For the return it pays all
through life, and possibly beyond, is rich beyond com¬
pare. Therefore a few helps for the pupil without a
1. Don’t give up the exercise of your talent. Study
the quality called initiative, that magic word with four
i’s, and see to it that you take leadership over your
own gift. It is yours from the Divine Source, to which
it must be returned developed in some measure.
2. Believe in your talent. We pay too little heed to
that reservoir background of ourselves which impels
itself forward seeking expression. What you do nat¬
urally and with love for the doing is a prime asset.
Use Your Magazine
3. Treat your talent on a lofty plane. Never demean
it by letting it feed on husks. Never seek to develop
it without the aid of the best counsel you can procure.

Even if you work alone you can secure that counsel
through this magazine, authoritative help on every
phase of what you want to do. Therefore you should
learn to make intelligent use of all the resources of
this magazine. They constitute right advice and proper
conduct of your studies in whatever circumstances you
may be compelled to carry them on.
4. Keep intelligently informed about music. Back of
every music success there is a human interest story
involving the career of a man or woman, and perhaps
of your type. It is often of someone who worked
with faith, patience and judgment, striving to make the
most of what he had. Music biographies and music
reminiscences you will find especially inspiring. Keep
them by you as you read of current musical doings and
see how the modern troubadour and composer is but
a slight variant upon his prototype of former times.
5. Finally, believe. implicitly in sacrifice. In every
life there is a lot of upstream travel. The rivers flow
to the sea, arid that is the reason why we never can
float to a mountain top. But sacrifices have the quality
of turning trials to blessings. And of all the blessings
in this life the love for music and the privilege of
developing it, even in a quiet corner of life, is one of
the greatest.

By Mrs. E. B. Dyer
There were two womeuTthe' pupil and a painstaking,
experienced teacher with infinite patience.
The pupil had been a business woman all her life.
Her hands were flexible, and into the study of music
Shta Are0e1rr7thcUpunpTl\e«me thoroughly grounded
in scale work. She absorbed a large amount of technic,
and learned to play third-grade music we with occa¬
sional pieces of a higher grade that appealed to her
Music as a study interested her the same as a for¬
eign language. Although knowing that she could never
make a musician, she derived infinite pleasure trom
the study, and sometimes there were people who en¬
joyed hearing her play.
.
. .
Of course, aside from faithful practice, the result is
due to the aforesaid patient teacher.
The pupil was past sixty when she learned the notes.

To Parents—Don’t Give Up Your Music
By Thomas Tapper
Any parent, the mother particularly, who has studied
music, possesses an investment that is of value for at
least two generations, probably three.
One often wonders how little children would fare if
they were left to get food and clothing as they often are
left to get their music education. True, there is often
the teacher to guide and counsel, but she cannot be in
constant attendance, particularly in the first months, as
she should be. And therefore the little pupil is com¬
pelled to practice alone, to cook her own meals—so to
speak—to cut and shape her own garments. We all
can look back upon periods of solitude when we were
compelled to do those things which we did not know
how to do. I do not wonder that little children often
literally hate to practice. An hour of that form < f
inquisition is surely interminable.
And here is where mother's music training should be
not only a guide but an essential safeguard to tinactual intellectual investment represented by the music
lessons. Any mother who will acquaint herself with
the intimate loving care which Mendelssohn's mother
bestowed upon him and his sister Fannie in their short
five and ten minute lessons, and will visualize clearly
the infinite beauty of their mutual interest, will find
a model at hand of surpassing loveliness and inspiration.
A mother has only to work in close partnership of
interest with the teacher, and the child will never have
a dull moment in his practice periods.

School and Studio
Studies in the Curriculum of the Public School Which
Compare With Musical Studies
By Paul Arnstein
School
Reading; must be
studied from the ele¬
mentary to the higher
grades.
2. Writing; studied from
the alphabet to com¬
position.
3. Arithmetic; studied
from simple addition
to higher mathe¬
matics.
History; studied from
the History of the
United States to the
History of the World.
5. Grammar; includes
the analysis of the
parts of speech and
tile construction of
sentences and para¬
graphs.
6. Literature; from
Shakespeare to writ¬
ers of the present
day.
7. Physical Training; all
sorts of gymnastics.

Studio
1. Reading Music; must
be studied from the
elementary to the
higher grades.
2. Writing Music; stud¬
ied from writing notes
to composition.
3. Arithmetic in Music;
studied from note
lengths and time sig¬
natures to involved
rhythmic problems. •
4. History of Music;
studied from ancient
music to that of the
present time.
5. Grammar in Music;
includes
everything
from simple musical
structure to the con¬
struction of melodies
and chords.
6. Literature (musical) ;
from Bach to Debussy
and other composers
of the present day.
7. Physical Gymnastics;
Technical
Exercises
of all kinds—finger,
wrist and arm move-
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An Interview Secured Expressly for The Etude by Harriette Brower, with the Distinguished
French Pianist—Conductor—Teacher

ill

i

M. ALFRED CORTOT

[Editor’s Note: The notable success of M. Cortot
upon his American tours, made at a time when America
n)as aflame with enthusiasm for France and French
Art, has been very gratifying. M. Cortot was born at
Nyon, Switzerland, of a French father and a Swiss
mother, September 26, 1877. His pianoforte education
was conducted at the Paris Conservatoire where he
studied with Decambes, Rouquou and Diemer, winning
the first piano prize in 1896. A little later, after a suc¬
cessful debut as a pianist in Paris, he went to Bayreuth
where he studied the Wagner roles under J. Kniese and
acted as repetiteur at the famous Wagner opera house.
Returning to Paris he conducted the first French per¬
formance of "Gotterdamerung” in 1902. His interest in
Wagner led to the establishment of the Association des
Concerts A■ Cortot, which he conducted largely for the
purpose of increasing French appreciation of the works
of Richard Wagner. His gifts as a pianist, however,
were such that there was a public demand for him to
return to the concert stage and he made numerous
tours of Germany, Austria, Holland, France, Russia,
Italy and England as a concert pianist. He then formed
a famous trio composed of Jaques Thibaud, the French
violinist and Pablo Casals, the Spanish ’celist, and
himself. This trio became very celebrated for their
performances of chamber music. In 1907 he became
Professor of Advanced Pianoforte Flaying at the Paris
Conservatoire, where he numbered among his pupils
Magdeleine Brard and other gifted students. He has
been the recipient of many orders including that of
Chevelier of the Legion of Honor. When the Paris
Conservatoire Orchestra was sent to America for a
national tour by the French Government Cortot was
included as the solo pianist. His success at that time
led to other tours. Cortot is a fine instance of the
scholarly type of pianist who does not permit the
academic phases of pianoforte study to affect his natur¬
ally emotional trend. Miss Harriette Brower, who has
conducted numerous conferences of this kind, received
the following interesting comments from M. Cortot
during the past season. America has been the musical
host to pianists of many different nationalities. II ith
the exception of Saint-Saens, Pugnot and Ganz we have
had very few from France and Switzerland. Therefore
M. Cortot is especially welcome in America at this
Technic Adapted to the Student
“You wish to speak to me about matters pertaining
to the technical side of piano playing,” began M. Cortot,
after he had seen that we were'comfortably seated, and
he had placed himself on a piano stool before us.
“That is a very important side, for the young student.
Of course, in the earlier stages, the pupil must be very
ekact about everything connected with technic—hand
position, finger action, relaxation, and so on. But, in
presenting these fundamental subjects, the student’s
physique and mentality enter largely into the scheme, so
that one can almost say the teacher must have a differ¬
ent method for each pupil. They cannot all be taught
in the same way. I teach in the Conservatoire in Paris,
and have ample opportunity to judge of the diversity
Ojf gifts. Naturally I have the advanced students and
those especially talented.
“Do not be seated too low at the piano,” he went on,
continuing the subject we had begun; “the height at
which one sits has much to do with tone quality. If one
sjjs too low, and the elbow is below the wrist, the effort
fb get power often renders the tone harsh; whereas if
the arm slopes somewhat down to the wrist, as is the
crise when one sits higher, the hand and arm are over
tife keyboard, which fact, of itself, lends weight and
strength to the tone.” M. Cortot went to the piano
and illustrated his meaning.

Eliminate Unnecessary Practice
“In the early days, the student has to do considerable
technic practice, but this should be so carefully chosen
as to eliminate all unnecessary effort. Avoid useless
repetitions, get at the principle—the heart of the thing
you want to conquer, and cut away whatever is super¬
fluous. Is it scales ? What is the use of playing them
over and over in rotation, as so many players do. It is
only a waste of time. What is the principle? Is it not
this?” and again the artist seated himself at the piano
and played a short exercise, starting on C with thumb,
then D with second finger, C again with thumb, B with
second finger; in short, the hand over the thumb and
thumb under the hand. The same exercise was to be
played with other fingers and at wide intervals. “There
you have the principle, and it is not necessary, to play
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Rhythm Must be Inborn
“I do not consider the metronorne at all necessary:
If used it is apt to induce mechanical habits. Rhythm
must be inborn; the student must feel the beat, the
pulse. If he cannot do this, no amount of mechani¬
cal practice will supply this defect.”
“Oh, but M. Cortot,” we protested. “Just think of
all the young people who love music and wish to study
it—older people, too—who can get pleasure out of' a
nearer contact with music, but who may not be blest
with this fine, inner sense of rhythm. The metronome
would be their only salvation. Through its use they
learn what rhythm means. What would they ever do
without such a monitor?”
“Let them do something else besides music then,”
answered the French pianist. “I repeat it—let only
those study music who have an innate sense of rhythm.
You know what Hans von Billow said; ‘In the begin¬
ning was rhythm.’ ”
“And you would not permit use of the little monitor,
even if it brought about the desired result, that is—
educated the pupil to a sense of rhythm, which he
seemed to lack at the start?”
“No,” was the decided answer, "because it would
be an educated sense, not inborn.
Teacher Like a Physician
“A thoroughly competent teacher will adapt his work
to the needs of each pupil who comes to him. He
takes the place of a physician and should be able to
administer the correct remedy for every pianistic ill.
He has all kinds of hands and various sorts of minds
to deal with. A very large hand, with long fingers,
can do quite different things from the short fingered,
plump hand. The weak, flabby hand must have special
treatment. Then the mentality of each student is so
different from every other. So the resourceful teacher
must be ready for every emergency; must be able
to teach each pupil according to his needs.

scales constantly in order to learn that principle. It is
so much better to save one’s strength for other things.
As for variety of material, there is always plenty to be
found in pieces. Take the difficult passages, one after
another, study them in detail, one hand and then the
other; best of all, make new material for technic prac¬
tice out of them; accents may be varied, rhythms may
be changed, and in many ways the passage may be
developed in such style as to fix it deeply in the mind,
besides making it valuable for finger, wrist and arm
technic. This manner of study aids concentration and
develops the resources of the pupil. It also does away
with the mass of studies and books of etudes which
some teachers consider so essential. The pupil realizes
he is working on repertoire while at the same time he
is developing and perfecting his technic. Of course
this applies to advanced workers especially.

Restoring One’s Technic in Fifteen Days
“How are you able to keep your large repertoire In
review, or in repair?" he was asked.
“I learn easily and must remember what I have
learned. During the war I was three years without
a piano, and did not touch a note. But I got all my
facility and repertoire back in fifteen days.
“As there was no chance to use a piano, I was de¬
termined to keep my fingers, hands and arms flexible
in some way. I did many gymnastics with them, so
they should keep in good condition. I also had a
silent keyboard to work on, and found it a most help¬
ful and wonderful aid to the keeping up of one’s
technic. It seemed remarkable to me that I could
get myself in condition so quickly; it must have been
the gymnastic work 1 did, the clavier, and the con¬
stant mental work in keeping my repertoire in review.
I learn everything very thoroughly.
A Piece Learned Is a Piece Memorized
‘T consider it absolutely essential for the piano
student to commit everything he attempts to learn,
to memory. If he wishes to enlarge his acquaintance
with music by getting the works of various composers
and playing them through, there is certainly no harm
in that. But this is very different from attempting to
learn the pieces. For this one must study seriously,
analyze the music, see how it is made up, consider its
form and tone texture, and what the composer evidently
intended by it.
“So many points need to be considered in the inter¬
pretation of a composition, aside from the technical
development and performance. One of these aspects
is a consideration of the epoch in which the composer
lived. The men of a past age surely felt as deeply,
as vividly as we do to-day, but they had a different
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idiom of expression. This was partly due to the in¬
struments of former times, which were small and
delicate, with little power. The technic of those days
was adequate for the instrument, but the dramatic
power was not thought necessary. Therefore we
need to play the older music in the style, tone quality,
the psychological meaning it had in its time and epoch.
Modem music needs all the resources of the present
instrument, which can be made to express all the
power, the delicacy, the passion and exaltation that
are now deemed essential. We have a wonderful in¬
strument, and if we understand and can control it,
we can express every emotion of which the soul is
capable.”

By Harold M. Smith

Passing Notes
The foot-operated pedal for instruments of the clavi¬
chord piano type was first used by the inventor, Pascal
Taskin (1723-1795). Previous to his ti- e this pedal
had been worked by the knee or by stops like those of
the organ.
The first musical dictionary appeared about 1745.. It
was written in Latin by Johannes Tinctoris, a Belgian.
Its scope wag decidedly limited. For instance, the only
definitions under the letter H were “Hyranus, is the
praise of God in song. Hymnista is one who sing6
hymns."
Obstructionists—or shall we call them conservatives
or reactionists?—line the paths of musical history. In¬
deed many names are preserved in encyclopediaes be¬
cause of their great activity in disputing really worthy
progress in the art. Wagner was beset by hoards of
obstructionists who did all in their power to interfere
with his progress. One of the most celebrated flutists
of his time almost ruined his position in musical lv story
by fighting tooth and nail the introduction of the Boehm
flute, now universally used. This was Jean L. Tulou
(1786-1865).
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Accenting Compound Measures
By Philip Gordon, M.A.
-. th.n the triad in fundamental posiLrTose whotve not studied harmony will at
tion. Those wno *
ti,cre is but one heavy

The subject of compound measures is always a bug¬
bear to the student. We have the general ru e thatJt,
% %, %, etc,, are simple measures and 7t,
etc.,
are compound. But the exceptions are so numerous
that one is hopelessly baffled. For instance, example i,
which is written in % time, is not compound, but pimple.
The piece is really in % time, since there is but one
strong accent in each measure. The second and fourth
Andante macstosg

Beethoven, Sonata,Op.26

kTZ to ffifmeasme, whereas in example 2 there
are* two Whenever there is a very strong accent on
the third beat of every measure and one not quite so
» (yet longer than the usual subordinate accent
S ordinarily Ji the weak part o|.the
the first, the measure is compound. Bach s AlUnMs
are generally good examples; that of the fifth French
Wtfis very clear and should be examined.
Even so brief a discussion as this must record the

Aii
**
The first movement

»:>.xrTte«K

RuWMMi
(moderato) is clearly m
£gXe^dication is C. We quote a ew measure.

The By-product of Counting Aloud

The habit of counting aloud cannot be acquired too
early in the musical experience of the child, for, aside
from its special purpose, it contributes not a little to¬
ward cultivating attention to details. The mind of the
pupil who is looking Intently for note-values, with the
observance of their proper relation to the beats of the
measure, is necessarily keyed up to a higher degree.of
concentration than that of the pupil who merely “pushes
down keys,” and it naturally follows that he must
observe details lost to the view of the other,
In many tests, I have found, to my satisfaction, that
accuracy, as well as good rhythm, is the product of count¬
ing. A pupil who has played a theme inaccurately without
counting will unconsciously correct many, if not all, the
mistakes made on re-playing and counting aloud. Inac¬
curacy will often spring up after a pupil has learned a
piece, for with each repetition, the act of playing be¬
comes more and more automatic, until concentration
falls to such a low ebb that the mind is merely a sec¬
ondary factor in the execution of the piece. At the
demand to count, the mind immediately awakens from
its lethargy and once more assumes rulership over
the fingers. This is merely another proof of the
psychological fact that accomplishment is bound to be
greatest where mental concentration is most complete.
However, care must be exercised In the case of many
young beginners, especially those who experience diffi¬
culty in transmitting the written notes into tones on
the keyboard, lest the insistence on counting at the very
outset serve to confuse rather than help them. It is
advisable in such cases to wait until the pupil can read
and play the notes readily before requiring him to
divide his attention between counting and playing.
To many beginners, the act of playing alone demands
all their concentrated forces. Many a pupil has been
hopelessly discouraged at the insistent demands of his
well-meaning teacher that he count at the very first
reading. With the independent action of the hands
and fingers, as well as the close observance of finger¬
ing, the average pupil is taxed to the limit, until through
practice he reaches the point where he is more ‘ at
home” with the piece. At this point, he is able to con¬
sider time with a hundred per cent, grade of con¬
centration.
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measures are, according to rule, more strongly accented
than the first and third, and the last two measures are
the response to the first two. The passage is quite
eleariy in % time, and there are really only two beats
to the measure.*
But let us now examine another piece in % time.
Example 2 is a case of compound time (the dotted

lines are inserted by the writer), Here the accents
fall not on the first beat but on the third, on the beat
following the dotted line. One might think that this
is a case simply of misplaced bar lines, but the fact
remains that in each measure there are four accents,
One has but to notice'that there is a charge of harmony
on every beat. Another excellent example ip the first
of Mendelssohn's $#ngs Without Words,
The rule to be observed in connection with cases
like these is simply this: Consider a compound measure
equivalent to two simple measures, if the accent comes
on the third beat, the second half of the measure is
clearly the second or accented measure of the usual
iambic (unaccented followed by accented) structure
Students of harmony will easily realize that in the
progression I, %, V, I, the inverted triad cannot have

clearly in % or compound time, as example 4 shows.
That is to say, if we ignore for the moment the change

in tempo, one-quarter in example 4 is equal to one
half note in example 3. Yet the writer has heard the
Piu Mosso played at break-neck speed because the
student did not know the first part was in % time.
After the second part comes a Lento, which, though
there is no change in the time signature, is clearly in
% time. Almost at the very end of the piece the theme
of the Pin Mosso is repeated, but there is still no
change in signature, though here the time is % After
four measures the Lento in % returns.
The student who has some artistic taste will seldom
go wrong on the subject of compound times; if he is
a conscientious worker, all he needs is a little help
and suggestion.
‘Editor's Note.—It Is trui
have at times been a.
little •careless in iiie matter 0J flora
tion, however we believe
•n^ acted advisedly ^in
ieve thu
that Beethoven
ii
nnil not O/O It-- fcmarking this march 4/4 and
Gordon is accustomed
-- to
■ play it taster than the majority of
Gordon5!*
rood players; at the commonly accepted tempo «= 03 to

J
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72, there are certainly four dlgnlfled heats to the meas¬
ure, with a secondary accent on the third.

How Much Do You Practice?
By Elizabeth A. Gest
No doubt yon have heard that question asked over
and over again, have asked it yourself, and have been
asked by others. Teachers ask their pupils as a mat¬
ter of business; parents ask their children a? a matter
of duty; friends ask each other as a matter of curios¬
ity. And what about the answer—one hour, three
hours, as the ease may be, but is it the truth? Take
the two-hour-a-day student, for example, and try this
acid test on yourself.
Your model schedule would be something like this:
■ Exercise* Scales Arp, Studies Bach Pieces Review Total
10
10
10
20
20
BO
JO
J axs.
Now put your watch on the piano and see if you come
up to “scratch.”
Open piano at nine A- M. Lose three minutes getting
music ready. Time used for exercises reduced to seven
minutes. Look out window at passing vehicles—scale

*-“*« ituucca uj six nimuics, nay a lew measures ot
something that is “running through your head”—arpeg¬
gio time, seven minutes. Leave room to get glass of
water—studies reduced to sixteen minutes. Called on
phone—Bach reduced to fifteen. Postman rings belllook over mail and reduce pieces to twenty-two minutes.
Search for part of missing piece—review reduced to
sixteen minutes.
Your actual schedule would be—
Exercises Scales Arp. Studies Bach Pieces Review Total
~
6
7
19
15
22
Ifi QO min
2sT” “'iT'Wn'iin.
As It should be. 2 hours per day » 12 hours per week.

IZVnutZZT 1

U U.
Boss by waste.. laHVeapVyw.“ 30°

V'T ***’

Do you think you c i afford ^to carry that deficit?

More Advanced Technical Exercises
and the Relation of Technical
Exercises to Studies
By OSCAR BERINGER

There are two primary qualities of touch, namey,
legato and staccato.
Legato implies the joining of two or more notes
with no cessation of sound; staccato the detaching of
every note with cessation of sound, be it ever so smaU,
between each iwu; ou iar a*i ca.ci ciacs nave urou pwycu
legato, but all of them can and should now be prac¬
ticed with staccato touch as well.
The older composers, Beethoven included, divided
staccato touch into three kinds. The following marks
were used to distinguish one from the other: i • re,
The first, the dash, denoted a quarter sound and
three-quarters silence. The second, the dot, half sound
and half silence. The third, the dot and slur, threequarters sound and a quarter silence.
The dash is now almost obsolete; Brahms uses it
occasionally, and in my opinion it is a pity to eradi¬
cate it. It seems to me that all three have their value
in helping to establish the character of'a composition.
The dash is especially useful to indicate pizzii o
effects, for which the word secco is now generally
used by composers.
We will now consider in what way these different
species of staccato touch are produced. The first and
most important is the so-called wrist-staccato, but more
properly named hand-staccato. To produce this the
arm from shoulder to elbow must hang loosely in much
the same muscularly relaxed condition as in legato
touch. But from elbow to wrist the muscles require
some contraction so as to permit the lower' arm to
remain in a suspended, or as Matthay calls it, m a
self-supported condition.
.
The weight of the hand will be found quite sufficient
for tone production. This is accomplished by a fall
of the hand from the wrist, the latter being in an
absolutely relaxed state, the fingers moving hardly at
all, only sufficiently so as to insure accuracy, and to
avoid two or more fingers alighting on the same note.
The fingers themselves must be in a less fixed state
than for legato.
Staccato depends entirely on the upward movement
of the key. The downward movement determines the
quality, the upward movement the quantity of the
tone. Nevertheless, I would advise the downward
movement to be practiced, without the quick release
of the key being observed. The hand must learn first
to fall correctly on the key before it is taught this
subsequent quick release which is necessary to insure
staccato. The quicker the release, the shorter will be
the tone. If the down and upward movement were
taught together, there would be danger of the handweight not being equally transferred from note to no‘e.
In practicing staccato it will be best to begin with
the simplest five, or rather two finger exercises and
continue these exercises in the same order as for
Extended arpeggi are excluded. They ought to be
taken much later with staccato touch. I cannot warn
teachers strongly enough against the old pernicious
habit of throwing the hand back from the wrist as far
as possible, in order, as was said, to insure absolute
looseness of wrist. It does nothing of the kind. What
it really does do is to contract the arm muscles in the
most vicious fashion.
Tone production commences when the finger reaches
the surface of the key, then why throw back the hand
to such an enormous distance? Surely this is nothing
but a waste of space and energy. The staccato of
which we have been speaking is the. one principally
used, excepting for those passages which require light
and rapid playing. In this c. se we use finger staccato,
the tone being produced solely by finger action. Hum¬
mel in his Pianoforte School describes this as “hurry¬
ing the fingers away from the keys very lightly in an
inward direction, the fingers being rapidly drawn to¬
wards the palm of the hand.” This kind of touch is

especially necessary for the rapid repetition of the
same note as in the following example:

For soft staccato chords the first kind of touch is
used. If more force is require I the lower arm from
elbow to wrist has to assist, and in very loud chords
the upper arm has to come to the rescue as well.
It is best to teach hand-staccato only at first and
leave finger and arm-staccato till a later P®ri° *
The next technical exercises which should be taken
in hand are those dealing with double notes, thirds,
is advisable to begin with thirds and to practice
them legato. We should begin with stationary hand,
as in the following example:

Then follow exercises with moving hand as in the
following example:

Legato passages in sixths necessitate considerable ex¬
tension of the hand, which affects arm relaxation. It
is therefore better to postpone such exercises ^until
this latter has become second nature to the pupil.
But staccato sixths may now be practiced as a prepa¬
ration for octave playing.
These are especially necessary for smallish hands
which are not yet capable of reaching an octave. These
exercises should be played throughout with the thumb
and the little finger. The hand must be slightly raised
about an inch above key level as the tone must be
produced by a fall of the hand from the wrist on to
the keys. In quick passages less than an inch will be
sufficient. I must again warn teachers against the
throwing-back-as-far-as-possible method.
Octave passages must begin in the key of L. lne
white kevs are easier to reach as they are nearer the
player. It is better not to attack the keys too near the
edge; that is not too far from the black keys, so that
when black as well as white ones are required, the
necessary shifting of the hand forward and backward
is limited as much as possible.
.
•
It is best to begin octave exercises on one sixth or
octave, repeating this till the hand is thoroughly ac¬
customed to the fall and subsequent rise, and can ac¬
complish this with the minimum amount of necessary
contraction.
, .
. «
This should be gradually extended to 2, 3 4 and 3
octaves before the scales in octaves are attacked.
Exant fie:

L. H.
Scales should come next, but before beginning these
it is advisable to take preparatory exercises for the
movement of the thumb, as this is rather a compli¬
cated performance.
.
These exercises are best chosen from the scales
themselves, as in the following example:

Legato octaves require a totally different treatment.
This is best accomplished by a slight rise of the wrist
when in the act of approaching each new octave.
The following examples are very good preparatory
exercises for the thumb and little finger.
Example:
R.H

t

It wilfbe noticed that these exercises are not in the
key of C. The reason being.that it is much easier
for the third finger to go over the fourth or fifth on
to a black key than a white, one. It is always better
to start with the easiest.
. .
In exercises with stationary or moving hand it is
possi le to get absolute legato. In scales th.s is not
possible, and can only be attempted by a kind of com¬
promise.
.
.
_
If more than three thirds follow on successive keys
the thumb in ascending will have to release its key
immediately after contact. In descending the upper
note suffers, as the third finger will have to leave its

As it is much easier for the fourth finger to go
over the fifth from a white to black key, these exer¬
cises should be begun with chromatic passages as fol¬
lows :
Example:

If the fingering in the following example ls taken’
the changes will occur in the places marked with the
star.

The compromise is effected by the upper note in the
right hand being played as legato as possible in ascend¬
ing, the lower note in descending.
In the left hand the same changes occur in the oppo¬
site direction.
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First Steps in Memorizing

Trills form a very important part of pianoforte
playing. I have not taken these sooner as an entirely
new movement is required for them. This consists
of a side to side rolling movement of the lower arm
from elbow joint. The best trill can be accomplished
by dual exertion, namely, finger movement combined
with the roll of the fore-arm. The name “shake,”
sometimes applied to the trill, indicates this motion.
In our first five-finger exercises, the fingers have
already been trained to a certain extent for trills,
but it becomes necessary now to still further train
independent finger movement. The best exercises for
this purpose are finger exercises with held-down notes;
that is to say, three fingers being silently held while
the remaining two are being exercised. These exer¬
cises are especially of use as a preparation for the
manifold passages which are met with, where one and
the same hand has to play other notes simultaneously
with the trill. In such passages the arm can be of
very little assistance; the fingers alone have to do the
work.
For trills with arm-roll, it is best to take some pre¬
liminary tremolo exercises, such as the following:
Ex ample:

fprpp^JT rT1 rr rr11
In combining the two movements care is required in
Order not to exaggerate this elbow roll. This should
be only sufficient to allow of the following of the
natural impulse felt by every performer, especially in
long trills.
How natural this impulse is can easily be proved
by playing trills in thirds in one hand, and fingering
them in the normal way, j* 2 •

these it will be

found impossible to use elbow movement, and conse¬
quently speed becomes very difficult. But, if fingered
in the following manner (which will allow'of some
amount of arm-roll) | j or 1 2’ mucfa greater speed
is possible, and they will be found easier in every re¬
spect. Most players will use this fingering in preferfence whenever it is possible.
The next problem to be solved is extensions—t. e.,
passages extending beyond the compass of an octave.
These require a more pronounced lateral movement of
the hand than is necessary in broken chords.
In the following example the hand has to turn
laterally in order to reach the top note E. Further
assistance is rendered by a slight rise of the wrist
when in the act of reaching this note.
Example:

L.H.
This • movement applies to any passages extending
beyond the compass of an octave. Before closing my
remarks on technical exercises one new movement
must be touched on, namely, jumps and the crossing
of hands. The movement in both cases is similar, the
action coming principally from the shoulder, the arm
swinging from the shoulder in a curve, as
- ■
We wiU now consider the relationship of technical
exercises to etudes.
Etudes may most appropriately be called applied
technique, although many pieces can also come under
this heading, and many etudes can rank as pieces.
We have really to distinguish between two classes of
etudes, those in which technical proficiency is the
chief aim; the others which are principally concerned
with the more musically artistic side of pianoforte
playing. There are many of course which combine
some of both qualities. It is therefore necessary for
the teacher to be most careful in the selection of etudes,
neither leaning too much to one side or the other.
In the selection of the earlier etudes it is better to
take those that are chiefly technical in their purpose,
but, as the pupil advances, the more musical etudes
may gradually be introduced.

Many teachers, especially of late years, have asserted
that etudes are not necessary, that purely echn.ca
exercises are of much more use, as for these tne
player has to concentrate his mind on technique and
nothing but technique. They seem to forget e
-J
the real object of technique, which is a preparation
for real artistic music-making. I need scarcely say
that I do not agree with their view. I consider it ot
the utmost value never to lose sight of the artis c
side, even from the very beginning, for fear of pupils
becoming mere technical machines. They run a grave
risk of becoming so, as it is only possible for pupi
to concentrate their minds for a comparatively short
space of time on technical exercises even if all the
possible changes advised by me in a former article are
adopted.
Pupils will, however, not only be interested in apply¬
ing the already-acquired technique musically, but feel¬
ing the beneficial result of their technical practice, will
give them a renewed interest in all further technical

By J. H. Roberts

A pupil recently gave me as the reason he thought
memorizing a profitable procedure that it formed a
^ foundation to retain impressions wh.ch, otherwise,
slipped through the mind like a sieve.
The following method has proven good in my own
work with all except the younger students:
Assign a page of the new piece and ask that it be
memorized with the hands separate. Then take four
measures, or an entire first phrase, and have the stu¬
dent play the right hand three times and then attempt
it without the music. If he gets through it, good, if
not go over it three more times or until it can be
played accurately without the music. Now test it by
playing it again three times from memory. If he gets
through it once, and yet the second or even the third
time makes a single mistake he must go back to one
hand again until successful.
The words "applied technique,” translated into prac¬
Continue this with the right hand through the en¬
tice, imply the necessary combination of etudes and
tire lesson—a phrase at a time. Now test through the
technique. After any particular species of technique • lesson two phrases at a time from memory. Then
has been conquered it is time to select an etude which
test through the entire right hand. The left hand
deals entirely, or at least mostly, with that particular
must be worked through in the same manner.
The next lesson, put the hands together, play and
branch.
In the earlier stages ft is unwise to introduce an
test a phrase at a time.
Memorizing this way brings out a closer concentra¬
etude which requires too many forms of technique.
tion and observation of details than playing a hundred
Later on, this is of less importance.
times with the music.
In conclusion I may say, that in advising the technical exercises and etudes combined, it is from practical
experience that I am speaking.
How to Concentrate in Music Study
The pupils who have come to me from teachers who
have tabooed etudes, have almost invariably played
By Sarah Elizabeth Spratt
mechanically, and with little real musical expression.
Those teachers who have gone to the other extreme
and say that etudes are quite sufficient technical prep¬
aration, make as great, or even a greater mistake.
Their pupils are hampered every moment through
want of technical preparation by the inability of the
hands to express what the mind wishes. No, both
technique and etudes have their place in the artistic
training of the pianist.
P. S.—I must once more call attention to the neces¬
sity of not only playing all technical exercises in C,
but of transposing them into other keys. The follow¬
ing simple modulatory scheme (by semitone progres¬
sions leading through all keys) may be found useful:

Starting Them In
By C. Roe
Almost all the modern piano instruction books start
the young student in playing with both hands, but with
both parts written in the treble clef. What is more,
they continue so for half or two-thirds of the book.
Some teachers omit part of this, but a great many
teach according to these books. Both clefs should be
taught in the first lessons. It is very confusing to a
beginner, and especially a child-beginner, to try to learn
the bass clef after he has the notes of the treble clef
fixed in his mind.
One pupil said it made her feel like Emmy Loufirst she learned that the second line of the treble staff
is A, and then, that A is “dough.” Of course, figura¬
tively speaking, we tell them that A is Do, but if
we teach the Do as soon as the A it is much easier.
Here is where a nice, big chart comes in handy.
Take the old, old method of writing the notes up and
down from middle C, and have the pupil write the
notes on the chart, beginning with middle C and going
to the last line on both staffs.
Beginners are slow in reading the bass clef, and the
left hand part is difficult for them, anyway. They
hesitate as much in reading the left hand part written
in the treble as they do when it is written in the bass.
Not only are time and patience saved, but much
confusion.is avoided by writing both staves and tne
child can play other easy songs which he may see—
pieces outside his lesson—and nothing is so encouraging
to a child as to find out something for himself.

Every day bright, ambitious students of music ask
“how can I learn concentration in my practice?” A
very famous piano teacher says that concentration is
the cultivation of a steady mind, to prevent it from
going capriciously here and there, under the Influence
of interests which happen to be present at that particu¬
lar moment.
Every music-loving student does concentrate to some
extent, but usually only on the subjects that interest
him most.
Let a botanist and a geologist take the same walk :
the botanist will see only the flowers and plants; the
geologist will see only the stones, and different layers
of earth. At the end of the walk each will be ignorant
of other objects along the road than those upon which
they had centered their minds.
This illustration exemplifies the methods of practice
employed by the majority of music students. For in¬
stance, a student may be all that is desired, so far as
rhythm and fingering are concerned, but he becomes
so accustomed to listening only to rhythm in his prac¬
tice that he finally becomes tone-deaf, and his playing
sounds monotonous and harsh to others. Another
pupil may have a beautiful, sympathetic touch, but
listens so intently only to tone that he neglects rhythm
and fingering. Concentration should be centered upon
all the marks of true musicianship, which consists of
quick, accurate sight-reading; an ear that is trained
to detect the slightest flaw in rhythm or tone and a
sympathetic comprehension of every mood the com¬
poser wishes to convey. A good plan would be to
write the following on a piece of cardboard and keep
it before you while practicing:

S

Sight-reading.
Rhythm and accent
Phrasing^ ^ P°Siti°n‘
Expression.
Pedal.

Perhaps the best plan to begin with would be to
take your old pieces, play very slowly, note every
sign. You will be sure to discover something you
never noticed before.
If at first you cannot properly concentrate on all
the above-named requisites, then try one or two at a
time. First thoroughly concentrate on sight-reading
and fingering; the next time rhythm and phrasing; and
the next time pedaling and expression; then trv put¬
ting them all together.
Genius is the agency by which the supernatural is
revealed to man.—Liszt.

"1

can always leave off talking when I hear a master
play. —Robert Browning, A Toccato of Galuppfs.
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Practical Suggestions in Teaching Beginners
the Pianoforte
By EDITH LYNWOOD WINN

Obedience
The first step in child-training, whether in music or
anything else, is to teach OBEDIENCE. Obedience
must start at home. In home life we occasionally be¬
gin with a negative command to prevent disobedience.
In music it is better to present a positive idea, give
correct examples, and wait for results patiently. One
teacher repeated a command six times. Once is enough.
Make the directions clear. Simplify commands to suit
the grade of the child. Prevent wrong processes at
the start. Go slowly and require quick obedience. If
the child does the same thing wrong several times, do
not repeat the command over and over impatiently.
Ask the child to state very clearly in his own way
what you said. Then ask what it means. Do not play
the passage yourself over and over. This is too much
like thinking for the chili. Maintain a friendly spirit.
Enormous patience should be the motto of teachers of
children.
Preparation
The child starts the lesson. If the teacher says,
“Now, don’t do this,” or, “Listen to me,” several times,
the child is confused. Lead the child to the piano in
a cheerful, confident manner. Sit at a neighboring
piano in perfect position. Tell the child to sit as you
do. Always say, “Do this,” or “Do as I do,” cheerfully
and give the child only a few directions to follow.
Add to these each week. Secure the correct funda¬
mental position before going on to the playing. Show
pictures of artists in correct positions. Show no pic¬
tures of false positions. The false models confuse the
child. See that the child has something to occupy his
whole mind during the time of the lesson. Give com¬
mands pleasantly. Do not ask the child to “Please do
this or that.” He will soon think he is conferring a
favor on you by obeying a polite request. The com¬
mand should insure obedience.
The last point in the lesson should be clearly stated
and taught. See that the child understands. A right
impression at the end means progress for the child.
Securing Interest
The association of obedience with interest secures
attention by quick means. Pleasure in work insures
quick obedience. Commands ought not to conflict with
the natural inclination of the child; but alas! the child
does not know what is for his interest. If he can do
what he enjoys, and at the same time follow the direc¬
tions of the teacher with quick and willing obedience,
all is well. We must associate obedience with pleas¬
ure and self-interest. That is why the kindergarten
methods of our day, as applied to music, are so valuable.
In obtaining good results, the quality of the voice
and inflections are a help to the child. Sunshine in
the voice is akin to sunshine in the heart. A rasping,
fault-finding voice is not in line with constructive
teaching. Even tones, clear enunciation, gentleness
mixed with firmness, are a help. The nervous child
is soothed and cheered. The timid, bashful child needs
encouragement. Belief in a child’s ability is a fine
mental stimulus, both for the student and his teacher.
One can say to a pupil “Do this,” in half a dozen dif¬
ferent ways. Be cheerful!One word more: Commands must be given slowly.
Do not criticise a child sharply in the presence of an¬
other child. Commands should be given with firmness,
force and poise of the voice. The adult attitude can
never be applied to a child.
Outside Influences
It is instinctive in a child to experiment with the
violin or piano; to make tunes and try out new ideas.
We must respect a child’s work and let him know that
we respect it. Small beginnings make great endings.
The child wishes to handle things in the studio, to
talk about home matters, to look around the room.
Hold his attention as long as possible; let him relax,

then start in again. The conservatory teacher, who
has to teach “by the dock,” cannot allow this diver¬
sion. In this case, if the child sees something interest¬
ing, put it out of his reach until the lesson is over.
Then tell him to listen to a story, and put the article
in your story.
Harold Bauer in his Paris studio allowed no pupil to
have distracting influences. His walls were bare, his
studio simply furnished, and his piano devoid of books,
pictures, etc.
.
This constitutes the ideal environment for the clnia
at his lesson. There must not be too attractive things
around. The matter of intense interest is the lesson.
Destructive Criticism
You cannot change a child’s nature. A boy wishes
to engage in manly pursuits. If music seems unmanly,
he will dislike it. If you show him the pictures of
Hofmann, Heifitz, Elman, and other artists who played
very well in childhood, he will respect music more.
The girl must play different pieces from the boy. The
subject of a piece awakens imagination. A boy can¬
not tolerate a piece about a doll; it is difficult to
awaken his interest in flowers; but bird subjects or
the manifestations of nature interest him. Marching
music is his delight He can see the soldiers stride
and feel the pulse of the stirring drums. To destroy
his picture, or make fun of his impressions, is wrong.
Nothing hurts him like being belittled.
One boy tried to play secretly all his grandfather’s
old jigs. The teacher found this out and requested
to see the book. She played them, too, and remarked
that the old dance forms were very useful, if taken
as bowing exercises, not too fast and if one were
careful of pitch and tone. Then she told the boy the
story of some of the old dance forms, and showed
him pictures of old English country dances and Maypole dances. The child practiced and played the dances
right, pleased his grandfather, and by-and-by tired of
them. If he had been antagonized, he would have still
played the old dances in secret and played them wrong.
As it was, he learned some technic from them and
pleased his grandfather into the bargain.
Substitution
If the young student seems to lose interest in his
piece, substitute another, saying, “We will give this
piece a little rest.” Try to find out why it did not
attract him. Perhaps it was not sufficiently rhythmical
or melodic. Perhaps it did not awaken a mental pic¬
ture. Appeal to the child’s imagination at once. In
changing the piece, ask yourself: Has he studied the
key? Are there too many new principles involved?
Are there too many technical difficulties? Has it a
strong melodic value? Is the-child's hand ready for
it? Is the name of the piece attractive to his imagi¬
nation ?
So many things enter into a youngster's own esti¬
mate of the merits of a piece that it is a very easy
matter for him to lose interest in it. The teacher
must be keenly on the watch to change the piece if it
requires too long a time to absorb its content and ob¬
viously bores him. Enter enthusiastically into his
mood. Use suggestion in the hard places. Mark the
places to he studied or played a great deal. Do not
invent easier ways of playing a passage, if the pupil
can really play it as originally marked. Put him on
his mettle to face it. Be careful to insist on one finger¬
ing. Cuts or easy modifications are, as an old Euro¬
pean teacher once said, “bridges over which donkeys
may ride.”
Start the youngster on something melodic as soon as
possible. Folk melodies must be used as soon as the
child can play them. To gain his interest, let him
sing what he plays. Counting or beating time away
from the piano or violin may be a good idea, but the
child must learn to play and think. The teacher should
not forget the psychological law of co-ordination.

Pencil-tapping and beating time on the table with pen¬
cil or fingers may be in accordance with modern ideas
of child education, hut it does not establish co-ordina¬
tion of faculties. Back in the child’s consciousness is
a mental picture of a table as he counts. The piano
keyboard should be on his mental retina, if he is thinking of hand position; but if he has progressed far
enough to fix his mind on the music, he must transfer
the page to his mental retina. Do not help him too
much. Do not do his work for him. Explain every¬
thing, and trust him to work out things for himself
as much as possible. Never let him see that you are
tired or one bit discouraged. Never tell him about
the great progress of another pupil This will dis¬
courage him. Never show impatience if he fails. A
teacher who has Ho control over her temper cannot
expect good results.
Sharp tones hurt a child. A low, persuasive, con¬
fidential tone is the thing desired. Some children can;
not play at recitals without fear and nervousness.
Overcome this by having the child play to you alone,
and say you are the audience. Treat the matter as a
little bit of play; set rows of chairs in the ropm for
audience and soon the child will be playing the game
with you.
Games
When the young performer has finished playing, ap¬
plaud. Then ask him to walk to the door and come
back to the center of the room, bow to the people and
take a seat at the piano. Now ask him to leave the
piano just as if he were in a big hall. Very soon he
acquires poise and freedom. His fear leaves him. At
a recital of children a little girl applauded before a
piece was concluded, much to her chagrin and em¬
barrassment. All present laughed except the teacher,
who said: “We are all glad Helen likes the piece so
well. And she has really done what we all wanted
to do.”
1
This put Helen at her ease, and she stopped crying.
The child was very sensitive, and could not bear to be
laughed at. When it came her turn to play, she was
quite at ease.
‘
_
A game ,of Post-Office after a children’s recital is a
very good form of diversion. It also teaches concen¬
tration and is a memory test. Give each child a piece
of paper or card bearing the name of a famous com¬
poser. If the children are small, write something
about the composer on the back of the paper, a short
fact of interest to the child mind. Let the youngster
“pretend” he is to represent the composer. Now take
your place behind a table or two chairs, inverted, and
call yourself the Postmaster. Place in the little boxes
or spaces between the rounds of the chairs letters for
the great composers. Each child draws one or more
letters. Possibly some letters contain pictures of the
composers. When the letters have all been distrib¬
uted, come out of the Post-Office and place on the
front of it “Closed.” Gather the children in a circle
and ask each one to read his letter. If some children
cannot read very well, have an older child read for
them. Now ask all to read in quick succession. The
letters may read thus:
1. I am Mendelssohn and I come to greet Haydn. I
am very fond of spring, so I wrote a Spring Song.
Papa Haydn, I like your music. You wrote the Sea¬
sons, while I wrote about Spring.
2. I am Schumann, and I send a letter to Mendels¬
sohn, my good friend. I wrote a piece called Traumerei, which means dreams, but I never could take
time to write a Wedding March like yours.
3. I am good old Bach, who had twenty-one chil¬
dren of his own. I am writing to Handel to find out
who the Harmonious Blacksmith was. I never wrote
about a blacksmith or an ox. I liked to write dances
in a suite. One is called a gigue, or giga, what we call
a jig.
4. I am Edward MacDowell, who wrote about a
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Water Lily and a Wild Rose. Can you think of any¬
thing sweeter than these subjects?
Sometimes the game may be played thus: Place a
picture of a composer in each child’s hand. Let th;
child go to the Post-Office, after writing on his pic¬
ture the name of the composer represented. Address
the letters thus: Mozart, Germany; MacDowell,
America; Nevin, America; Elman, America; Bach,
Germany; Grieg, Scandinavia. Very young children
may not be able to play the game thus, however. In
this latter case, deal with the childhood of the com¬
posers, and contrive simple, childish letters.

The Hotel Game
The children are told to say: “I am very tired to¬
night; will you give me a bed and supper?’
I am
hotel keeper.” I say in reply: “I must know who you
are. Come into my office.”
Each child has a paper pinned to his or her shoul¬
der. The answers are as follows:
I am Handel. I once lived in England.
I am Heifitz. I am a great violinist.
I am Madame Homer. I sing in opera.
I am Josef Hofmann. I am a pianist. I live in
America.
If the game of names is too difficult, substitute other

devices: I am the C Scale. I begin on the first added
line below the staff.
I am the staff. The notes lean on me.
I am a half note. Two of me make a whole note.
The children form their own definitions.
Game of Composers
Place about twenty names of composers around the
room, pinned to the wall. Number each one. Give
each child a piece of paper and tell him to write down
the names of composers as fast as he recognize them.
The one who has answered the greatest number cor-,-....1,• -prpives a little gift.

By Hermann Becker
be dropped relaxed in the lap, and the whole series of
movements performed in a like manner with the right
The whole exercise should occupy ten minutes, and
should be performed twice a day.
Exercise No. 2
The first exercise having been performed twice a
day for one week, Exercise 2 should be taken.
(a) Position as in (a) of Exercise 1, fingers on
tips and equidistant.
(b) Raise second and third fingers together as high
as possible from table.
(c) Keeping fourth and fifth fingers in position, push
the raised digits to their utmost stretching capacity be¬
low the table.
(d) Follow instructions as in (d) of Exercise 1.
Move the lowered fingers about whilst endeavoring to
stretch them still more and more downwards.
(e) Raise fingers to position (b).
(/) Repeat once more.
In this series of finger positions each group <■! two
fingers should be used. They are paired in this rder:
Second and third (as illustrated); fourth and fifth,
third and fourth, first and fourth, second and fourth,
third and fifth.
(Note:—Second finger always means forefinger, the
others following in order.) This exercise must !>e also
performed by each hand in turn following the remain¬
ing instructions as in Exercise 1.

This should be done during the third week, and is the
most strenuous of the three.
(o) Position as in (a) of Exercise 1.
(6. Raise second, third and fourth fingers as high
as possible from table, levering strongly on fifth finger
(with joints bent outwardly).
(c) Push the raised fingers as far below the table
as they will go. The fourth finger must be kept with
nail joint perpendicular to table.
(d) Raise these digits as at (ft), and repeat. (The
concentration on stretching for a period of twelve
slow counts must not be forgotten.)
Here we have the fingers pushing down below the
table in groups of threes.
The groups follow in this order:
Second, third, fifth (as illustrated); third, fourth,
fifth; second, fourth, fifth; second, third, fifth.
mnn^^Xe11Secwin stretch every muscle a"d ligament
reduce ing rffi fil?gersr *"d hands- and should speedily
reduce any difficulty of finger strength or independence.
DracticincTtti °r "Cel.llSt would considerably benefit by
of thc t?hle TrC,Sv' Using his first s^ing in place
in the same
6 V1° lnist sllould hold his instrument

their firm pLing on Strings.'^

How Many Pieces Should a Pupil Learn During the Year?
By T. L. Rickaby
As a general rule music pupils do not have enough
music to show for the time they spend in lessons and
practice, because the majority of pieces assigned are
often too long and are usually intended for recital or
exhibition purposes. So that weeks and even months
are given to one solo when the time might have been

more profitably spent on a goodly number of shorter,
if not easier, pieces. Music is tonal literature. One
learns to read so that the entire literature of a lan¬
guage may be at one’s disposal. The entire literature
of the piano is too much for any one person to master,
but anyone may become acquainted with a goodly por¬
tion of it. The first two years of a student’s work are

By COMMENDATORE EUGENIO DI PIRANI
The previous contributions to this series were: Chopin {February); Verdi {April); Rubinstein {May); Gounod {June); Liszt {July);
Tschaikowsky {August); Berlioz {September); Grieg {October); Rossini {December); Wagner {January); Schumann
{February); Schubert {March); Mendelssohn {April); Beethoven {May), and Bach {June)
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Mozart

Saving Hours at the Keyboard
It is my endeavor to show in this little essay how a
Now", a system of exercises whereby the fingers are
short series of concentrated muscular exercises for the
allowed to reach the utmost limits of their stretching
fingers and hands, if practiced daily, will eliminate
powers will surely reap results much more quickly, espe¬
the hours of wearying and mechanical finger exercises.
cially as the mind is given the full rein of its concentrative
These little exercises may be practiced away from
powers, which it can more easily do during the shorter
the student’s particular instrument, and thus the whole
period of time occupied in the performance of such a
of the mental concentration is given to the fingers.
system of exercises. Students who wish to have abso¬
There are many students of stringed instruments and
lute finger control, which includes independence, elas¬
pianoforte who, through lack of time, physical strength,
ticity and strength, are recommended to practice the
or both, are unable to perform the drudgery of pro¬
exercises or similar exercises given in this essay and
longed finger exercises on their particular instrument,
to bring all possible concentration of mind to bear upon
in order to develop that strength and independence of
them. My readers are assured of a delightful ease
fingering necessary to gain tone and technic. That
whilst running the fingers over the keyboard or finger¬
these hours of finger toil are unnecessary I shall en¬
ing after a very few weeks’ practice, and the exer¬
deavor to show, and why.
cises conscientiously performed will assuredly save
It is a well-known fact that muscular strength may
many weary hours of scale and finger exercises. The
be prodigiously increased by concentrating the mind
fingers should ultimately respond with alacrity to the
fully on the muscle or muscular group where the de¬
student’s slightest wish ; he must feel that he is their
velopment is required. Further, it should be equally
master, and that they obey his every mental suggestion.
well known that development obtained with such con¬
In nearly all cases a student feels that in violin or ’cello
centration of the mind upon the actual muscle is in¬
playing faulty intonation is a result of the inability to
creased at a greater ratio the more one makes use of
drop the fingers in their true places on the strings,
one’s powers of application and concentration. In
simply because of the lack of muscular control. Fin¬
other words, it is far better to concentrate fully for a
gers will not-generally do what is required until con¬
short period of time while training the muscular sys¬
centrated muscular exercises enable them to be har¬
tem than to perform prolonged exercises without con¬
nessed to the will. A young horse, until he has been
centration.
trained, will do nothing that its master requires. It
Scientific Reasoning
has to be trained to the obedience of a master mind,
This point thoroughly understood, we now proceed
and only then does it become of utility. Your undevel¬
oped fingers are your wild and untrained horses, and
to why this is so. When a group of muscles is scien¬
tifically exercised under a fully concentrated will, new
they will work comfortably in harness when they are
trained under your master mind.
rich blood is sent to that group in greater quantity and
force. The old tissue is broken up and absorbed un¬
Mechanical exercises mechanically performed always
der this increased pressure and is eliminated from the
produce mechanical results. Scientific exercises con¬
body through the lungs and skin, the ultimate relaxa¬
centrated upon and controlled by the will produce re¬
tion enabling the increased blood pressure to continue
sults in which mentality reigns, and such exercises
its journey, replacing the old with not only new but
bring about better results in a shorter period. Having
stronger tissue.
dealt with cause and effect we now proceed with the
Whpn we lift a finger from the keyboard it is in
exercises.
answer to a mental order compelling the action. The
Exercise No. 1
greater the mental impetus or stimulus the greater will
(а) Lay the tips of the fingers of the left hand,
be the physical stimulus, always providing that the
without the thumb, on the edge of a table, as in piano¬
muscles are trained to responsiveness. We will assume
forte playing. (It is absolutely essential that the nail
that a fifth (little) finger trill on either violin, ’cello
joint be well bent and perpendicular to the table. The
or piano is being practiced. This is a difficult finger to
fingers should also be equidistant.)
trill with—why? Because in everyday life the ring
(б) Raise the second finger (forefinger) from the
and little fingers are rarely used, and have become
table as high as possible from the knuckle and with all
bound by a band of ligament through generations of
joints well bent.
disuse. This ligament has to be loosened by muscular
(r) Keeping the other three fingers and the thumb in
exercise before these fingers can become independent.
position, push the raised first finger to its utmost
Before these muscles can be rendered completely
stretching capacity below the table.
loose and independent it is imperative that the utmost
(d) Hold in this position whilst mentally counting
lnnjt of their contraction be used, as well as
the counter-relaxation.
12. Endeavor to stretch the first finger still more and
When performing finger exercises on either keyboard
or fingerboard the fingers fall on the keys or strings—
(e) Raise first finger to position (6).
but no further. Each finger is capable of a much
(/) Knock finger forcibly on table in its correct equi¬
greater contractile movement than the keyboard or
distant position next to the others.
fingerboard will allow, therefore these digital exercises as
The whole series of finger positions must be per¬
generally practiced do not allow of the full stretch and
formed with each finger in turn, until each member is
contraction of the fingers.
comfortably tired, after which the whole hand must
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This series of articles has in the first place the pur¬
pose of stimulating the young as well as the old musi¬
cian to the emulation and, as far as possible, to the imita¬
tion of the great, in order that they may reap the full
benefit of their gifts and their labor. In Mozart, how¬
ever, we are confronted with an anomalous fact. Some
of his traits are certainly worthy to be taken as a model,
others ott the contrary should be eschewed. We have
here a musical genius, perhaps the greatest that ever
lived, whose industry and assiduity in his work were
incessant—yes, phenomenal!—whose integrity of charac¬
ter was praised by all his contemporaries. Yet he lan¬
guished in poverty the greater part of his life, having to
fight hard for mere existence. That, of course, would
not be very encouraging for students trying to follow
in the footsteps of the luminaries of art, for—material¬
istic as it may sound—one cannot live upon glory and
fame alone, and even if posterity may recognize and
honor a great man after his death it is desirable not
to struggle with actual hunger on this side of the
great divide. We shall try to explain this seeming
puzzle and see that even exceptional gifts and per¬
severing study are not enough if not accompanied by a
generous balance of the practical. An idealist is an
exalted, glorious sight, but he very often must bear the
cross of martyrdom.
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born January 27,
1756, in Salzburg. Because little by little, Wolferl, as
he was called in the Austrian dialect, revealed extra¬
ordinary musical abilities, his father lost no time in
training and developing them with consummate art.
Being himself an excellent musician, an admirable com¬
poser, and gifted with exceptional knowledge, Leopold
Mozart possessed in himself all the necessaries for
undertaking the education of such a talented child.
Grimm, the famous historian, whose testimony is above
suspicion, gives him a brilliant testimony. “The father,”
he says, “is not only a clever musician, he is also a
sensible man and of sound judgment.” He and his
wife were considered the handsomest couple in Salz¬
burg in their day. Of seven children born to them, they
lost all but' Marie Anna, who was known by the pet
name of Nannerl, and our Wolferl. Marie Anna was
about five years older than Wolfgang. Both gave evi¬
dence of an extraordinary
talent for music.
An old friend of the family,
the Court trumpeter Schachtner, tells us that children’s
games and plays had no inter¬
est for little Wolfgang unless
accompanied by music. “When¬
ever the children carried their
toys from one room to another
the one who had nothing to
carry was always required to
play or sing a march.” Arrived
at the age of five, the Lillipu¬
tian Kapellmeister commenced
his active career by composing
minuets which his father wrote
down from his dictation. They
were published by Otto Jahn
after the original manuscripts.
Even as a child he was full of
fire and vivacity and had it not
been for the excellent training
he received from his father he
might have become one of the
wildest of youths, so sensitive
was he to the allurements of
pleasure of every kind.
His ear was so acute that he
could remember that a violin
of his friend was tuned one
eighth of a tone lower than his
own. On account of this great .
acuteness of hearing he could

not at that age bear the sound of a trumpet and when,
notwithstanding, his father once put his endurance to
the test he was taken with a violent spasm.
His Skill at Sight Reading
His readiness and skill in music soon became so great
that he was able to play almost everything at sight.
His little sister also made extraordinary progress at
a very early age and the father (in 1762) when the
children were respectively six and ten years of age,
began to travel with them to show—as he said—the
“wonders of God” to the world.
They first went to Munich and after that to Vienna.
The Empress Maria Theresa and her consort were very
fond of music. They received the children with genuine
cordiality and little Wolfgang without any more ado
leaped into the lap of the Empress and kissed her. To
the unfortunate Marie Antoinette who had helped him
from the slippery floor he declared:
“You are good and I’ll marry you.”
The youngest son of Maria Theresa, the handsome
and amiable Grand Duke Maximilian was of the same
age as young Mozart and he remained his friend, as he
was subsequently the patron of Beethoven. He now
was in his sixth year, and he studied to play the violin.
Wolfgang’s education in music continued even during
the journey. Instruction in playing the organ was soon
added to the violin playing.
The next scene of the marvels of the little one was
Southern Germany. In Heidelberg Mozart’s little feet
flew amongst the pedals with such rapidity and skill
that the clergyman-in-charge made a record of it upon
the organ itself. Goethe heard him in Frankfort and
thus obtained a standard by which to measure all
mature men of musical genius he chanced subsequently
to meet. In his declining years Goethe listened to a
child similarly gifted, Felix Mendelssohn. In Paris,
also, the Court was very gracious to the children, but
when little Wolfgang tried to put his arm about the
neck of the painted Mme. de Pompadour as he had
done about that of Maria Theresa he was met with a
rebuff and wounded to the quick he cried,
"Who is this person that won’t kiss me?”
The unsophisticated child’ did not yet know that

rouge and powder were liable to come off with his
impetuous embraces. The princesses were all the more
amiable and did not trouble themselves about etiquette.
Everyone wondered to hear so young a child name
every note the moment he heard it, compose without a
piano and play accompaniments by ear only. No
wonder he was greeted everywhere with thunders of
applause.
The reception extended to the Mozarts in London
(1764) Was still kinder, for the royal couple themselves
were German, and Handel had already laid a lasting
foundation for the appreciation of good music. Their
stay in England was on this account a long one and the
father made use of the opportunity he found to engage
an excellent Italian singer as an instructor to Wolf¬
gang who soon mastered the Italian style of voice. It
was in London that Mozart wrote his first symphonies.
Their journey back in 1765 led them over Holland and
they finally returned after an absence of more than two
years to Salzburg laden, not so much with money as
with fame.
Mozart in Italy
The journey taken thus early in life was of great
advantage to Mozart. He learned to understand men,
for his father drew his attention to everything; he even
made the boy keep a diary—he got rid of the shyness
natural to children and acquired a knowledge of life.
The refined tone of the higher classes at this time
was beneficial to his art and the varied impressions
received from life and art during his travels, so exten¬
sive for one so young, were one of the principal causes
why Mozart’s music acquired so early that something
so attractive, so beautiful, so universally intelligible,
which characterizes it. But this phase of his music
was fully developed only by his long sojourn in that
land of beauty itself in which Mozart spent so much of
his youth—in Italy.
The marriage of an archduke brought the family in
176S to Vienna once more; here the father saw clearly
for the first time that Italy and Italy alone was the
proper training school for the young genius. The emperor
Joseph had indeed confided to him the task of writing an
Italian opera—La Finta Semplicc—but this first Italian
opera was the occasion of Mozart’s experiencing the
malicious envy of his fellow musicians which contributed
greatly to bringing his life to a premature close
_ __ people to fight their
n has no talent his condition is
unfortunate enough; If he has
talent he Is persecuted by envy,
and that in proportion to his
skill.” Young Mozart's enemies
had cunning enough to prevent
the performance of his work and
the father was now doubly intent
on exhibiting his son’s genius
where it should be understood.
Italy is the mother country
of music and was also at this
time the Eldorado of com¬
posers. The Church had nur¬
tured music. With the Church
it came into Germany. From
Germany it subsequently re¬
turned enriched. It reached its
first memorable expression in
the Roman Palestrina. After
Palestrina’s day a worldly and
even theatrical character in¬
vaded the music of the Cath¬
olic church. The cause of this
change was the introduction of
the opera, which was originally
due to the revival of the an¬
tique and especially of the
Greek tragedy. The world at
this time loved the theatrical,
and its chief seat, so far as the
opera is concerned, was Italy.
Italy had the greatest com¬
posers, the most celebrated
singers.
So when Leopold
Mozart saw that his son’s tal¬
ent was not recognized in Ger¬
many as it deserved, he soon
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made up his mind to visit the “land where the oranges
blossom.”
In Italy the youthful artist continued to work won¬
ders similar to those we have already related and on
one occasion in Naples, the boy was even obliged to re¬
move a ring from his finger because the black art was
ascribed by the people to his wearing it. In Milan such
was the impression made by our young hero that he was
asked to compose an opera and he was given the first
opportunity to display his talent. The honorarium paid
him was one hundred ducats and free lodging. He
received no more at a later period for his Don Gio¬
vanni. But such an amount in that time was a large
remuneration for a young beginner. In the execution
of his task, however, he showed himself by no means a
mere beginner, for, continuing their journey, they came
to Bologna and there called upon the most learned
musician of his age, Padre Martini. Even he could do
nothing but lose himself in wonder at the achieve¬
ments of the young master, who, as Martini said,
solved problems and overcame difficulties which gave
evidence both of innate genius and of the most com¬
plete knowledge. Wolfgang here became acquainted
with the greatest singer of his time, the sopranist Carlo
Broschi, known as Farinelli, and received from him as
a last legacy instruction in the Italian art of bel canto,
“for” said Farinelli, “only he who understands the art
of song in its highest sense, can in turn properly write
for song.” This famous vocalist was already in his
sixties.
A Remarkable Feat
Wolfgang went so far as to write down from once
hearing it, Allegri’s Miserere, in spite of the fact that
the musicians of the chapel were forbidden under pain
of excommunication to copy any part of it or give a part
of it to anybody. In after years he used1 to tell of the
deep impression made on him by this incident.
The pope was delighted with young Wolfgang’s play¬
ing. It was the great Ganganelli. Clemens XIV
granted him a private audience and conferred on him
the order of the Golden Spurs. Mozart did not at first
make much of this honor and his father wrote: “You
can imagine how I laughed to hear him called all the
time ‘Signor Cavaliere.’” A step further toward fame
and' success was Mozart’s nomination as a member of
the celebrated Philharmonic Academy of Bologna
which invested him with the title of “Cavaliere Filarmonico.”
The Italian opera which then ruled supreme was
made up of arias, which were made to order for the
several singers and had to fit them exactly if they were
to produce their full effect. The finest notes of the
prima donna or the tenor had to be at the same time
the finest part of the air. Thus prepared the opera
was sung and went the round of one half of Europe.
It was at this time that Mozart entered the theatrical
arena.
The admiration of the fair sex tfor him was un¬
bounded, although his appearance was not of the popu¬
lar mode. He was of small stature, his head seemed
to be too large for his body, the result of an abundance
of flaxen hair; and only his natural ease and grace of
movements—especially in the costume of the eighteenth
century, made irresistibly charming an effect which
was heightened by the thoughtful expression of his
beautiful greyish blue eyes.
The opera Scilla, written for Milan, proved successful
(1772) and was repeated more than twenty times. Mozart
said subsequently, “I have nowhere been so highly esteemed
as in Italy." The archbishop of Salzburg, however, in
whose service Mozart was employed, did not appreciate
the treasure he possessed and never paid a farthing for
his compositions. Seeing that Salzburg was a too nar¬
row place for the development of his genius Mozart de¬
cided to resign his position with the archbishop and
for the first time he undertook with his mother a trip
on his own responsibility. But, strange to say, even in
'spite of the admiration that everyone had for the youthful
and already famous artist, nobody seemed to offer him a
position worthy of him. The father reminds him that
“neither fair words, compliments nor bravissimos pay
the postmaster or the host. Do all you can to earn some
money and be as careful as possible about your expenses.”
In Augsburg they received a warm welcome from the
father’s brother, who was, like Wolfgang’s grandfather,
a bookbinder. Mozart's playing and compositions met with
the greatest recognition, but he did not succeed in giving
a concert. The patricians were short of funds and when
they invited him to the academy the total amount of the
present made was—two ducats !
In Mannheim he fell in love with Aloysia Weber, the
daughter of a prompter and copyist at the Mannheim
theater, a charming girl of fifteen, gifted with a magnifi¬
cent voice; she was already a prominent singer. Mozart
listened enraptured to her singing, rehearsed with the
young vocalist all her arias and, encompassing the
whole household with the sympathy with which he

surrounded his Aloysia, devoted nearly all his leisure
to the family. A few years later faithless Aloys a be
came the wife of Lange, the comedian. To Constance
a younger sister of Aloysia, was reserved thepnvilege
of avenging Mozart of Aloysia’s disdain and of becom
ing his beloved wife. While so absorbed in his o
dream, Mozart had seemed to lose sight of his career
Disappointment after disappointment met him. It is
surprising how little appreciation men of influence
men who could have done something for him ana tor
fostering musical art—entertained for him.
His father succeeded in persuading him to go to
Paris and not “indulge in foolish whims,” but there
too the young master met with discomfort and grief.
The style of Parisian music did not please him. During
this time a regular battle was raging between the fol¬
lowers of Gluck and Piccini. The florid style of vocal
dexterity (coloratura) was prevalent in Italian opera,
while the German Gluck turned his attention to the
sublime tragedy of the Greeks and captivated Paris
with his “Iphigenia in Aulis.” The great mass, led by
the influence of Rousseau, favored Piccini; Mozart in¬
stead thought that the ultimate aim of music lay in the
depth of feeling and sided with Gluck. This was
Mozart’s artistic gain from his stay in Paris. It was
a gain of the mind which richly compensated for his
want of pecuniary success. The sad truth was that
Mozart, the world’s glorious genius, had to fight for
mere • existence. Grimm wrote to his father that his
son was “too inactive, too little versed in those arts
which lead to success.”
This was indeed Mozart’s idealistic character; he
knew little of the ways of the practical world and he
remained careless of them through life. In the mean¬
time a vacancy occurred in Salzburg where a capellmeister was needed. The father thought this an excel¬
lent opportunity to have his son return to Salzburg.
Mozart’s unfavorable opinion of Salzburg, however,
had not changed. “Upon my honor,” he writes, “I
cannot endure Salzburg or its, people. When I play in
Salzburg, or one of my compositions is produced there,
I feel as if only chairs and tables were my listeners.”
Mozart’s Operas
In the fall of 1780 he received an invitation to com¬
pose an opera for Munich. It was “Idomeneo,” whose
success sealed Mozart’s fate for all subsequent times.
The father had reminded him to write popular music.
It was the “popular” music which tickled the long¬
eared. Wolfgang replied that “there was music in his
opera for all kinds of people, the long-eared excepted."
The two operas Figaro and Don Giovanni occupy a
place at the beginning of a great dramatic epoch which
commenced more than one hundred years ago. They
are a part of modern humanity in general;. in them
Mozart fully developed his inexhaustible genius.
His Magic Flute by its purely human, ethical and
religious tendency became the starting point of an art
which is peculiarly German. Mozart was a good Catho¬
lic according to the custom of his country. He also
became a Free Mason. Lessing, Wieland, Herder and
Goethe belonged to the order. And since it was its
aim to realize the purification of the mind and heart by
sacrifice of self and the assistance of all men, it was
impossible that a man like Mozart should not feel
attracted to it. He joined the order in Vienna and
the Zauberflote bears witness to the earnestness with
which Mozart held to these sublime truths of Christian¬
ity even outside of the Church. Schikaneder, the poet
and theatrical director, offered to Mozart a subject
which was at first merely a magic opera and after
many changes became a work which centered about the
idea of free-masonry, i. e., that by the earnest trial of
their moral power mortals must win their higher im¬
mortal position and with it their happiness.
Mozart has now reached the zenith of his creative
power and wc limit ourselves to a mere mention of his
most important works: the operas Die Entfiihrung, The
M a flic Flute, Le Nozzc di Figaro, Don Giovanni, Cosi fan
tutte, 22 sonatas and fantasias, 17 organ sonatas, 45
sonatas for piano and violin, 8 trios. 2 quartetts and 1
quintet for harpsicord and strings, 29 string quartetts,
55 concertos, 49 symphonies, etc., etc., altogether 679
works. What a prolific genius! Truly the work of a
Titan. Mozart wrote his scores just as one would write
a letter. He possessed in high degree the talent of im¬
provisation. lie would remain seated at the instrument
for hours delighting his listeners with the most brilliant
and varied tone pictures.
Moznrt's nature rendered him incapable of resentment
and always led him to return good for evil. His wellknown disinterestedness was particularly abused by music
sellers and managers of theatres. The greatest part of his
compositions for the piano brought to him not a single
penny—being written chiefly to oblige acquaintances de¬
sirous of possessing some pieces in his handwriting for
their private edification. The music sellers found means

conies of these productions and
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But such ex
perience did not teach Mozart worldly wisdom. He
could not resist his good impulses, and he often de
prived himself of necessaries to help those more needy
than himself. This accounts for his continuous mipccuniosity and the hardships he had to suffer in spite
of his genius. His ever increasing poverty assumed the
proportion of real misery and he entered on the sad
prelude to his lamentable and premature death.
In later years he retained nothing of 1
looks but a pleasing expression. IDs ejes v
languid, than of a brilliant character,
had been handsome, became so prominent i
the emaciation of his countenance that a "crlbh er I'
“Morgenblatt” of Vienna, honored him with the
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CTheI10|Usease which carried off Mozart was variously
characterized by the physicians as a military fever, rheu¬
matic inflammatory fever, and consumption. Late ..
_s_noonmiiov k 1701. lie felt lihi lust moments
Comments
Of Handel Mozart said: “He knows better than any¬
body else how to gain an effect. When he chooses he
can strike like a thunderbolt.”
Bach’s style Was very familiar to Mozart. He studied
his fugues with assiduity and the influence of Bach can
be traced in his classical compositions for he constantly
endeavored to follow in the footsteps of this great
master of orderly music.
Rossini was once begged to name his favorite of all
the operas he (Rossini) had composed. “You want to
know the opera I love the best, well it is Don Giovanni.'
Rossini was asked once if he had been personally
acquainted with Beethoven. “No,” replied Rossini, “lie
had a disagreeable manner, he would not receive nic¬
he detested my music. It does not alter the fact,” lie
added smiling “that the fellow is the finest composer
in the world.”
“And Mozart, what do you say of him?”
“Oh,” declared Rossini, “he is the only one!"
Mozart dedicated most of his beautiful quartetts to
Joseph Haydn. Mozart used to say that Haydn had
taught him how to compose. As for Haydn, the creator
of the Symphony professed an unbounded admiration
for his young rival and declared once: "I testify be¬
fore God, I swear it on my honor, in my opinion
Mozart is the greatest composer that ever lived!"
Contrasting Elements
Resuming we have to point out in Mozart’s career
two contrasting elements, some which led to success,
others to failure.
Among the first:
The tender care and uninterrupted attention his
father devoted to his son to give him the best educa¬
tion. Even during his extensive travels Mozart had the I
benefit of the most competent instructors.
The knowledge of life he acquired in his early travels,
and the refined and charming manners which—natural
to the boy from babyhood—became habitual with him
society COm'ng into contact with the highest class of
His sojourn in Italy from which he derived sublime
inspiration, fame and honors.
The lasting influence of Gluck and of Haydn
On the other hand, Mozart’s bad experiences with
unscrupulous, dishonest men, who abused his credulity
and yet did not teach him the practical wisdom which
is necessary to navigate through the stormy sea of life.
As Grimm said, he lacked the art which leads to success.
We could’ not better portray the tremendous effect
which the astonishing genius of this master produced
upon the world than by the inscription which accotn*e *atue «5cted to him in Salzburg. It is
eloquent in its simplicity. It consists of one word:

MOZART
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bson appeared in THE ETUDE for July. Siloti, possibly the most
The first section of this unusual work, translated by Methven Simj
famous of Liszt’s Russian born pupils, dropped dead' in the streets of Moscow recently as a result of starvation
brought about by war conditions. Siloti is a cousin of Rachmaninoff.
What Liszt Thought of Chopin
Liszt called Chopin the only pianoforte poet, and
always said that each note of his music was “a pearl
dropped from the skies.” In speaking of Chopin he
once told us: “We were great friends. Both as a
musician and as a man he was fragile and delicately
constituted. He liked me very much as a pianist, but
considered that he played some things—as for in¬
stance his Study in F sharp, op. 25—better than I did.
I suggested having a bet on it. We were to invite a
party of our friends to hear us both play this Study.
They were to sit in an adjoining room where they
could hear without seeing us, and were then to de¬
cide which one of us had played first. Chopin ac¬
cepted the bet, and our friends came. We each played
the Study as arranged. I played first, then Chopin.
“When we put the question to our audience they
unanimously decided that Chopin had played first. He
would not give in, however. ‘You play it differently
quand rneme,’ he insisted. It was I who introduced
him to Georges Sand. As she gave him her hand,
and made the usual complimentary remarks, I saw
something flash across his face, something that was
like a streak of lightning. ... It made me feel I was
witnessing a fateful meeting.
Poor Chopin! His
fine nature could not stand the strain. . . . Later, after
the death of Chopin, and all that had gone before it,
I was lunching alone with Georges Sand. ‘Well,’ I
said, ‘it is through you that Musset and my Chopin
have perished, but you see I have endured, and,
thank God, I am living still.’ ”
Liszt Never Scolded
Liszt hardly ever scolded anyone. He had a favor¬
ite expression, the one word: “good!” But he some¬
times said it in such a tone that no word could have
been more offensive. This manner of his gave some
people the mistaken impression that Liszt was not genu¬
ine, as he did nothing but pay compliments. But it
was the people who had seen him for a few moments
only who said this. When he was irritated by anyone’s
playing he always said: “I know half a dozen pianists
who play this as well as you, and half a dozen more
who play it better.” It was still worse if he said:
“Even the Princess* plays it better.” Sometimes he
worked himself into quite a frantic state of mind, but
I only saw him in this condition about four times
during the three years I was with him.
On these occasions he strode to and fro in his room
in a way that reminded me of Salvini as Othello, where
he paces up and down Desdetnona’s bedroom like a
tiger in the last act. In moments such as these Liszt
was simply terrifying; his face was mephistophelian,
and he would literally scream at the unlucky pupil: “I
take no payment from you but, if I did, there is no
money which could give you the right to come and wash
your dirty linen here. I am not a washerwoman. Go
to the conservatorium, that is the place for you.” This
state of mind would last some time—about ten minutes.
Afterwards, when we were more intimate, I always
began talking to him at these times to divert his
thoughts.
I have always said that anyone could become a pupil
of his, but he was not at all pleased when people
brought him letters of introduction, even though they
might be from musicians, while letters from crowned
heads simply infuriated him and prejudiced him in¬
stantly against the bearers. I remember a young man
who came once, dressed with great care in a smart
frock coat. Liszt glanced at his clothes with a grim¬
ace and asked:
“Where do you come from?”
“Meister. I should like to study with you. I have
brought a letter from the Queen of Holland.”
Liszt frowned, put the letter in his side pocket with¬
out reading it, and said:
a Princess Elizabeth, daughter of the Duke of Saxe-Weimar,
now Duchess of Mecklenburg.

“Play first; we will read the letter afterwards.” I
knew by Liszt’s face that he had taken the bit between
his teeth. First he made two other pupils play while he
walked up and down full of nervous irritation. Then
he turned to the newcomer with a chilling smile and
an ominous note in his voice:
“And now, young man, will you play something?
Unfortunately the young man’s playing did not
come up to his appearance. It was pretty, but rather
amateurish. Liszt paced the room nervously, and then
broke out with:
...
“Instead of carrying around letters of introduction
from queens it would be better if you did some serious
practicing. This is no place for you; you had better
go to some other master, or best of all to the con¬
servatorium. Take your letter with you. It may be of
service, and I have no use for it.” A minute later the
young man was gone, and I never saw him again.
Liszt and the Critics
As a rule Liszt got up at four o’clock in the morn¬
ing; two hours later he went back to bed, rising for
the day at eight o’clock. He dined at one, and then
slept for about an hour-and-a-half. He went to bed
about ten o’clock at night. The early morning was
his favorite time for composing. In former years, his
housekeeper told me, this was his time for reading the
“Crrritiques”—as he always called them—on his com¬
positions. It always made him angry if anyone boasted
of having bad a good critique.
“If you have a good ‘errritique,’ ” he would say, “you
probably have a good certificate from the conserva¬
torium, too.”
Liszt once wittily defined a critic. There were three
of us with him—Friedheim,4 a lady, whose name I do
not remember, and myself. Liszt wanted a game of
whist, but Friedheim objected that he did not know
how to play and understood absolutely nothing about
it. “Then,” said. Liszt, “you must be a critic.”
Liszt and Rubinstein: a Comparison
It is impossible to describe Liszt’s playing. A pianist
myself, I am yet unable to show how he played, or
to give an idea of his playing in words. I cannot
say that he had a “big” tone; it was rather that when
he played there was no sound of the instrument. He
sat at the very piano which we young fellows used to
break with our playing, an entirely unreliable, unequal
instrument; but he would produce from it, discordant
as it was, music such as no one could form any idea of
without hearing it. I am a tremendous admirer of
Anton Rubinstein’s playing, and consider that all we
living pianists are mere pigmies compared with him.
He used to say, however, as I was told, that he was
worth nothing as a pianist compared with Liszt. Liszt
once told me a story of a banquet given in Vienna for
Rubinstein after his Historical Concerts, Liszt him¬
self being present. A member of the committee gave
“Rubinstein” as the first toast. He had scarcely fin¬
ished speaking when Rubinstein, who had been nerv¬
ously fidgeting during the speech, sprang to his feet
crying:
“How can you drink my health, or do me honor as
a pianist, when Liszt is sitting at the same table? We
are all corporals, and he is the one and only FieldMarshal.”
I had faith in this story, but had always wanted to
compare the two pianists for myself. It was not long
before an opportunity occurred. Anton Rubinstein
was giving one of his Historical recitals one morning
at the Gewandhaus for the musicians of Leipzig, and
I went to hear him, acting on the advice of Liszt. I
was to go back to Weimar after the concert, and tell
him all about it. It was a recital of Beethoven’s
orn of Ger„__
„.a friend of
3 Rome, afterwards studying

sonatas. Rubinstein was at his best, and played each
one better than the last. I was particularly struck with
his rendering of the “Moonlight” sonata, which seemed
to me simply marvelous. Two hours later I was back
at Liszt’s house, arriving just at the beginning of a
lesson. I could hardly wait to say good-afternoon to
Liszt before plunging into a breathless description of
this amazing music, the glamor of which was still over
me. Speaking with all the fervor and enthusiasm of
youth, I told him how wonderful Rubinstein’s execu¬
tion had been, and that I had never heard such a fine
rendering of the “Moonlight” sonata.
All at once it seemed to me that Liszt winced, and
the thought flashed across my brain that I was saying
this to a man who was acknowledged to be a specialist
in the interpretation of this very sonata. He listened
to my glowing account, and then said composedly:
“Very good, very satisfactory.” I began to feel un¬
easy. Liszt walked away and began to examine the music
which the pupils had brought to play. Seeing a copy of
the “Moonlight” sonata amongst the pieces, he asked
who was playing it. It turned out to be a young
American lady.
“My dear child,” said Liszt, looking at her, this
piece must not be brought to the lessons; I allow no
one to play it because, when I was young, it was my
speciality. But as ‘we’ are in a good humor to-day,
I will play it to you.”
The Moonlight Sonata
Saying which, he turned his head, and, as I thought,
gave me a look which meant: “Now listen, you will
hear something.” He began to play, and I held my
breath as I listened.
Rubinstein had played on a
beautiful Bechstein in a hall with very good acoustic
properties; Liszt was playing in a little carpeted room,
in which small space thirty-five to forty people were
sitting, and the piano was ■firorn out, unequal and dis¬
cordant. He had only played the opening triplets,
however, when I felt as if the room no longer held
me, and when, after the first four bars, the G sharp
came in in the right hand I was completely carried
away. Not that he accentuated this G sharp; it was
simply that he gave it an entirely new sound which even
now, after twenty-seven years, I can hear distinctly.
He played the whole of the first movement, then the
second; the third he only commenced, saying that he
was too old and had not the physical strength for it.
I then realized that I had completely forgotten having
listened to Rubinstein two hours before. As a pianist
he no longer existed. I make this statement deliber¬
ately with a full knowledge of what I am saying—
and as my readers know my opinion of Rubinstein
they may thus gain some faint idea of what Liszt was
as a pianist. When he had finished playing Liszt got
up and came across to me. I had tears in my eyes,
and was quite unstrung. I could only say:
‘‘Meister, I am quite dazed. I never heard any¬
thing like it.” Upon which he smiled kindly, and
said:
“We know how to play after all, eh?”
I now understood what Anton Rubinstein meant by
calling himself a common soldier and Liszt a General,
and how true this estimate was. In my opinion Liszt
was as far removed from Rubinstein as Rubinstein
from the rest of us. I have neyer played this sonata
in public; in fact I never heard it again, for if I hap¬
pened to be at a concert where it was to be played, I
always left the hall. It seemed to me that by listening
to it I should be soiling the impression I had received,
insulting Liszt’s memory, not to speak of the martyr¬
dom it implied to myself.
Liszt and Czar Nicholas I
In the spring of 1886 Liszt told me he wished to go
to Russia at the request.of his favorite pupil, Madame
Sophie Menter (at that time professor at the St.
Petersburg Conservatorium), but that he could not
make up his mind to the journey unless he received a
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personal invitation written by Alexander III or the
Empress Marie Feodorovna. I was surprised that he
should make such a condition, and he proceeded to
tell me how he came to do so.
“I was giving concerts in Russia, and received a
command to play before the Emperor, Nicholas I;
while I was playing the Emperor beckoned to his aidede-camp and began talking to him, whereupon I stopped.
There was an uncomfortable silence. Then the Em¬
peror came up to me and asked why I had stopped.
I said:
‘“When your Majesty speaks everybody else must
be silefit.’
“He did not take my meaning at first, but looked at
me for a moment as if puzzled. Then all of a sudden
he frowned and said curtly:
# “ ‘Monsieur Liszt, your carriage is waiting.’
* “I bowed in silence and went away. Half an hour
later a police officer came to my hotel and ordered me
to leave Petersburg within six hours, which I did.
That is why I can only return to Petersburg at the
personal invitation of another Emperor, and that is
what I am waiting for.” And he was right. There
came a letter written by the Empress Marie Feodorovna’s own hand, with a note added by Alexander
III in which Liszt was invited to stay at the WinterPalace. Liszt made me, as he put it, his “Great
Chamberlain;” it was my duty to decide whom to ad¬
mit to him and to announce the visitors. It was ar¬
ranged that I should give concerts in Petersburg
and Moscow in Liszt’s presence, and he even gave me
his promise to play, saying: “Make no formal an¬
nouncement of this, but let it be known; it will add
something to your receipts, and the state of your
finances will be improved in consequence, even with¬
out help from the Moscow Musical Society.”

Novel Scale Schemes
By Elizabeth A. Gest
This little scheme is intended to gain the interest of
the ninety-nine per cent, of pupildom, in all grades and
stages of artistic development, who “have had all their
scales” and who will not practice any of them. The
other one per cent, takes care of itself.
Cut small squares from correspondence-cards and
on each square write the letter name of a scale, using
capitals for major and small letters for minor. Also
cut a few circles of about the same size and on these
write the various ways in which the scales should be
played—parallel, contrary, third, sixths, etc.
Put all in a box and have the pupil draw a square
and a circle and play her scales according to her lot.
For instance, if she draws the square
circle
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and the

she must play the d minor scale in sixths.

If she does so without a fault she scores a point and
the first one to win a set number of points may receive
a gold star or a prize at the discretion of the teacher.
In class lessons the pupils may take turns; or in pri¬
vate lessons a few moments may be given to this work
and a record kept from week to week.
For home practice the pupil may have a scale chart
and check off each scale as it is perfected.

c

c

Db
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V

1/

V

Contrary

V

Thirds

V

Sixths

V
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Americanization, Women's

and

Mus'

" Music can be given to the immigrant through comconcerts through sound-reproducing machines
The present slogan of the General Federatio
mUnity concer s throug
school Let
Women’s Clubs is “Americanization,” and it is heuevea
and through *^?een^5p°erate w;th club women in
that Americanization will be accomplished larg y
establishing
community
music
and
with
American
through the agency of music.
eS “ teachers in providing a musical atmosphere for
Club women are now giving their attention to music
-h00 ;
n Foreign children who sing our inspiring
more than ever before. This augurs well for the future
t
song, £
will ,»r.l, ™ up loy.l ,«
of this art in America, for when two million alert
America. Enterprising public school teachers in many
feminine minds are suddenly focused on a subject, that
communities need the help of res.dent musicians in
subject is so illuminated that few thoughtful persons
organizing
school
choruses,
orchestras or music clubs.
can fail to notice it. Musicians, music teachers, com¬
Let us have more and more new American folk songs
posers, publishers of music and manufacturers of
like those of Stephen Foster; we need them.
muscal instruments and sound-reproducing devices
Every race of people, and particularly the black race,
should now thank the club woman for awakening fresh
is susceptible to the power of music. In these days of
interest in music and for the comparative influence and
frequent race riots progressive Americans are longing
affluence of musicians which will ensue. Let us then
for the time to come when black people and white
extend our hands to the Federation of Women’s Clubs,
people will have so many common interests and desires
and, as they have embraced the cause of music, let us
that they can live side by side peaceably and without
aid them in the important work of Americanization.
race prejudice. Music will be a means to this end. for
Just what is meant by Americanization? The word
nearly all negroes are musical and many of them have
immediately suggests to our minds the imparting of
already distinguished themselves as musicians. ()i all
American ideals and sympathies to the immigrant. But
primitive peoples possibly the American negro is the
Americanization, like charity, begins at home. In the
only “natural harmonist.” No doubt his sympathy and
pamphlet, Americanization Programs (published for
cooperation in our democracy can best be enlisted by
the use of Women’s Clubs), Dr. Caroline Hedger says:
making the most of his natural ability in 11111 sic.
“Americanization is the adjustment of the American
Musical culture is broadening, and it leads to the desire
mind to admit the foreign-born into democracy.” In the
and capacity for a general culture.
light of this new interpretation of the term we under¬
An eminent Viennese psychologist believes that art
stand that class or race prejudice or religious intoler¬
serves to release our emotions. In civilized life we are
ance must not exist in persons who seek to Americanize
prevented by law or public opinion or conscience from
their neighbors.
yielding to every impulse of our natures; impulses to
Nothing softens prejudices or breaks down barriers
which primitive’ man yielded as a matter of course.
like the power of music, and musicians, who as a class
This constant checking of our emotions and impulses
are saturated with this liberalizing art, have thereby
produces tension and nervousness unless we release our
acquired psychological characteristics which especially
feelings in art. Thus, the drama, the novel and music
fit them for the work of Americanization. They also
are avenues through which we can let go of ourselves,
possess a musical culture which the immigrant will
so to speak.
respect. For, remember, our European brother, no
To illustrate: the angry man is not so angry after
matter what his walk in life, usually understands and
hearing beautiful music. Music dissolves coarse emo¬
enjoys good music.
tions by creating finer ones. Music is beneficial not
Americans now realize that the first step in Amer¬
only to our minds and to the morals (professional
icanizing our foreign-born is to teach then} English.
musicians are rarely seen in jail), but also to our bodies,
Community music is a remarkable help in accomplish¬
ing this. Under the spell of music people become sym¬
for many physicians affirm its therapeutic and stimu¬
pathetic and forget their differences of class, of na¬
lating power. Hence we see that music elevates while
tionality and of religion.
it Americanizes.

Making Your Playing Articulate
By Morris Y. Lane
Anyone who had ever heard the playing of the late
Raphael Joseffy was invariably charmed with his beau¬
tiful clearness. There was never any uncertainty as to
a single note he struck. Every note was like a perfect
pearl in a gorgeous necklace, just the right length and
placed in just the right time position with just the
right touch. It was said that Chopin insisted upon
this principle, and for this reason devised his beautiful
Etude, Opus 10, Number 7. This is a study in itself
for any pupil inclined to smeary, blurry playing. Play
it with the following incorrect fingering and your per¬
formance is very likely to become mussy:

V

ing becomes better because you have formed the habit
of making each note distinct.

The writer has used this Etude time and again with
careless pupils. It need not always be played Vivace

J

Etc.
But play it with the following and you will soon find
that not only this Etude is benefited, but all your play-

Safe Staccato
Staccato passages should be played usually with the
fingering that would be used for- legato. Practice first
with a legato touch. In performance do not lift the
hand or finger high in the air for staccato. All that is
needed is to let the key rise quickly; by keeping in
contact with the key surface you will better judge the
position of the next note to be played. The most use¬
ful staccato is hand-staccato (from the wrist-joint),
which can be made rapidly enough for most purposes.
Finger-staccato, obtained by drawing the finger-tip in¬
wards, is less frequently needed, though it should be
mastered for use in quickest passages.—E. Douglas
Taylor, in Successful Practice.

Clubs

1 Blanco

=■ 84 for study purposes.

Try it with some pupils

at J = 40 or even slower if this proves too difficult
for the pupil, and the general result of making the
pupils playing more distinct, more articulate, will be
quite as easily attained. Of course, the Etude must be
played rapidly to realize the beauty of the work

Sliding the Thumb
By Edward W. Du Bois
Every organist has to use his thumb constantly
in legato passages. This requires a great deal of slid¬
ing from key to key. Otherwise the breaks would be so
conspicuous that the lovely continuity of tone would
be spoiled. Sliding the thumb is especially convenient
where one drops from a black key to the next adjoining
white key. A good drill for this is to be found in the

exercise in the first book of Mason’s 1c
and Technic. This consists of holding one key’d
for four counts, and then, at the very moment when
next adjoining finger strikes to next note in the seal
C, the thumb slides over t6 the note at the precise
ond when the two white keys are on a level.

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
:., and not technical problems pertaining to
te and address must accompany all inquiries.

_ .,
. .
Pucks Quips
“1. What is the technic of broken octaves?
“2. The first measure in 12th Two Part Inventioi
written thus :

years in which the training must be along all lines,
academic study as well as music. If the mind has a
natural defect of this kind, only constant study can
overcome it. Have you tried giving her some very
simple pieces which she shall commit to memory.
Keeping at this will help, but you must not be too
exacting. Little pieces which contain a tune that can
be readily retained, especially familiar ones (if you can
find them), are the best for teaching her to acquire
coritinuity in playing. Technical exercises should be
limited in this case to such simple ones as you can
dictate to her. Some of the five-finger exercises, and
simple running passage work, can very easily be taught
in this way. You need no notes for the following, ana
you can yourself easily invent many similar ones, or
take them from a technical manual. Fingers as fol¬
lows _123, 123, 123, etc. Let the thumb strike one key
1. There used to be teachers, as you suggest in your
complete question, who taught that broken octaves
higher each time, for example, —CDE, DEF, EFG and
so on up a couple of octaves. Reverse the order m
should be played by using the thumb and fifth finger
coming down the keys. Also reverse the order of
just as they would use the first and second in playing
finger numbers for the left hand. The scale can be
a long trill. It has been concluded, however, that this
dictated in this manner, as well as arpeggios, which
is not practicable, but that far the best way is to play
should begin with simple groupings, three-note chords
them by an oscillation of the hand on the wrist. Be
very careful that the hand and wrist are kept loose
first, as follows, —CEG, EGC, GCE, and so on UP"
wards. Later four-note groups, and then the grand
during this rotating motion.
arpeggios. Give very few etudes, as such students are
2. The traditional manner of playing the mordent in
much more likely to stumble in music of the mechanical
Bach is as you have written it out in the second
kind than in pieces having a tune that is easily seized
example.
,
,
...
on. The tendency of the day is towards fewer etudes,
3. I have heard some great players play the trill as a
and dwelling longer on certain ones of special use until
triplet, as you suggest. I have heard others make five
they are worked up to a greater perfection and veloc¬
notes of it, as follows:
ity. A gradual improvement will be noted if constant
training is kept up in school work also. A wandering
attention will scatter as much in reading as in playing
the piano.
Irregular Rhythms
which is very easily encompassed in a piece of such
“1. In what grade do you consider it best to
slow tempo, and is more in the spirit of the passage.
introduce irregular rhythms? Two notes against
These quips are small matters, but as important as
three, and three against four, etc.
“2. If a student is able to play fourth grade
Puck’s pranks in the play.
music, has her musical education been neglected
4. You will note that there are twelve groups m the
if she has had no training in irregular rhythms?
“3. If a teacher cannot play these rhythms well
series of notes in the cadenza. The integrity of this
will this interfere with her teaching them? —c. is.
may be easily kept by counting as you play. The first
group should begin rather slowly, the notes accented
slightly, although the soft quality of tone must be
maintained. Speed should be gradually added until the
highest velocity possible to the player is attained, accompanied by a decided crescendo. The ritard should
begin in the eleventh group together with a diminuendo,
the twelfth still slower, merging gradually through the
next group into the last in eighth notes. This transi¬
tion from sixteenth to eighth should be done in such
a manner that the eighths seem as a part of the ritardando, no break in the two values being apparent to
the ear. The last two notes of the eighths should be
very slow and lead tenderly into the final measures.
Scatterbrains
wrong notes in exercises aim ineces
>• ...... ......
reads the notes perfectly? When I ask her to
repeat an exercise which she has played fairly well
she often bungles over it as if she had never seen
It. She lias studied a year and tries to please roe.
I have never had such an experience before. Her
parents are very anxious to have her learn.”—M. T.
It is always easiest to “pick on” the teacher first in
cases of this sort, but inasmuch as you have never
encountered such a condition before it is only fair to
conclude it is not a result of faulty teaching. With
some teachers who do not understand their business
this condition in pupils is only the usual one.
Bungling is sometimes due to inability to concen¬
trate the attention. The untrained mind goes wool¬
gathering constantly. To overcome this is a matter of

1 There is no specified time in which this study
should be introduced. The problem is usually tackled
whenever three notes against two are encountered m
a piece. It is occasionally found in the third grade,
but will not be played well before the fourth or fifth.
Pupils must play with freedom with each hand before
they can acquire the proper ease for conflicting
rhythms. We have analyzed these effects from time
to time in these columns, but I have generally found
that pupils gradually learn to play them without time
analysis if they are played rapidly. Take any fivefinger exercise to start with and play two notes in one
hand and three in the other, playing first one, then the
other, then together. Gradually facility will be ac¬
quired. Play the scale in one octave in same manner.
To go into details here would take more space than
we have at command. Send to the publisher for a
copy of Landon’s Playing Two Notes Against One,
and you will find the subject exhaustively treated.
There is a Song Without Words in E Flat, by Men¬
delssohn, that gives excellent practice. With some
pupils it requires many, many months to learn to do
this well.
2. Not necessarily, although the student is almost
sure to encounter such passages in fourth grade music
sooner or later.
3. It is always far better when the teacher can give
the example, and if you cannot do triplets against
couplets well, it will be a good plan for you to keep
practicing them until you can.

“My little finger curls up in the air and stiffens,
and tends to stiffen the whole hand. What can 1
do to correct it?”—New Zealand.
It may be some comfort to know that people at the
Antipodes have our same trouble. “New Zealand
would better use the following exercise as a base of
operation:

Place the thumb firmly over the middle portion of the
little finger, and play the foregoing exercise with the
fingering marked, playing slowly and with the fingers
and hand in a relaxed condition. Strive to avoid all
stiffness. Work patiently, and after a few days, or
weeks if necessary, try and play the same without the
thumb support, but holding the little finger under the
hand. Practice until you can hold it easily. Then
practice the same exercise with the following fingering,
which will be more difficult, and rather awkward for
the fourth finger, 2324, 2324, and descending, 4342, 4342,
etc. Practice also without thumb support, with as
"much ease as possible. You will find the little finger
gradually acquiring the ability to remain down in posi¬
tion. Then practice with following fingering: 45454545,
etc., and reverse descending. Then 3435, 3435, descend¬
ing 5453, 5453, etc. Then take other passage exercises
from your technic books that you can use with these
fingers, gradually enlarging the scope. I have never
failed with this work to induce a refractory little finger
to abandon its pig-headed stubbornness.
Base Ball Boys
“1. Please name some attractive pieces for a
boy of nine, in the first grade, who likes boy music.
“2. Please name a study book for a little girl
who needs first grade material but not a beginner's
book ; preferably a book of little pieces with at¬
tractive titles.
“3. What studies should follow Cramer’s Fifty
Selected Studies t”—D. W.
1. Those who write music for teaching purposes have
given every consideration to girls, with their Doll s
dreams, Daisy Polkas, but boys do not care for these
just because of the “girl” titles. Why not write a series
of base ball pieces, using for titles the terms so dear
to the boys who worship the national game? The fol¬
lowing titles are suitable for boys : Bear Dance, Engelmann; Military Array March, Kern; Flying the Kite,
Salome; Soldiers Marching By, Renard; Little Indian
Boy, Dietz; Soldiers’ March, Schumann; March of the
Little Soldiers, Horvath; March of the Gnomes, DeReef; Tin Soldiers’ Parade, Kern; Ding Dong, Pierre;
Buzzing Bumble Bee, Spaulding; Playmate Jack
O’ Lantern, Bugbee. These are all in the first grade.
2 Standard Compositions, Vol. I, First Grade,
Mathews. Standard First and Second Grade Pieces,
Mathews. The Duet Hour, for four hands. You will
find duet playing excellent training in such cases as you
mention.
3. Bach, Two and Three Part Inventions; ClementiTausig, Gradus ad Parnassum; Kullak, School of
Oclaves; Moscheles, Characteristic Studies, Op. 70,
Book I.

Young teachers are constantly meeting baffling problems. Mr. Corey does not pretend to be an infallible oracle, but he has^been ®
#
need” to hundreds of teachers who have benefited by his experience and judgment. Many of our readers have in.ag.ned hat there is a charge
made for this service. Send in your questions whether you are a subscriber to The Etude or not. No charge is ever made.
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Color and Music
By Edwin Hall Pierce
Some have rather fancifully endeavored to trace
an affinity between certain colors and the tone of cer¬
tain instruments, making the trumpet red, the violin
'violet, etc.
Certain Indian tribes (see the article by Thurlow
Lieurance in The Etude for January, 1918) actually
associate colors with absolute pitch, calling F red, A
blue, C yellow, D orange, E green.
Again, in recent years, various composers, for in¬
stance Scriabin, in his Prometheus, have attempted
to combine a display of changing colored light with
the performance of a musical composition, in an
elaborate and artistic manner. Yet, again, there are
accounts of “Song and Light” Festivals in city parks,
in which a display of colored lights adds to the charm
of Community Singing.
The question naturally arises in the mind: Is there
any raal affinity between sound and colored light, or
between a particular sound and a particular color? Let
us briefly consider the nature of each and we shall
be better able to frame an intelligent answer.
What is Sound? What is Color?
Musical sound is that sensation caused in the ear by
regular vibrations of the air at a rate not lower than
20 nor higher than 4000 a second (approximately).
Color is that sensation received by the eye from
vibrations ranging in frequency from 395 million mil¬
lion a second to 757 million million a second.
Sound-waves must travel through the air; light¬
waves can pierce the emptiness of inter-stellar space.
A physicist would enumerate still other differences, but
these are sufficient for our present purpose.
Hearing a More Perfect Sense Than Sight
As every tyro in acoustics knows, the “octave” of
any musical tone is that tone having just double the
number of vibrations in a given time. The human ear
can distinguish a range of nearly or quite eight oc=
taves. On the other hand, if we attempt to find
“octaves” in the color spectrum we are immediately
struck by the fact that the whole range of color
vibrations embraces less than one octave: violet, with
757 million million vibrations a second, has not quite
twice as many as deep red, with 395 million million.
The logical deduction is that hearing is eight times as
efficient a sense as sight.
How Connect Color and Tone?
Professor Wallace Rimington, in his work on Colour
Music (London, 1911) very ingeniously presents a
table in which certain colors correspond to certain
tones of the scale, according to their vibration numbers.
Vibrations
Musical
Notes
Approximate

Orange
Tallow green

F#

Bluish green

G*

Ci
The weak point of this, however, is that he has ar¬
bitrarily 'taken C to be the equivalent of “deep red.”
Now if C is deep red, then E is yellow, A is indigo,
etc., exactly as he claims, but he has failed to determ¬
ine the value of the constant, so to speak.
Let us endeavor to trace more intelligently the
mathematical relation between color vibrations and
tone vibrations. Taking the vibration number of
middle C (at International Pitch, 256 a second), and
going upward by octaves, we have the numbers:

at*

sta

1024

ao4H

anas

Beyond this we pass the limit of human hearing, but
let us suppose, nevertheless, that we can keep on
going up* octave over octave. By use of logarithms and
the kindly co-operation of Professor Edward V.
Huntington, of Harvard, we find
256X2"= 281.4751.million million
256 X 2" = 562.9502.million million
256 X 2“ = 1125.6004.million million

The entire range of color vibrations would, therefore,
lie between the 40th and 42d octave above middle u
On comparing this with Professor Rimington s tame,
we find that middle C, raised 41 octaves, will be, not
deep red, but yellow (tending slightly toward green)
and that A flat below middle C, raised 41 octaves, wi
be the true “deep red.” We may now easily prepare
a simple table:—
A = Crimson
B = Orange
C = Yellow
D = Green
E =s Blue
F = Indigo
G = Violet
.
This table rests, not on fancy, but on strictly scientific
tact.
An alternate play of various colored light would bear
a very striking analogy to a simple melody. We might
even transpose Gregorian Plain-Song from tone into
color by the simple process of putting it “up” forty-one
octaves. Take, for instance, the ancient Tonus Regius,
and, writing it in the key of C (instead of F) in order
that its highest notes shall not overstep the narrow
bounds of the color scale, we would obtain the fol¬
lowing:

Probably the reason why our senses do not directly
perceive the affinity between color and sound is that
there lies between them a great void of more than 35
octaves of vibrations for which we have no bodily
senses to correspond. Students of harmony are well
aware of the fact that even within the limits of real
musical tone the sense of concord or discord is much
less keen when the component elements of a chord are
separated by several octaves of pitch. But we leave
to others the further investigation of this fascinating
subject.

An Interesting Experiment for the
Teaching of Touch by Weight
By W. H. Carter
Now, that teachers generally are fast becoming con¬
vinced that the so-called arm weight or arm lapse
touches form the basis of the beautiful sympathetic
tone of artist players in slow movements, any sug¬
gestion of a means to acquire them should be of
interest. It is far more difficult for adults and pupils
who have acquired wrong habits (stiff and tense
muscles) to accomplish the necessary inactions, than it
is for young children, who readily relax or lapse the
whole arm for the purpose of tone making, especially
on easy chords, providing the child’s mind is directed
rightly. He should be taught to look upon the key
as a nicely-balanced teeter, with the hammer on one
end and the fingers, hands and arms on the other,
then to weigh down the key while the fingers take down
a simple four-tone chord.
A child does not need to know the intricate mechan¬
ical problems involved in the action of the key to
appreciate the very happy and astonishing results
brought about by using the key as a seesaw or teeter,
taking it, as it were, in the hand by means of the
fingers, even if the normal position is not maintained.
He is at once master of his effects. A recent experi¬
ment, tried with absolute success on an eight-year-old
boy after six months’ lessons, may be of interest as
bearing on the subject of weight touches and the con¬
scious control of them.
The child had been given simple chords from the
beginning, and the parent suggested that, as he loved
to hear the four-part harmony with the weight touches,
he be given more to preserve and further his interest.
For this purpose a simple four-part harmony of Red¬
head’s hymn “When our heads are bowed with woe,”
was written down, every note lying easily under the
small hand, using letters instead of notes, thus:
E E D E F F E
CCBCCCC
- Etc.
G G G G A A G
C C
C F F C
In three short lessons these were learned, and the
child can play them with good quality and expression,
to his obvious delight. The acts of touch, involving
finger activity alone, are more successfully conceived
treating the key in this way.

The Meaning of Salon Music
The word salon which translated literally is the
French equivalent of our “parlor,” has come, by usage,
to connote far more than merely the handsomely fur¬
nished room used for social gathering: it means, or did
mean, through a large part of the last century, the
company of people who assembled for mutual pleasure
and improvement at the residence of one or another
distinguished and popular hostess in Pans, and ineluded people of high standing in artistic, musical, lit¬
erary and sometimes political circles. One of the most
eminent of such hostesses was George Sand (Madame
Dudevant), the friend of Chopin, and herself a tal¬
ented writer of novels.
Naturally a gathering of people of that character
would enjoy music as part of their customary enter¬
tainment, and, to suit their tastes, that style known as
Salon Music came into being. As conversation, not
music, was really the main interest at these gatherings,
serious music (like sonatas, for instance) would be aside
the mark, yet, on the other hand, people of such a
high degree of refinement could hardly be pleased with
any vulgar or commonplace popular music. Brilliant
-concert music might possibly answer, but that, again,
was too pretentious and exacting, concentrating atten¬
tion upon the performers. Salon music was refined
and pleasing without being in any way deep: it formed
a mere adornment for a social evening, just as a neck¬
tie on a shirt-front adorns a suit of clothes.
Salon music alone can never satisfy the real musical
longings of the true musician, yet it has important uses,
and no player can afford to be ignorant of it. Clara
Schumann’s father, Friedrich Wieck, one of the great¬
est of piano teachers, was particular that his pupils
should be versed in jhe best salon music of his day,
as well as in the standard classics and the work of the
more serious modern composers
Some of Chopin’s lighter pieces may be classed as
salon music of a very high and inspired type. Used as
salon music is supposed to be used, they should be
played only in exceptionally cultured circles. For
ordinary social gatherings the productions of many
less noted composers will answer more fittingly. In
our day the number of those who have specially de¬
voted their talents to composing this particular sort of
music has grown so great that we hardly know where
to begin or end in mentioning the leading names.
Those most readily recurring to one are possibly Chaminade, Lack, Bohm, Lange, Engleman. It is a pity there
is not more really fine salon music being produced
now. Every issue of The Etude strives to present
some good salon music.

“
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Build Them Up
By T. L. Rickaby
Learning to play a piece of music is like erecting a
structure. In building, every stone is cut, squared and
polished before it is placed where it belongs, and,
being perfectly formed and proportioned, the finished
walls are perfectly formed and proportioned. What
builder would say, “This stone is not truly cut, nor is
it well finished; we will put in in place, however, and ,
fix it after the wall is built.” This simply could not
happen, because anyone knows that a single badlyshaped stone would mar the appearance and menace
the safety of any structure. The whole cannot be
better than the parts. In learning a piece of music,
treat every measure like a stone intended for a build¬
ing. Learn it perfectly until it can be played without
an error and in proportion—that is, with correct notes
and exact time values. Then let them be combined in
twos and fours till the musical structure is complete.
H there is no flaw in any individual measure, there
will be no flaws in the piece as a whole.
Another thing—trying to learn a composition
merely by playing it through from beginning to end is
like trying to build a wall all at once. It has never
been done—and never will. To follow out the simile,
however; no one would presume to fit and lay stones
without understanding, at least to some degree, the
plan of the building. The pupil, therefore, should
nave a chance to hear the piece properly played, at
least once, and (if well advanced) should play it through
for himself, in order to form a broad general idea
ot its character and structure, before beginning the
minute special study of details. This is in accordance
with the best and most advanced thought of modern
pedagogy.
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SILVER CHIMES
GAVOTTE
A dainty duet, with just the right amount of independence betwewi the parts- Bring out

counter melodies.

SILVER CHIMES

T. G.WETTACH

u y

gavotte
Tempo
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without Mortis, recalling a half-forgotten romance. Play with tender.... and deh.a.y. Grade 3
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SUNBEAMS
CAPRICE
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Interesting .» . double-net. ,tu<ly,..ld. from its meledle chnrn. A ,mo.thsn,l su.

THURLOW LIEURANCE
delivery should be employed a.,d the left .and accom-

A Page of the Best for the Singer Who Desires to Please
Cash Prices are Quoted for Mail Orders Sent Direct to THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphta, Pa.

1

paniment should rise and fall in undisturbed rhythm.Grade 4
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Sacred Song Gems

^

A FEW EXCELLENT NUMBERS
FOR THE CHURCH SINGER
Crossing the Bar (Med.) . . .Neidlinger $0.60
Earth Is the Lord's, The (Med. or Low)
Williams .50
Fairest Lord Jesus (High or Low).Marzo .50
He That Dwelleth (High or Low)
Hosmer .50
Hour of Prayer, The (Med.).Jones .50
T Heard the Voice of Jesus (High or Low)
Kathbun .40
Jesus, Lover of My Soul (High or Low )
MacDougall .60
Lord Is My Shepherd, The (Med. oy Low)
Rockwell .50
Ninety and Nine (High or Low) .O'Hara
Ninety and Nine (Low).Silver
Shadows Gain Upon the Light, The
(Med. or Low).Kr*mer
Still Still With Thee (High)
Ward-Stephens
The marked r

The Best Plantation

Song Written in Years!
Dedicated by PermU.ion to Mme. Amelita Galli-Curci

01 Car’lina
James

Words and Music by
JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, 60 Cents

chaie

-60
.75
'60
.60

prices are given above.

A Well-Known Song Writer Wrote This Vocal Gem
Pleasing, Simple Flowing Melodies Assure Success to Arthur F. Tate . Song.

Where Love is All
WORDS BY EILEEN NEWTON
MUSIC BY ARTHUR F. TATE

.. —if----.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
Music Publishers and Dealers
1710-1712-1711 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
Music PubUshers and Dealers
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A Sacred Song of Exceptional Merit

Encore Songs
CHARMING AND CLEVER SONGS
THAT DELIGHT

,
led

i Heard The Voiee Of Jesus

Say.

py of this excellent song

Economical Investments
for the Singer
SINGERS’ REPERTOIRE

A Folder
showing

rThe

r^aiuhSS°51n m

Ain’t You Got Me.KroegeY $0.60

Specimens

April First .Lieurance

.30

of other

By the Zuyder Zee.. .Gottschallc

.30

Sacred

and Spanish types.

The Dachshund ...... Lieurance

.30

Songs

Foolish Questions .Taylor
George and His Father .Lieurance

.50
.30

will be
cheerfully

"standard song treasury
Price, 75 cents
Contains forty-eight selected songs that MO■

I Doubt .Hal1
I Wonder Why.Lieurance

-30
.30

Little Boy Bine.Bratton

.50

O Mary, Go and Call the Cattle
Home .Brisss
Willie’s Prayer .....Ashford

-40
.40

The marked retail prices are given above

sent to
those
requesting

THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Everything in Music Publications
Mail Order Music Supply House

1 potion ’ Quite a varied selection is offered, there

K
St =.Xsh
The songs are in the

..I J nf «npcial merit. In secular numbers
o"tains TacW every acceptable style
from an aria" to quaint little negro mammysongs. Within the medium range.
the standard vocalist
Selected for this collection arei fifty sacred
and secular songs of average compass and
medium grade mostly by the leading modern,
writer only a few numbers that are by old
masters or that are traditional being included.
Contributions by such writers as Cadman,
Nevin,°Lieurance, Galloway, etc., make this a
mu, .h-while album.
The cash price on the above albums ; 57
cents each. Anyone of these albums vi
sent postpaid for this cash amount.
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cThe Brunswick Method of
friulM'-i

New Tone Qualities
that delight critical musicians
/\LL makes of phonographs
_ are not alike. Phonol\
graphTdiffer because of different methods of reproduction.
Each make has its method.
But time has brought many
advancements.

And The

Brunswick has been the leader
in finer reproduction.
The House of Brunswick
has introduced several domi¬
nant betterments. First came
The Ultona, our all-record re¬
producer. It brought a phono¬
graph that would play all rec¬

THE ULTONA
Here is another feature of the Brunswick Method of
Reproduction. The Ultona plays all records as they should
be played, whatever the make. No attachments are nec¬
essary, no makeshifts. The Ultona is inbuilt—it is an
exclusive feature on The Brunswick. It is the most ad¬
vanced all-record reproducer known and Brunswick owns
the patents.
With The Brunswick it is no longer necessary to be
dependent upon one make of records. All are at your
command, and all played at their best.

LL

ords at their best. Previously,
each phonograph favored only
its own make of records. That
meant limitations or bother¬
some attachments.
At a turn of the hand the
Ultona presents to the record
the proper needle, the proper
diaphragm. No makeshift at¬
tachments are necessary, no
compromises in tone results.
The Ultona brings out all the
shadings of reproduction for
transmittal to the amplifier.

TTERE, again, isja inew conj*. ception.
ception. We
We introduced
in

fl

an all-wood, moulded, oval
amplifier, connecting directly
with the tone arm, with no cast
metal throat between.
This brings full tones, nonmetallic. It conforms with
acoustic laws. It brings a new
naturalness, greater reality.
Our aim is for finest tone.
So we ask you to hear The
Brunswick first — before you
decide. You’ll recognize in¬
stantly its betterments. Your
idea of tone will change. You
will realize that great advance¬
ments have taken place.
We suggest also that you
hear Brunswick records, which
likewise bring improvements.
You’ll want to add some to
your collection. Brunswick
Records can be played on any
phonograph with steel or fibre
needle. The nearest Bruns¬
wick dealer will be glad to
play this super-instrument for
yOU—so that you will know
by comparison that it offers
new delights.

the brunswick-balke-collender company

Brunswick
PHONOGRAPHS

RECORDS

General Offices: 623-633. S. Wabash Avenue, Ch.cago
Canadian Distributors: Musical Merchandise
Sales Company, 819 Vonge Street, Toronto

Branch Houses in Principal Cities of United
States, Mexico and Canada
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p p ATHERTON, Op. 152

,. Extreme accuracy end a light and delicate teach are required. Orade 4
Pieces of this type are especially adapted to the genus of the pianoforte.

The Best Elementary
Educational Works
for the Piano

Allegretto brillante M. M.

M
i
ecp ;

Just as the Master Craftsman uses the best toe*. and “genak
to achieve master results so the teacher to achieve pedagogic
success must use the best formative teaching material
..
..
|

The “Standard Graded Coarse” and the
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Beginner’s Book

Standard Graded Course of Studies

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE, VOL. I.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

by

Compiled by W. S. B. Mathews

5

THEO. PRESSER

IN TEN GRADES
TEN VOLUMES
PRICE, $1.00 EACH GRADE

Each volume supplies all the needed material for the grade
with which it treats, and in addition pieces for study diversion
are suggested.
Constant revising, enlarging and re-editing keep this system
modernized and filled with the world’s best studies.
Teachers desiring 'o use special systems for various purposes
can readily apply them in conjunction with this course.
No other method has been so widely used in music
education.
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The first grade of study up to, but not including, the scales
is the scope of this work.
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New Piano Method

Primer of Facts About Music
By M. G. Evans
Price, 60 Cents
Note Spelling Book
By Adele Sutor
Price, 50 Cents
Tunes and Rhymes
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Very First Duet Book
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The Popular French Method
The teaching, profession have here in the only
edition with an English translation, one of the most
popular methods used in France.
Book One covers the necessary rudiments,
chord study, the major keys and major scales, in a
thorough and original manner.
Book Two is simply a continuation of the first
book and takes the student through a course of
study up to about the Fourth Grade.
Throughout the work is attractive and is with¬
out doubt one of the most melodious methods
obtainable.
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Large music notes, illustrations, questions on the lessons and
many specially written exercises individualize this work beyond
others.

IN TWO BOOKS
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The rudiments of music, notation and elementary work are
thoroughly covered in a most delightful manner.

Essential Helps in Elementary
Instruction
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The simplicity of this work has enabled many teachers to
achieve speedy results with even the youngest beginner.

Landon’s Foundation Materials
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The “First Reader” in Piano Study
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in the number of copies sold and the other works mentioned below ra
in the number used by the teaching profession.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
PRICE, $1.25
An Old “Stand-By” of Thorough Teachers
Includes special spelling lessons for the acquir¬
ing of accurate note reading.
Replete with careful directions to both teacher
and student. Every lesson has a note explaining
what should be observed and obtained from the
study in that lesson. The studies are pleasing and
progress gradually.
On the last pages an extremely illuminating ex¬
planation of fifteen different chord touches is given
in conjunction with a like explanation on the art of
scale practice.
The maxims at the foot of each page form a
bit of musical literature that all serious students
would delight to read.
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n character of each theme; but in
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IF LOVE RL LEb

A line modern ballad with a. very taking refrain. To be sung

Slow and caressingly

Copyright MCMXIX by Walter Rolfe
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MEXICAN SERENADE
Lyric and Music by
WALTER ROLFE

Spanish-American style. To be taken somewhat lazily, but with intense expression.
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Overheard in a Music Store
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By Frank Maltby Wallace
(The following article is by an active the second encore with as much abandon
though they had asked for it by name.
music clerk in a large store i
When informed that you did not know
western Metropolis.)
■
The salesman entrenched behind the the artist’s program or had not heard
sheet music counter has an insight into hu¬ the concert, they were amazed. No, they
man nature that is granted to few others. had forgotten the name or composer of
In the great music store where I was em¬ the selection, but they supposed that you
ployed our business was democratic to would know about it. Or perhaps some
the extreme. Great artist and struggling friend had given a musicale the night
music teacher rubbed elbows and de¬ before and someone had played a “pretty
manded an equal amount of attention. little waltz” that they wished to secure.
Many a little comedy and tragedy took They seemed really hurt when informed
place over the counter. The real musician that we kept about two thousand waltzes
loves his art as he does his life, and the in stock and that it would be impossible
person who only poses as a musician loves to bring them all out.
Many would find peculiar ways of
his pride just as much. There were many
in the city who would go without a meal identifying the music. The piece they
a day gladly, to purchase some fine score wanted had a yellow cover or they would
whistle the first line to you. One man
or collection.
who came in for a vocal solo, without the
One young woman in particular would
name or the composer, offered to sing it
have been very attractive looking had it
for me. He proceeded to take a pitchnot been that she was plainly the victim
pipe from his pocket and after getting
of malnutrition or overwork. The first
the proper pitch he burst forth in a very
time she came to inquire for a Saintloud and not very musical rendition of
Saens concerto. The selection was pub¬
The Palms. It interrupted the business
lished only in foreign edition at the time
of the entire first floor of the store, doz¬
at a price which was far beyond her pur¬
ens of people who were hurrying in and
chasing power. She perused the pages as
out paused to glance in amazement at
a starving man would regard food, and
the man, and the department manager
then reluctantly gave it up after taking
All statements approved by high dental authorities
came rushing to the scene to discover the
down the exact price. Two days later
source of the tremendous outburst.
the same young woman came in and gave
It is the film-coat that discolors—
That was a queer day, for not an hour
You see glistening teeth wherever
in exchange for the concerto, a check on
not the teeth. Film is the basis of
later than we had been favored with the you look to-day. Perhaps you wonder
a well-known pawnbroker in the city.
tartar. It holds food substance which
uncalled-for bass solo, a woman ap¬ how the owners get them.
In all probability she had given up some¬
ferments and forms acid. It holds
proached the counter apparently very
Ask
and
they
will
tell
you.
Millions
the acid in contact with the teeth to
thing very dear to her.
much embarrassed about something. At are now using a new method of teeth
cause decay.
.
In contrast to this woman, there were
first she seemed to be looking for some cleaning. This is to urge you to try .
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
many of the loudly dressed, gum-chewing particular salesman. Finally she asked it — without cost — and see what it
with tartar, are the chief cause of
type, who would rush in and demand the me if there was a saleslady to whom she does for your teeth.
pyorrhea. So all these troubles have
“latest thing out,” very often departing might speak. The only woman in the
been constantly increasing.
with fifteen or twenty dollars’ worth of department had gone out to lunch, so I
the trash.
asked her if I could not get what she
Librarians have many comical experi¬ wanted. She refused, however, and de¬
Your teeth are coated by a viscous
Dental science, after years of
ences with people who mispronounce the cided to wait. Realizing that the sales¬ film. You can feel it with your tongue.
searching, has found a film combatant.
names of books. However, I do not think woman would not return for an hour and It dims the teeth, and modern science
Able authorities have amply proved
that their experiences could possibly sur¬ thinking that the woman might be in dis¬ traces most tooth troubles to it.
its
efficiency. Millions of people have
Film clings to teeth, enters crevices
pass the outlandish names that are ap¬ tress I sent for a girl to come down from
watched its results.
and stays. The ordinary tooth paste
plied to musical selections, including hun¬ upstairs to help the bashful customer. We does not dissolve it, so the tooth
The method is embodied in a denti¬
frice called Pepsodent.
And this
dreds of “Choppings Waltzes” and were all curious to hear what the lady brush fails to end it. As a result, few
tooth paste is made to in every way
“Miseries” from II Trovatore.
One wanted and questioned the girl about her. people have escaped tooth troubles,
meet modem dental requirements.
woman insisted upon having Cereal
“She wants a copy of Kiss Me Again,’’ despite the daily brushing.
Scott’s “Tulip Time” (I found that she she said.
wanted Cyril Scott’s Lotus Land) ; an¬
Please, when you go to buy sheet music,
other insisted upon having “Carmen at know what the name of your selection is
Sea,” a name which caused us consid¬ and who the composer .is. I have wasted
Two other new-day methods are
The film is albuminous matter. So
erable difficulty until we discovered that hours searching for pieces that the cus¬
combined with this. Thus Pepsodent
Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the
she was talking about Carmencita.
tomers were indefinite about.
in three ways shows unique efficiency.
Then one day a foreign-looking in¬
Of course, there are some mistakes that digestant of albumin. The object is
Watch the results for yourself.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
dividual requested “The Three Tramps.’ are easily solved. "Wonderful Ada,” for to dissolve the film, then to day by
Note how clean the teeth feel after
He insisted that we kept it and said that instance, would send me to the box where day combat it.
This method long seemed impos¬
using. Mark the absence of the vis¬
it was a well-known patriotic song in Celeste Aida■ rested, without any hesi¬
cous film. See how the teeth whiten
this country. Other members of the de¬ tancy. However, when some customer sible. Pepsin must be activated, and
as the film-coat disappears;
I
the usual agent is an acid harmful to
partment were called upon, but none who has just been to a vaudeville show
This test will be a revelation. It
the teeth. But science has found a
could satisfy him. Finally, in despera¬ comes dashing in to demand a selection harmless activating method.
will bring to you and yours, we think,
Now
tion, we brought out a collection of pa¬ that she has heard played at the theater active pepsin can be daily applied, and
a new teeth cleaning era. Cut out the
triotic music. In a short time he tri¬ and all she knows about it is that it forced wherever the film goes,
coupon so you won’t forget.
umphantly picked out Tramp, Tramp, “is something about love,” then one can
Tramp, the Boys Are Marching.
scarcely be blamed for exasperation. There
j~
~
3<jl |
Few people realize the number and
are ten thousand compositions about love
variety of individuals who are interested
in the world of music. People from all if there is one.
REG.U.S.
Everyone is bound to make some mis¬
trades and standards of life find that
» the pepsodent company,
The New-Day Dentifrice
Dept. 679, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., J
music has the common appeal. One un¬ takes, of course, and I always try to be
A scientific film combatant I
Chicago, Ill. J
usual character was a plumber by day, as considerate and courteous as possible. combined with two other modern
but after union hours, he was a suc¬ The salesman doesn’t object to informing requisites. Now advised by lead¬ J Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to (
you that it is impossible to get Beethoven’s
cessful music teacher. Possibly a more
Moonlight Sonata for a two-part vocal ing dentists everywhere and sup¬
novel combination could not be found and
chorus, or the Unfinished Symphony for plied by all druggists in large
Only one tube to a family
my curiosity was aroused. He was a
a high voice, but he does object to being tubes.
really remarkable pianist,—-his touch and
scored and criticized because he cannot
understanding of his themes were delight¬
obtain it. As a rule you will find that the
ful. He played a Chopin nocturne for
experienced sheet music salesman has a
me, in a manner that would have put
liberal general musical education. Remem¬
many of the greater musicians to shame.
and
ber, too, that there is always new music
It is surprising to find the unlimited
SEND FOR ITEMIZED PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES
coming out and some day you are going to
amount of. knowledge and information
want some suggestions. It’s a good idea
that some customers will credit to the
to be on the right side of the man behind
COLUMBIA AV.E. AND RANDOLPH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA
music salesman. People would rush in
from some recital or concert and demand the music counter.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers
Edited for August by the Well-known New York Teacher

MR. WALTER L. BOGERT, M.A.
“Thank

You

for

Your

Most

Sweet

Foie e s- S H A K E SP E A RE

Ideals and Methods
With Practical Hints and Opinions of Great Authorities
“So I find myself driven into a hopeless
merely incident thereto and that it may
paradox if I attempt to separate technic
or most beautiful tone for the human
adequately developed in conjunction there¬
from expression.
voice. I recall meetings of teachers,
with. “Technic vs. Expression may in¬
“The technician seems to fail through
largely attended, in New York City, at
deed be said to symbolize the difference insufficient technic and the emotionalist
each of which laryngologists presented
through lack of sustained emotion.
singers illustrating their ideals of the per¬ between these two schools.
“Nothing can be expressed except by
fect tone. The ideals thus presented
Bauer on Expression
technic and technic cannot possibly be iso¬
showed marked disagreement, and in each
In this connection, I cannot do better
lated, for at its dullest as at its most
case the majority of those present ex¬
than to quote some paragraphs from a per¬ brilliant, it must necessarily show the pre¬
pressed varying opinions as to the value
sonal letter written to me by the eminent
cise nature of the impulse which directs it.
of the tones they had heard. The scien¬
pianist, Harold Bauer. He says: For me,
“Art, technic and expression appear to
tifically perfect tone, with its full comple¬
technic and expression are identical and me as a trinity of which the three ele¬
ment of overtones, its freedom, and its
indivisible. I do not agree with criticism
ments form one indivisible whole. Change
rather impersonal character, seemed to
which makes a distinction between the
the equal proportion of these three elements
make less of an appeal than the tone sur¬
two things. A performer who plays or
and the structure vanishes. Subtract^one
charged with warm human emotion which
sings, as we say, without expression, is m
demands some tension in its production.
from three and the result is—nothing.”
reality expressing coldness, indifference,
Mme. Julia Culp, on her first appearance
As to the lack of exact terminology, two
or possibly ignorance, in the most unmis¬
eminent scientists, throat specialists, once
in this country, was acclaimed by most
takable fashion. If other feelings are
of us as a well-nigh perfect artist. (Yet
said to me that the first thing we teachers
present,
but
not
conveyed,
study
must
ob¬
one prominent teacher said to me, “She
ought to do was to get together and agree
does not know how to sing; she does not viously proceed along lines which may best on the exact meaning of the terms we
indicate the possession of such feelings,—
place her voice.” If, for example, one
use; as, at present, it was difficult, if not
of two teachers has a tonal ideal that is this kind of study being, in my opinion, impossible, to get any clear idea of a voice
either brighter or darker than that of the more intellectual than speculative, more from hearing what teachers said about it.
other, he cannot be said to be aiming at conventional than free, more mechanical No one can, of course, deny the truth of
WALTER L. BOGERT, M.A.
the same result as the other, nor will. he than individual,—in a word ‘technical.
this accusation. I fear that as a class, we,
[Editor’s Note.—Walter Law¬
employ the same methods in his teaching. The performer of whom it is said that
Here, I believe, is also the explanation technic predominates over expression musically minded people, are not given to
rence Bogert was born at Flushing,
of the difference between the so-called Old seems therefore to be lacking in the one great accuracy of statement nor to nice
L. I., N. Y., graduated at Colum¬
Italian Method of Bel Canto and the mod¬ thing by which we define technic, namely, discrimination in the choice of our words.
bia University, N. Y„ Columbia
ern ideas. It is a difference of ideals. the medium through which feeling is con¬ I believe, however, that we can accomplish
College of Political Science and
much toward a better understanding among
Since the old Italian masters flourished, veyed.
Columbia School of Law. His mu¬
“On the other hand, when a performer ourselves and toward a more exact use of
the whole Romantic Movement has arisen.
sical education zvas received at the
The stress that was formerly laid on the is criticised for faulty technic, the reality terms by frequent professional meetings
National Conservatory of Music,
appears
to
be
that
an
emotional
message
purely musical side and upon mere beauty
for discussions and exchange of opinions.
Nczv York, and the Institute of
of tone is now laid more largely on the which is sought to be given is delivered For, it must not be forgotten that while
Musical Art. He studied singing
non-musical, i. e., the program, the human in an incomplete condition, the positive vfe all may listen to the same thing, we do
zuith George Henschel, W. N. Burfeeling, the words. The purely musical and unmistakable elements being unsuit¬ not all hear the same characteristics of that
ritt, A. Freni; violin with Edward
message of music has 'come, in many ways, able quality of sound, wrong notes and
thing. Each one hears only what his men¬
Mollehauer; theory with Max
to be subordinated to its power as a vehi¬ insufficient agility. We are rather _ in¬
tal equipment permits him to hear. The
Spiker and Percy Goetschius; piano
cle for human emotion. The great com¬ clined to take it for granted.that if ‘the
highly trained listener hears many things
zvith Rafael Joseffy After 9iving
posers of the Bel Canto period were men medium through which feeling is con¬
up the practice of law he devoted
like Donizetti, Bellini, Rossini, and the veyed’ should cease to offer resistance, the that are hidden from his less fortunate
all of his attention to teaching music
early Verdi, whose music requires well- aforesaid emotional message would, in neighbor. Also, we need to realize that
and lecturing, having held many
schooled singers for its adequate rendition. some way, complete itself, but I am by many of our terms are more relative than
important positions. He has con¬
To-day we have the voices, but they are no means sure of this. In my opinion, a positive. Take the terms “freedom” and
ducted many choral organisations
few and far between who can satisfac¬ performer who displays inadequate me¬ “relaxation.” They sound positive, and
and given successful recitals. He
torily present the music of these men or chanical equipment has failed, firstly, to yet how often has the person who thought
visualize thoroughly the thing which is to himself free and relaxed discovered that he
has been affiliated with many mu¬
that of Mozart or Handel.
be expressed, and I think his study should could be freer and more relaxed? My
sical clubs and organisations and
be concentrated along empirical lines of constant advice to pupils is to strive con¬
Tone and Technic
has been president of the New
York State Music Teachers’ Asso¬
So far as we can learn, the old Italian emotional reflection, imagination and ex¬ tinually for greater freedom of tone and
ciation, the National Association of
method of Bel Canto meant beauty of periment, with a view to forming a defi¬ expression, as well as for a greater and
tone through perfection of technic, and nite sound picture in the mind, leaving the greater degree of relaxation of all un¬
Singing Teachers and the Fraternal
sought to give the student command of mechanical problems to be solved when it necessary muscles.
Association of Musicians of New
his tone before demanding the emotional is clearly realized that only through cer¬
York. He has zoritten in a most
or dramatic expression required by songs. tain strictly defined sounds can that picture
interesting manner upon all phases
Relative Values
It emphasized the fact that without tech¬ be conveyed to others. At that time, but
of vocal study.]
Just here I must touch upon the vexed
nic there is no art, and that, no matter no sooner, should the means of expression
question of the relative values of the
how fine, or deep, or intense the feeling, be worked out.
so-called psychological and mechanical
The question is often asked, “Why is it will receive imperfect expression with¬
methods of voice development. Is it true,
How Should It Sound?
there such disagreement among teachers out adequate technical mastery.
“I have no faith in the student who without qualifications, as the psychologists
On the other hand, a good deal of mod¬
of singing?” It may therefore be inter¬
often assert, that tone must always exist
says:
‘I
know
how
this
should
pound,
but
ern
teaching
seems
to
tend
unmistakably
esting to consider some possible explana¬
tions. It seems to me that the answer to relegate perfection of technic to the I can’t do it.’ My experience has in¬ first in the mind of the producer before it
may be hinted at, if we say that it is due background and to lay all stress upon variably been that the failure to give a is manifested physically? I think not.
to differences of taste and to the lack of emotional expression, claiming (errone¬ satisfactory performance is due to a very Let me describe two cases of my own
an exact terminology. As a result of ously, if we may judge from the large fragmentary sense of ‘how it should pupils. The first, a Jewish cantor, a tenor,
dealing with large numbers of teachers amount of adverse criticism printed after sound.’ I think it would be as true to now about thirty-five years of age, came
in many conferences, I have no hesitation a majority of song recitals) that the de¬ say: ‘I can do it, but I don’t know how to me several years ago in a state of nearly
in saying that there are great differences velopment of this expression should be it should sound;’ in fact, in many cases complete voicelessness, due, according to
his doctor, to paralysis of both vocal
of opinion as to what constitutes the ideal from the start and that technic should be
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induced by overstrain in singing too piano and violin tense many unnecessary
r, ’ A tnn high. Now, after consider- muscles, as do the singers, when they at¬
able patient^ork, his vocal cords are nOr- tempt to arrive too quickly.
£ again and a much greater degree of
Breathing
relaxation of throat, tongue and jaw is
I would like now to give my readers
rela, , The voice, that to me seems to be
eVming with some volume and beauty, some account of the ideas I have found
2ugh with not great strength as yet he useful in the matters of breathing and
fsserts, is quite different from what he tone-production.
In my mind, breathing reduces itself to
had before he came to me and is of greater
volume and finer quality than he ever ex- expansion and contraction of the body.
When you end your corn with
ted In other words, his idea of tone Strictly speaking, it is not correct to talk
has been built up by first producing it of “inflating” the lungs, for the word “in¬ Blue-jay, it will be the last corn
flate” means “to blow in,” and our breath
under outside guidance.
you
let grow.
The second case is that of a girl of is not “blown” into us, but is “sucked” or
seventeen years of age, a soprano, who “drawn in.” Again, it is erroneous to
You will know how to stop the
came to me but a few months ago. Of speak of expanding the chest or body by
lowly origin, she has had few, if any, op¬ means of the breath or by filling the lungs, pain. And how to quickly and
portunities to hear and see much that is as the truth is that we expand the body, completely end all corns.
beautiful. When she appeared in my and by so doing pull the lungs open,
studio, she was attempting to sing things thereby drawing in the breath. The only
There are millions who use
thing that expels the breath is the pres¬
far beyond her, both in range and in style
Blue-jay now, and they never let
with the result that her voice was marred sure of the body on the lungs when we
plaster or the liquid Blue-jay—
by a pinched, throaty and strident quality contract it. So the whole action is pre¬ a corn remain.
whichever you prefer.
from top to bottom. In this, as in the cisely similar to that of a hand-bellows,
other case, by means of physical exercises with the large end at the waist-line.
The new-day way
Mark how the pain stops.
to strengthen the breathing apparatus, and
Now, why does the student experience
vocal exercises to remove the interferences such difficulty in the management of his
Then wait a little and the corn
Blue-jay is the new-day way,
of contracted throat, stiff tongue and rigid breath? Because the average person car¬
will loosen and come out.
jaw, coupled with a judicious admonition ries the body in a contracted position the scientific method.
as to the best positions for these organs, habitually; he or she slouches, and rarely,
What that corn does all corns
It was perfected in a labora¬
a complete change is being effected. She if ever, takes a full breath. Now, singing
herself expresses surprise and pleasure at requires more breath, and therefore a tory world-famed for its surgi¬
will do. Some 20 million corns a
the ease, freedom, resonance and volume greater bodily expansion than that to
year are ended in this way.
she is acquiring. She makes it perfectly which the student is accustomed. The cal dressings.
clear that she had no idea of the result I body, unused to maintaining this expan¬
Don’t suffer corns. Don’t have
It is supplanting the many
was aiming at until it appeared. She does
sion, tends to resume its contracted condi¬
as she is told and the result comes. Recog¬
your feet disfigured. They can
tion, either expelling all the breath on the treatments which are harsh and
nizing the beauty of this result, she is
first few notes, or seeking to control it by inefficient.
be ended almost as easily as a
modeling her ideal thereon.
stopping the outflow at the throat, thus
dirt-spot on your face. They are
These cases would seem to indicate that,
It has made paring as ridic¬
as to pitch, tone must always exist first in unavoidably interfering with the tone pro¬
just as inexcusable.
the mind of the producer; but that, as to duction.
ulous as it is unsafe, for paring
If, on the other hand, the student per¬
quality and quantity, it can only be proved
Don’t forget this. It means
to so exist if the physical organs are free severes with physical exercises until he doesn’t end corns.
from obstruction and interference, so that habitually and naturally carries himself
too much to you.
Do this tonight:
they may respond readily to the mental im¬ erect, with shoulders drawn back, chest
Askyourdruggist for Blue-jay.
pulses. If it were true that the all-impor¬ high, and the body generally expanded, he
Apply to a corn a Blue-jay
tant thing was the possession of the com¬ will find that his breath does not all seek
plete ideal of tonal perfection, why should to rush out the minute he begins to sing,
not our great critics who, from repeated nor is he obliged to control it at the throat.
hearings, must possess vivid ideas of the With a fixed high chest he will find that
tones of the greatest singers, blossom out his expansion and contraction are greatest
into great singers themselves? Is it not at the waist-line; and in time he will find
well to bear in mind, also, that most per¬
that the strong muscles in this region have
sons have to learn how to hear their own
The Scientific Corn Ender
become so firm and amenable to control
voices correctly? It’s a rare one who
BAUER & BLACK Chicago NewYork Toronto
knows just what his own voice sounds like. that his breath has ceased to cause him
Maker, of Sterile Surgical Dressing, and Allied Product.
Do not many come to our studios imagin¬ any concern, and that all the gradations of
ing they are producing results quite equal piano and forte (which are almost entirely
matters
of
breath-control)
begin
to
to those of some famous artist they may
mention? They may have the ideal, but be within his reach. So let me emphasize |
appear unable to judge what they are do¬ the necessity for the student to acquire as
ing. Again, how explain the plight of his daily habits correct breathing and cor¬
those who, like the late Evan Williams, rect tone production in his speech. No one
dissatisfied with their tone, vainly seek lib¬ can express with complete freedom his
both find delight in the
eration from many masters and finally emotional message in song until he has
work it out themselves by some simple re¬ ceased to think of the mechanics of sing¬
ing and has adopted as his daily habit the
adjustment of the vocal mechanism?
In all these latter cases the right tonal best way of doing everything that the act
ideal may be vividly present in the mind of singing involves. As in a gymnasium,
but some unrecognized obstruction hinders of course, anyone who attempts to im¬
Because of the
its manifestation. I believe that obstruc¬ prove the action of any part of the body
—Clear, soulful tones
tion is generally a purely mechanical ques¬ must give thought to that part and be con¬
scious
of
it
until
the
desired
improved
ac¬
tion and must be approached from that
—Responsive action
standpoint. In other words, when the tion has become automatic, habitual.
—Grandeur of appearance
parts of the vocal mechanism are in per¬
Sbriglia’s “High Chest” Idea
fect adjustment, the perfect tone will ap¬
The great teacher, Sbriglia, who taught
Not surpassed by any instrument in
pear and not before.
the fixed high chest to the de Reszkes,
the piano realm to-day
Do those who advocate the imitation of Planqon, atid other pupils, knew that when
great singers by beginners realize that it we maintain this position not only do we
would be quite as sensible for the untrained make breathing easier, but that we relax
JESSE
FRENCH
& SONS
Newcastle, Ind.
youth in a gymnasium to attempt to help all pressure at the throat and so give the
himself by tugging away at the enormous voice a better chance.
weight that the physical giant can handle
Another important point concerns the
With ease, as for the young singer to do it
health, which is of the utmost importance
by attempting to imitate the finished prod¬
Jfow much is it possible for you to earn P 'h-jSEpg |
to the singer. The- expanded position of
uct of the vocal giants? It is quite as es¬
the body gives all our vital organs more
sential for the muscles and nerves of the
your^earning You'art not asked to make any investment, so do not hesitate to write for particulars
space in which to function, allowing a
singer to be prepared by purely mechanical
THE ETUDE—THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers, Philadelphia^^,{^====—1
freer circulation of the blood and a con¬
or technical exercises as it is for those of
sequently greater nourishment of all parts.
the pianist or violinist. Students of both
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Tone Production
If we take, for example, any person,
who, with mouth closed, is breathing natu¬
rally through the nose and ask him to
merely part the lips, and, without moving
anything but the vocal cords, to make the
simplest and easiest sound he is capable of,
we shall probably hear something repre¬
sented very nearly by the u in hum. This
seems to me to be free from all unneces¬
sary effort, to be, in fact, the simplest
sound the human throat can produce. _ It
seems to require merely the approximation
of the vocal bands, everything else being
left in a state of relaxation. I therefore
consider it to be the sound best adapted
for strengthening and developing the vocal

EMERSON
PIANOS
inspire pride of ownership,

Emerson Piano Co.

PUpi

D. A.

Clippinger

Author of
The Head Voice and Other Problems. Price $1.25
Systematic Voice Training. Price $1.00
Prepare, Singer, for allBranchesofProfeuional Work
Address 617-18 Kimball Hall, Chicago, III.
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AMONG the melodious and better
/\ grade of popular songs appearing
these days none will be found more
attractive to the singer or public than
the new song by W. Franke Harling
entitled Irish Rose O’ My Heart:
the text by Ben Lewin. It has the lilt,
the appeal and the charm that is found
only in the real, successful song.

Irish Rose O’ My Heart
By W. FRANKE HARLING
60 cents
Published in two keys.
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO.
Publishers
64 E. Van Buren Street, Chicago
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Mastering Tongue Conditions

The next important thing that I have
come upon in the course of my teaching
ful design and construction,
relates to the tongue. When we reflect
that
the roots or muscles of the tongue are
but because of their purity
attached to the sound-box or larynx, we
and sweetness of tone.
can easily realize that the tension or re¬
laxation of the tongue must affect the tone.
I have had pupils come to me who had
To provide your home
studied with the most famous teachers, and
I have yet to find one whose tongue did
with an Emerson Piano is
not need relaxing. Of course, all have atto ensure countless hours of
first denied the mild accusation, but a
simple experiment generally weakened
pleasure of the finest sort.
their position. Throw the tongue forward
between the lips and then feel it, so to
speak, with the teeth, bringing the jaws
Dealers in Principal Cities
slightly together. If there is tension, it
will seem hard and stiff; if there is none,
it will seem soft and even flabby. My
experience seems to show that the muchdesired so-called forward tone is largely
a question of keeping the tongue relaxed
Established 1849
and forward arid using the front part as
far as possible in enunciation. This is
BOSTON
MASS.
difficult for most people at first, as it re¬
quires the formation of new tongue habits;
_
but constant practice in speaking as well
PARKER’S
as in singing will accomplish the result.
HAIR BALSAM
Again, the importance of correct speech
Removes Dandruff—Stops Hair Falling
|
Restores Color and
habits comes to the fore. If a person
Beauty to Gray and Faded Hair
habitually speaks with a tight, tense
1 HlscoSchS?. Wmks. pTtchogne. F.Y.
not only because of beauti¬

bands or cords themselves. Accepting un¬
reservedly the physiologic Princ'P’e ‘h
you wish to strengthen a muscle, you‘must
not make it act only a few times under as
great weight or strain as P°sslbIe- b"
must rather make it act as often a possi
ble under the least possible weight or
strain. I have, for the past six o
g
years, with myself and my pupils, used
this sound with entirely satisfactory
suits, on short, soft mezza voce tones, oit
repeated by slight expansive and contractive movements at the big end o
human bellows. Such practice seems to
kill two birds with one stone, in mat u
strengthens both the vocal muscles and the
breathing muscles.

tongue, he will probably sing that way
until he corrects the error in his speech.
I find that the student who puts in prac¬
tice in his speech the principles of correct
tone production makes the most rapid
progress.
As to the lower jaw and lips, I believe
the beginner should cultivate the greatest
possible relaxation, avoiding protruding
the lips or shaping the vowel sounds to
any large degree. The advanced student
who has begun to master the technic of
his instrument may do this and many other
things that I find hindrances to the in¬
culcation of fundamental principles.
I would say that he is the greatest artist
who can produce the best results with the
smallest expenditure of effort and with the
least departure of his speech organs from
a position of repose. My advice is to
treat the voice gently, never to force it;
to coax it, to let it grow and come out
gradually. Most of the tight singing heard
nowadays is, I believe, due to undue haste;
to putting too much breath pressure on the
vocal bands before they are strong enough
to stand it, thus compelling them to call
upon adjacent muscles whose use has no
part in free tone production, and also to
the carrying over of bad speech habits into
song.—W. L. Bogert.
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Resonance and Vocal Chords
One often hears remarks anent great
singers indicating the belief that their un¬
usual voices are entirely due to wonderful
vocal cords. Do people who make such
remarks realize that the sound produced
by the greatest vocal cords, if unaided or
not reinforced by the spaces of throat,
mouth and head, would be barely audible
across the room? There is no column of
air or current and strictly speaking there
can be no placing of the voice. What
happens is this: The vocal cords or bands
come together and by means of breath
pressure produce vibrations of the air or
air-waves. These air-waves, were it not
for the spaces above the vocal cords, would
separate in all directions, producing but a
faint sound. The throat, mouth and nose
cavities, however, keep them together, con¬
centrate them and reinforce them by mak¬
ing them resound or resonate, and the re¬
sult is what we call voice. So this rein¬
forcement or resonance would seem to be,
without exaggeration, responsible for more
than half of the phenomenon of voice. If
this be so, how can we expect to have all
the voice we are entitled to if we do not
use all the resonance spaces?
A great Italian teacher, recently arrived
in this country, has commented on the
general lack of head resonance in the
voices of our singers. My own observa¬
tion tallies with his. It is rare to hear a
singer who is getting the full value of his
resonance cavities. When we see a singer
throw the head back and open the mouth
very wide we may listen in vain for head
resonance, because such actions generally

allow all the vibrations to come out of the
THE MUSICAL AMERICA CO.
mouth and prevent any from going into
THE MUSIC TRADES CO.
the cavities above. If, on the contrary, a
y)l Fifth Avenue. New York
singer throws the head too far forward
and down, a disproportionate amount of
vibration goes into the head. In reality, I Keeps Skin Smooth, Firm, fresh
—
— Youthful Looking
the fine art of tone production consists in
To dispel the tell-tale lines of
finding the happy medium between these
age. illness or worry—to over¬
two extremes, where the result is neither
come flabbiness and improve facial
contour—there is nothing ante so
white, shouty and spready, nor dark and
good as plain
nasal.
Powdered SAXOLITE
My experience seems to indicate that
consciously opening the throat and lower¬
ing the larynx tend to make head resonance
difficult, to accentuate “breaks” and to
make the voice sound hollow. Head res¬
onance cannot be acquired quickly by
anyone, least of all by those who have
TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
been trained continually on full voice.
Just what you
All loss of voice, vocal break-down,
hoarseness and throat fatigue in singers
have been wanting
and speakers that have thus far come to
Will keep your music
my attention have been cases where no
in
order,
free fre
head resonance had been relied upon for
damage and where you
volume, but where mouth and throat and
can easily find it. Va¬
an immense breath pressure had been
rious sizes,holding 200
thought to be sufficient. If these people
had cultivated the free use of the nasal
to 1200 pieces or more.
cavities, the voices would never have given
Oak or Mahogany.
way, because much less strain on the vocal
Send for Catalog I
cords would have produced a voice of
TINDALE CABINET CO., 8 East
greater beauty and power. The mature
singer who cannot give a recital program
When in Need of Music
lasting from one hour and a half to two
hours without hoarseness or throat fa¬
tigue needs to mend his ways, for some¬
THEO. PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA. PAthing is surely wrong.
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The New
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Portable
A CONVENIENCE AND PLEASURE FOR CAMPS, PICNICS,
rANOFINC. AUTO TRIPS, DANCES, as well as being A THOR-

Arthur de Guichard

OUGHLY PRACTICAL INSTRUMENT FOR HOME OR STUDIO.
Always send your full

ie and address.

No questions will 1

^Only'your Initials or a chosen non, de plume will bei printed.
Make your questions short and to the point.
Make yo
.. . oartlcular pieces, metronomic
,o°the’^e“er number of ETUDE readers will not be c
„ recent number of The Etude
icin’s Melody in F.”
■ce: “Rubinstein’s
*
rather hard for me

The Most Practical
and Sensibly Arranged

ot likely to be of Interest

Phonograph Made

Q. What docs the following t
I
beginning of a piecet MM. J

Has No Sound Chamber!
Standing out above all other
features of the Cirola is. its
method of sound reproduction.
The tone reproduction coming
directly from the needle is ampli¬
fied through the single medium of
the sound arm, and transmitted
in sound vibrations to the open
air unchanged by variously
formed resounding chambers or
boards. The reproduction of the
original is marvelously accurate

re been better had the nai
• n. The three differe
metronome movementss may refer to **”
three
different interpretations of the piece by dif¬
ferent performers! As a general thing, how¬
ever, where two metronome marks are given,
for example: MM. = 92; MM. = 120, it
signifies that the student should begin the
ctice af the movement at 92 and, as
liter facility is gained, should gradually
increase the pace, until he can finally per¬
form the piece at 120—thus fast, and ^nc
sou ls' contained'h^lhese "few 'figures, which
may be summed up in a few words -. Practice
slowly, until perfect surety of touch, execution and interpretation is attained.
Q. I speak with a voice that sounds rather
low and people take, me for a baritone. Its
compass is from low A flat up to high A
flat hut the low notes are very uncertain
and of poor resonance and quality, whereas
the high notes come easily and have the good
i full mine wnnout md of pedal, resonance, and ring of a tenor almost. My
nr mill. ...c quarter-note <! appearing on see- medium is so strong that it seems to me like,
°n,ul rannt How ran 1 hold the whole-note a baritone, which I wish to be, for 1 do not
care for tenor. Home teachers tell me that I
a baritone, and others a tenor. What am
value am
I to dot Cannot I become a good baritone
j A f«l Your idea is quite correct; play with study t That is, cannot I extend my
as vou have described. (f>) In this instance compass lowerf
uugc hold 'ts
n’lav the G with the secoiiu
second finger,
A. Tour case Is not an infrequent one. A
the thumb
-—
full time’'. slip thn
1- “
d beat, but without any voice is determined by its quality and not by
same G f(
if sound, and hold the its compass. There are many musical Instru¬
ments having practically the same eon
notento°the end of the measure.
but their qualities are so different from
other that we can distinguish them at once,
ie double-bar T— and from hearing only a few notes. To the
alway^remembcrf fhift u“s qSafp^imhre)
alone that determines the kind of voice. Now
for the specific questions: 1. Voice compass
cannot be extended lower, but its resonance
may be improved. The depth of a voice cleoenrls unon the thickness of the vocal cords;
they cannot be made thicker, any more than
oari the lowest strings of a piano or other
A. If there be no other Indication than string instrument. But ^ct^e°stthCe"™Prang|
the “hold” as given, its meaning is that
there is to be a wait, or complete silence, at mayrUbe10extended upwards; 2. From you
the pleasure of the performer before pro¬
ceeding with the piece. When this hold^ your* lowest notes8 should ^have ttereund full
or pause is accompanied by the word ‘tine
(end), it signifies that the piece terminates EtEoI
capo (D. C.) has been
%rhvoue?o
consult olieVthe
-. .—.-however.
mee, however,
srved. In the presei
usical directors of a leading operatic
pause is introduced
nr «vrmVhnnv orchestra t he win
the major mode, in
protiamy give you a correct and un¬
plunge too abruptly into the most
biased opinion. Failing him, go to a firstiwing minor.
class singing teacher, one who nas
(there are some who fancy they see
ri als to a pupil, I find all
Q. In exploit
baritones, as there are others wuo »ev
'
terstand why
it difficult to mane mem
Knotseventh baritones in robust tenors) and be advised
they arc not augmented third orr sc
intervals. Why arc intervals not all L. ». .. by him.
(large, major; small, minor; augmented),
Q. I have studied singing with three difinstead af L,. S'. U. (diminished) or perfect t mrrtit
teachers and they hove all insisted
—O. S. D.
lipon beautyof tone” at the chief desidera¬
A. The address of O. S. D. having been tum of good singing. After much diligent
omitted from the question card, it has been study it seems to me both sense and *xVr™‘
are practically blurred or annuTl(c£
impossible to send a reply by mail, as re¬ sion
quested. (Upon receipt of the address, a the ever-present endeavor to produce a beau¬
fuller answer may be given.—Ed.) The aug¬ tiful tone”! What should I do? Is beauty
mented third occurs frequently, especially in of tone the chief considerationt
modern compositions. Thirds are as follows :
A. Of course, beauty of tone Is n im-

and
The Volume of Reproduction Is
Equal to any $200 Phonograph
The smooth, silent running,
double spring motor is equivalent
in quality and workmanship to
motors used in large and expen¬
sive cabinet machines.
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qua non. ±5eauiy
™man jS is
•e admirable
to be admired, but far moreaaimruu.ui»
hpniitiful duality of the mentality behind me
superficial1 face beauty. So with the voice

The quality of its tone
enraptures the heart as its

useless8f(^general Interpretation and expres_
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beauty of construction de¬
warble in some birdlike language of Central
gnag^onsi'sting6of °words>ofteveryTposs|ble
shade’and degree of m™ning and expression
and the voice must adequately convey ooin
The augmented seventh is met with only as
an accidental passing-note, which, being acci¬
dental, doe° r'-1* r... .... ,,f a,, harmony.

^,UT&raraisn’a q^iufftimfe) afl
his oWn. It is the Individual quality of a

0.
Pleat explain the difference between
Q. Please
the length °fone beat in «/*time and ?
1 id
S/l time,
time. uo
Do they receive the same length
of timet—Veha ...

effort to interpret not only. the composer s

A. A beat in 6/8 time may be worth either
lfh-„eieh.th.nt,te or one dotted quarter-note
(three eighth-notes), according to whether
the movement is glow or fast. A beat in 3/4
tune (two oisrhth-nntPBl mnv neennv the same
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Established 1838
Philadelphia, Pa.

ssf.’asi
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d in no other branch of the musical
Session has the young aspirant so much
^ contend with as in organ playing I
... not enumerate the many difficulties
encounters when trying to obtain daily
practice; the defects of the organs he
finds; the interference he continually
meets. Every student has encountered
these hindrances time and again. He must
not only expect them, but he must accept
them and overcome them if success is ulti¬
mately to crown his efforts.
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Department for Organists
Edited for August by RICHARD KEYS BIGGS
‘ The eloquent organ

cJ

waits

for the master

to waken

the spirit. -DOLE

“The Fruits of Ambition”
By Richard Keys Biggs

S tHia/i itfS'mcS, havd

.through

tice. When he reached the age ot 14
years he found himself greatly interested
m the organ of the chu c i
sQ

J 1
..
.
. reacues
Jidden^o ^ ^
^ bcating
heart admiring his silent, stately friend

raHws-fe ^
”Hd

»iSS^i

neighboring drurches
By and by *
desire came 0
,
nd
might learn to p ay the organ and
haps be organist himself of a g
church.
Smiles
,
tt
Fortune now smiled upon our hero. He
granted permission to have some lessons and to practice upon the church organ. His teacher was a lady who had
played in the church for many years.
Now it happened during the fourth lesson
that a loose board within the organ,
which
was -a small
tracker
instrument.
.—
,
.
„„„
(ell open the

Mckm,

"

of the service it was necessary for the or¬
ganist to improvise and to modulate, as
occasion might demand.
He had, accordingly, many times during
his practice hours played whole services
t the college of to the empty church pews, in order to
work out for himself a definite understand¬
ing with regard to these difficult points.
times each week after school hours,
But his studies began, from this point The result was that when the opportunity
to assume definite proportions, and his came to him it found him ready and

l£ % Z ff-.

ss^js of LXcftf £ sszsr££s
r-“St;

r >«»

,o,„,
q~ks?on7he“ foimd Wmsdf 'the regular
himself, using the great wooden pump ganist of his home church, presiding a
handle which protrudes from the side of that same organ which only a few months
^ casing. Having filled the bellows he previous had been officially denied him. It
retreats quickly to the console, draws happened in this way. The good lady with
that stop which he feels will consume the whom he had had his first lessons w s
amQunt of wind and plunges int0 his taken with a sudden illness and unable to
^ {brgetful of the difficulty 0f his play the services. There being no one else
un(jertak;ng He has just become thor- in the village whom the church authorities
oughly engrossed in his work, when with could call upon, it was decided that our
a great squawk the pipes cease to sound hero was to be given a trial. The result
and there comes from the organ a faint was astounding, not only to the elders but
afterbreath suggestive of the gurgle a also to the congregation of the church.
donkey might give after he had delivered The services were carried on without the
|„m J[ „f a hearty (it of braying. By alightest interrnption with thi. little slip

each"; irf that £ £&ZZL*.£Z

*» ?

«-■ he

once rnor.

.Ubgg the organ.

ihtcrSg™i'r.£°£r “Thtr^tsL^.h. .
less breakage of their cherished organ
and knowing nothing of the interior of
the instrument except that it was very
bad to take a light of any kind near the
pipes, met together and straightway decided that their organ no longer could be
used for lessons or practice. Even after
the repair man had gone within and
replaced the fallen board, thus restoring
the organ to its former condition, the
learned trustees and elders held that the
church organ was not the place for young
folks to learn how to play. Perhaps they
thought that the youngster might learn
just as much by practicing upon the town
pump or the family wash-boiler. At any
rate, chapter one closes with our hero try¬
ing to swallow a large lump in his throat
and endeavoring to keep away the feeling
of despair which seemed to grasp him
from all sides.

The Fire of Desire
But the fire of desire that had been
kindled by his first lessons gathered im¬
pulse and grew with such unquenchable
fury that at the end of a week’s time
after the episode of the fallen board the
lad determined that life was unendurable
without some further acquaintance with
the organ he loved.
Knowing that any further requests
would be ignored by the church authori¬
ties and at the same time regretting the
extremity of the measures he found him¬
self forced to take, he decided that his
daily practice must be stolen under coyer
of darkness. Now we must not think
too harshly of our hero for this base de¬
termination, inasmuch as his whole world

he feels that he has accomplished something of the work he has determined to
do.
No Motor
After some weeks of this rather precarious mode cf obtaining practice, and
ajter [ong and persistent persuasion, he
ailed upon his father, a business man,
us£ for the professional musician as ke knew him, to allow him to take
lessons in a neighboring
°ne term

**+*+*».

But you must remember that this same
little boy, in addition to providing himself
with practice, no matter how great the
difficulty surrounding that practice, had
made use of his imagination. He knew,
young as he was, that a church organist
must be able to do many things besides
play pieces. He knew that the hymns
must be played in a certain way to make
the congregation feel the support of the
organ. He knew that in certain portions

Richard Keys Biggs was
born at Glendale, O., in 1886.
He was educated at the Uni¬
versity of Michigan, the Cin¬
cinnati College of Music, and
in London, Eng. He has been
soloist for the San Francisco
and for the San Diego Exposi¬
tions. He has given numerous
Organ Recitals throughout the
United States, and has held
leading positions in New York
City churches.

career. We can feel sure that, with the
ambition and the determination he mani¬
fested, he conquered all the obstacles which
obstructed his path to success. And, as I
said at the beginning, this is a true story.

The Making of the Concert
Organist
By Richard Keys Biggs
It is unnecessary to attempt to fix any
definite line which shall at once separate
the concert organist from the church or¬
ganist. In nearly every instance these
two branches of the profession go hand in
hand. It may, however, be safe to say that
one is an enlargement or outgrowth of the
other. All concert organists have, at one
time or other, been church organists. And,
indeed, we find that most of them retain
church positions, even after their concert
horizon has assumed definite outlines.
Just wherein lies the subtle quality which
enables an individual to become a success¬
ful and truly great concert organist is dif¬
ficult to point out. To begin with, we
must look at the concert organist and his
development in the same light as we see
the pianist or violinist of the same inclina¬
tions.
He has had, without doubt, from his
early youth an overwhelming ambition to
become a skilled performer upon the in¬
strument for which he feels that nature
has selected him. This ambition is of such
a character as to enable him to center his
entire thought and endeavor upon Ins
chosen instrument. As he grows older he
is enabled by closer contact with the in¬
strument he has chosen to form within his
mind definite ideals with regard to future
attainment. At first these ideals may be
limited in scope. If limited through ex¬
cessive modesty, as is often the case (an
this is a decidedly good sign), these ideas
will grow in size and gain in strength and
breadth when attainments bring adde
confidence. The degree of his attainmen
will be measured by the quality and m
tensity of his early ambition, the loftiness
of his ideals and by the persistence wi
which he overcomes every obstacle stan
ing in the way of the fulfillment of bis
musical desires.
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the etude
tention to detail, that intimate knowledge
of the possibilities of every measure and
every phrase of the music which alone can
make for greatness in the performance.
The present writer has spent many hours
in the company of pianists of distinction
comparing notes upon certain aspects of
pieces common to both the organ and
piano. The exchange of ideas upon the
interpretation of this or that phrase and

the broadened horizon resulting there¬
from has been most helpful and stimu¬
lating to both alike.
When will organists realize that only
by constant and persistent daily work upon
technic, upon the details of interpretation
and by the enlargement of their mentality
through study can they approach the goal
for which so many set out, but so few
attain ?

Undaunted Persistence
A Few Hints on Tone Color
Let me here again emphasize the im¬
portance of undaunted persistence, of
dogged determination to continue and to
By Richard Keys Biggs
The most valuable piano in the world
succeed, even in the face of the most dis¬
heartening circumstances. The reason we
TT is one thing to own a
Here is an experiment which I suggest and to recognize when once we concentrate
have to-day so few really good church
piano and another to con- |
that every student of the organ try. Go our mental faculties upon it. Now try
organists and still fewer good concert or¬
ceive a genuine affection for i
with a friend to some organ which you each of the various flutes of the organ,
ganists is because of the problems which
it—an affection based on its
do not know as intimately as you know the studying them individually. You will find
confront the student in his earlier and
fine qualities, its responsive¬
organ upon which you do your regular that in each one is that same general vel¬
more important stages of development.
ness to your moods, the solace
practice. You may stand some distance vety quality. They may have widely dif¬
They seem to him of such insurmountable
of its voice. To purchase a
from the instrument, so as not to be able ferent voicing, but the same flute tone per¬
proportions that he too often allows his
vades
the
sound
of
each.
Steger Piano or Player Piano
to see the stops. Now have your friend
ideals and ambitions to be shattered.
When you are sure that your study of
of incomparable beauty _ of
hold one or more notes and then ask him
Many a time have I heard really talented
tone is to establish such a life¬
to draw the stops one at a time. As he this tone has enabled you to fix it defi¬
musicians say that the organ offered such
draws the first stop you are either to name nitely in your memory, push in the flute
long friendship.
a limited field for concert work, was so
it or to tell to which of the four families stop and draw the oboe or clarinet or
Write for the Steger Piano and Player
little understood by the masses or even by
Piano Style Brochure and^convement
of tone qualities the stop belongs. The trumpet, holding a key down as before.
the crifics, and was so difficult of access
Your ear, which has been- registering flute
for practice, etc., that to spend the amount four tone qualities are as follows: Diapa¬ tone, will now receive an entirely different
STEGER & SONS
son,
Flute,
Reed
and
String.
Listen
care¬
of energy necessary to master it in a con¬
Piano
Manufacturing Company
stimulation.
fully to the tone of the stop as it is sound¬
cert capacity seemed an absurd task.
Founded by John V. Steger, 1S79
Of course, you say, any one could tell
True, the field for the concert organist ing, and be sure that your friend does not that. Yes. But study this tone intensely,
STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL.
Factories at Steger. Illinois
^
is somewhat limited, the instrument is not play upon more than one tone quality at and make yourself understand just what
so well understood as many others and the
If you can either name the stop he it is that makes it so different from the
difficulties of practice are often very try¬
flute
tone.
You
are
now
hearing
reed
tone.
ing. But to the individual who has deeply draws, or place its tone in the proper It is not velvety. It is clangy. You can
rooted within him the lofty ideal and the family, you can feel sure that your ear ?s imagine that two pieces of metal are
determination to win, all these handicaps fairly keen to the finer sensibilities of pounding each other with such rapidity
will, in some manner be met and over¬ sound vibration. If you are at a loss to that the resulting vibration reaches your
come and his endeavors crowned in the catalogue the different families of tone, ears as a prolonged and continuous tone.
you need some definite training in order to
The verdict of repair men
end with success and recognition.
And in reality such is the case. Reed tone
generally is that Austin organs
We often hear this: “My church is so provide yourself with a solid working basis is obtained from a tongue of brass, which
stand the test of upkeep and
cold during the week that it is impossible upon which to build your registrative pow¬ vibrates very rapidly against a metal tube
of
use better than any organ
for me to do any practicing.” Now what ers. And this is absolutely necessary to leading up into the pipe. But your ear
in the world. This means reli¬
organist is there who really wants to prac¬ the successful player. It is as necessary must be trained to recognize this rapid
able instruments and minimum
charge for upkeep.
tice yet who would let the matter drop for the organist to be able to hear the series of beatings of metal against metal
with these helpless words? Surely organ¬ various tone qualities, separately or in which characterizes reed tone in the organ.
ists are beings with imagination. The only combination, as it is for the orchestral How easily we see now, when we return
way around this annoying fact of cold conductor to be able to recognize the va¬ to the flute, that the latter has nothing of
churches and stiff fingers is for the or¬ rious instruments in his orchestra.
If you find yourself at fault in this test, this beating quality.
ganist to provide himself with a small
Hartford, Conn.
And so you should go on examining 1 165 Woodland St.
tent and an electric or gas heater. A car¬ you should at once set about doing some Diapason and String tone, all the time
penter can build a light, collapsible frame¬ regular and systematic work in training comparing and analyzing their respective
work consisting of three sides which hook your ear. I advise, at first, that you draw tones. This study of tone color should be
together. He can cover these frames with a full-toned flute stop—either the stopped followed up at each practice hour until
cloth and also provide a loose cloth to Diapason, which has nothing of the Diapa¬ you are sure you have trained your ear suf¬
throw over the top. This box-like little son at all in its tone- (it is a pure flute)— ficiently to enable you to distinguish each
tent can be placed around the organ con¬ or the Gross Flute or Dopple Flute on the of the four families of tone in the organ.
sole on Monday morning and can be taken great organ. Hold a single note of the flute
As a further help you should, if possible,
down on Saturday night. The electric or you have selected. Hold it for a consider¬
get permission to go up into the organ,
gas stove will serve to keep this tent more able time while you allow your ear. to reg¬
where you could examine for yourself the
than warm and in the meantime there is ister the quality of the sound. It is not a pipes which produce the various tone qual¬
a snug little place in which to practice even tough or intensely vibrant tone, such as is ities. Under no circumstance allow your¬
caused by two pieces of metal coming into
in zero weather.
self to become a church organist without
contact with each other.
some definite training in this important
Lazy Organists
The flute tone is a rich, smooth, velvety
phase of your education.
The trouble too often is that organists quality, which should be easy to perceive
don’t really want to practice. So long as
they can play the hymns, anthems and
preludes in a manner somewhat acceptable
Dr. William C. Carl, Director
they are satisfied. And, indeed, many or¬
Little Glimpses of Musical History
ganists who play recitals rely upon a pal¬
150 Students Holding Positions
which they were written, are very re¬
try three or four hours in which to pre¬
The inventor of the pedals on the harp
Practice Facilities
pare a program. Who. would go more was a Polish prince, Michael Casimir markable.
The Hungarians—or more properly the
than once to hear a pianist or violinist in Oginski. He also suggested the idea of
The Individuality of Each
Magyars who are descendants of Tartarconcert if his week’s preparation had con¬
The Creation to Haydn.
Student Studied
Mongolian stock—lay claim to much of the
sisted of three hasty hours, and these given
The organ for some reason seems to music that is known to the world as
17 East Eleventh Street
mostly to technic alone? And yet many
appeal to blind musicians. Why this is gypsy music. According to Engel the
Send for Catalog
NEW YORK
organists expect to show the public what
cannot be divined, since it requires the truth of the situation probably is that the
organ music sounds like with this slip¬
mastery of highly complicated mechanisms. songs and tunes known as gypsy music
shod sort of preparation as their backing.
As early as 1410 a blind organist was born are really Hungarian folksongs, to which
To become a concert organist of equal
who was considered one of the greatest the gypsies have added many different turns
rank with our great pianists or violinists
organists of his time. This was Conrad ^ and embellishments which give the gypsy
it is necessary to spend many hours daily
Paumann, of Nuremberg.
He wrote character. This is shown in many of the
in hard mental and physical work. The
Please mention THE ^ETUDE when addressing
many compositions which, for the .time in Hungarian dances of Brahms.
pieces must be studied with that close at¬
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The Relative Value of Violins
By S. A. Weaver
upon for ten thousand years, it never
which are usually made without any regard would produce a per Icrtlyeven .tone
to the laws that govern the sound waves
[A number of the theories advanced by
Such a violin in the hands of a skillful
produced upon the violin when played upon. workman who thoroughly understands these
Another point to be taken into considera¬ vibrations, can often be brought into a
the Violin Department.]
tion in determining the value of a violin good state by the proper graduation of the
is the degree of development of the vi- wood and proper adjustment, so as to be
Among people who have never given the
brative powers of the wood it is made ol. worth ten times its original value.
violin any serious consideration, the im¬
These facts bring us to the conclusion
pression prevails, to a considerable extent,
Millions of Fibers
that the more the parts were out of har¬
that all violins are mere “fiddles and of
All wood, when examined with a power¬ mony with each other when the violin was
little or no importance.
......
ful microscope, will be found to be com¬ made, and the less the degree of the har¬
When showing such people a violin that
posed of millions' upon millions of tiny monious development of the wood fibers
runs into a considerable amount of money,
reed-like fibers, very similar in shape, to the poorer the tone will be and the less the
they usually appear greatly amazed, and
the little brass reeds found in a harmonica. violin will be worth; while on the other
ask you what there is about this violin that
When the bow of a violin is applied to hand, the more perfect the harmony be¬
makes it so valuable. What is it made of?
the strings a vibration is produced which is tween the various parts, and ‘he greater
Here is one that you say costs only fif¬
transmitted to the body of the violin by the degree of the development of the fillers
teen dollars that looks equally as good to
way of the bridge, when these little reed¬ in the wood, the more perfect and beauti¬
me; what is it that makes such a difference
like fibers take up the vibration throughout ful the tone will be, and therefore the
in the price?
the entire body of the violin.
more valuable the violin.
$5000 or $5.00
In a violin that has never been used
If such a violin happens to be made by
much, comparatively few of these fibers an old master maker of world-wide fame,
It is the object of this article to explain
respond to the vibration of the strings; it will be sought after more eagerly and
the difference and show why one violin is
but by constant use, one after another of will bring a higher price, but this fact will
worth an enormous sum of money, while
the fibers breaks loose from the surround¬ not add one penny to the real worth of the
another, that looks equally good to a cas¬
ing ones, and learns to vibrate, or produce
ual observer, is worth only fifteen or
violin as a musical instrument.
a buzzing effect against another, and
twenty dollars.
thereby gradually adds to the volume of
State of Preservation
In order to explain this difference in vio¬
the tone, until the entire body of the violin
lins, it will be necessary to consider for a
Of course, the appearance, state of pres¬
becomes what is termed “alive,” and the
moment the qualities that a player, who is pa
Air Vibrations
ervation, etc., are to be taken into consider¬
tone produced by the help of these millions
a real artist, demands or desires in a violin.
Not only must the wood in the various of vibrating fibers becomes deep, rich, full ation in fixing the value of a violin; but m
In order to produce the expression he
this article we are speaking strictly from
parts of the violin produce its respective
desires at all times, it is extremely essen¬
and resonant.
a standpoint of tonal qualities, which point
tones but also the tone of the mass of air
It will be readily seen that if any part
tial that every tone in the chromatic scale contained within the violin must be of a
we consider paramount to all others.
of the violin when new is out of harmony
in every key in every position be absolutely
There is probably not over one violin in
certain pitch or relation to the various with the other parts, this part will never de¬
uniform, and whether it be the A on the
a thousand that produces anywhere near a
.
velop as rapidly as some of the other parts
G string in the first position, or the A on parts of the violin.
If any of the parts are not m harmony that are in harmony with each other, since perfect scale in all the positions and at the
the E string in the seventh position, or
same time has attained the desired degree
with all the other parts, the resu t will be
it is out of tune with them, and therefore
whether played “pianissimo” or “fortis¬
a clash in the sound waves, which will
of development of the wood fibers so as to
simo,” the tone produced must have its produce a sort of uneven, howling tone, cannot take up the vibration with them.
qualify it as a valuable instrument.
relative volume, sweetness, resonance, etc. heard in many cheap factory-made violins, Even if such a violin should be played
To accomplish this it is necessary that
every part of the violin have a perfect har¬
monious relation to every other part. That
is, when the violin is played the vibration
of the various parts must “combine with
perfect harmony into any tone produced on
the violin.
It is necessary to regulate the various
parts of the violin so that, working to¬
gether with perfect harmony, the instru¬
ment will produce a perfectly even scaleunisons, thirds, fifths and octaves more
even and more true than the finest piano
scale and true in every position.
When any piece of wood is struck it
produces a tone which corresponds to some
one tone in the chromatic scale in music,
and this harmonious relation of the yar]°“s
parts of the violin can only be obtained by
taking advantage of the tone produced by
the wood itself. Fortunately, different
kinds of wood give different tones, and the
tone of any piece of wood can be readily
changed by changing its thickness, but cer¬
tain thicknesses for the various parts have
proven to give the best results; so it is
only necessary to select the kind of wood
which, when worked down to a given thick¬
ness, will produce the tone desired for any

staving power, a solid intonation
ffl>h waUth and beauty of tone, a fine inT ment a marked sense of tone quality
S aTnne gradations, an impeccable feeling
f r rhythm, the ability to read at sight and
* Innreciation for and a control of the
a" ?rfof solo and ensemble performance.
P0Xhe born teacher will attempt to perfect
all of *e above reqmSltCS; bUt lfua. aZy
a‘ , . finds an instructor emphasizing
fvUen one of these, let him be glad that he
■Jwith one who has an artistic conscience
Such teachers are not rare they only need
to be vibrated into sympathy by ambitious,
healthy. serious-minded students who are
thoroughly in earnest. True, the teacher
works partly for the stipend, that he may
keep alive; for “it is sometimes better to
live for a cause than to die for it.” How¬
ever try approaching your teacher with a
fund of enthusiasm for hard work; with
a desire for higher ideals; with-a willing¬
ness to worship at the shrine of Beauty,
no matter how arduous the task she may
ask of you, and experience for once the
joy of working together to develop to the
utmost the capacities of your soul.

A Remarkable Invention
How often do we find that a simple in¬
vention, a combination of a few springs,
levers and screws revolutionizes an en¬
tire art or industry. The little device
illustrated below, for tuning the steel E,
consisting, as it does, of a frame, two
small screws and a lever, has been found
so useful in eliminating string troubles
that it has leaped into almost universal
Thousands of violinists, including most
of the concert violinists of the day, and
practically all orchestra players, already
use it, and thousands of others are about
ready to adopt it. Sitting in the audience
at a symphony orchestra concert, you will
see one of these little screws on the tail¬
piece of every violinist in the orchestra.
A few words explaining the use and
adjustment of this useful little device will
no doubt be of interest to violinists who
have not seen it and do not know how to
put it on their violins.

to slip on the peg. The string is then •
tuned up to pitch by means of the wooden
peg of the violin. This accomplished, all
further tuning to get the exact pitch is
done by the little screw A at the tail¬
piece. The steel string wears the notches
at the bridge and nut slightly, but not
nearly so much as is the case when a
wire string is used without the attach¬
ment. At times when much tightening of
the string has been done, the screw at A
will depress the lever D to a point where
it cannot be pressed down any more. In
this case the screw A is unscrewed suffi¬
ciently to let the lever up, and the string
is then brought to pitch by the wooden
peg of the violin, after which the tuning
device can be again used, as before.
This device eliminates breaking E
strings, makes it possible to bring the E
string into exact tune in two or three
seconds and gives the violinist a good
clear-toned E string ait all times. The E
string, standing in approximately perfect
tune at all times, causes the other strings
to stay in tune better, since the pressure
on the belly is equalized. Objections to
the use of the steel E are the fact that
it wears the hair of the bow much faster
than is the case with gut or silk strings
and has a more or less metallic sound.
Many nervous violin players also have
the idea that steel E strings are liable to
break and endanger the eyes. This, how¬
ever, is a mistake, as gut strings are, if
anything, more dangerous than steel. If
a steel string breaks it parts quietly, but
a gut string flies.
There are many violinists and always
will be who have a prejudice against steel
strings and will not use them, but the
rank and file of violin players are adopt¬
ing them rapidly, and it looks at present
as if their use would become all but uni¬
versal. Tests have been made which
demonstrated conclusively that it was im¬
possible to tell the sound of a steel E
string from a gut, when used in a large
hall. For this reason most of the famous
solo violinists are employing them for
concert use.

By E. W. Morphy

No Dearth of Material
In the field of violin playing there is no
dearth of material. One may observe, in
the rush of crowded streets the surprising
number of people carrying violin cases.
But where are the players? Too often
these enthusiasts, because they love music,
imagine that they have the power to per¬

form or create. Without the willingness
to go through the drudgery of acquiring
mastery, they wish—and expect—to play
like artists. They watch some genius after
his years of labor, perform with consum¬
mate ease, and they foolishly decide that
violin playing is an easy way to earn a
living without having to dirty the hands.
Little do they realize the extent and power
of the artist’s imagination, will-power, ex¬
perience and training; nor the onslaughts
on his vitality necessary while keeping up
to a high level of artistic productivity. The
following is sound advice; “Do not take
up the study of the violin unless you mean
to work hard at it; almost any other instru¬
ment may be more safely. trifled with.’
Furthermore, one must not imagine that a
love for music carries with it the power
to perform, even when accompanied with
much industry. A peculiar physical and
mental adaptability is necessary, which, if
present, is simply brought to a focus by the
teacher. The tragedies are with the deli¬
cate and poetic souls who love music but,
unfortunately, lack the executive ability.

“The secret of happiness, for a refined thing is wrong and a complete start from
nature,” says Edmund Clarence Stedman, the bottom is necessary. A moment of re¬
“is a just measure of limitations. Taste flection ought to make it clear to him that
is not always original, creative. There are it is a “man’s job” to round out and fully
no more pathetic lives than the lives of develop a musician’s equipment and that it
those who know and love the beautiful, and takes time to make an artist. Paramount
who surrender its enjoyment in a vain is the pupil’s impatience for quick results,
struggle to produce it. Their failures react and his early desire to “cash in” on his
upon finely sensitive natures, and often end ability is usually his Waterloo! Even re¬
in sadness, even misanthropy, and disillu¬ nowned teachers are not free from the
agony of losing talented individuals who
sionment when the best of life is over.”
However, the students who have begun are prematurely tempted away from seri¬
at an early age and who have developed ous study by the goddess Commercialism.
Students ought to know that the making
somewhat their natural talents, technical
and musical, are often surprised at the dif¬ of an artist is no easy task; that the stand¬
ficulty they experience in adjusting them- , ards are set and cannot be lowered to
please
the untalented or the ones born tired.
selves to a new teacher. The whole matter
hinges upon what the teacher wishes to The real teacher is always alert to draw to
emphasize at the time. A student some¬ the surface all the talent which is innately
times leaves a teacher just before a serious present and also to suppress all unfavor¬
defect is to be considered; the new teacher able conditions and tendencies. He knows
spots the weakness and begins to remedy that the artist’s equipment consists of good
it, thereby unintentionally leading the pupil' health, a natural physical endowment for
to think that the former teacher was not acquiring technic, a broad education, a sure
even aware of the discrepancy. It is at knowledge of the theory of music, a re¬
such times that the pupil thinks that every¬ liable memory, a vivid imagination of tre-

and another breaking string. A nervous
teacher and a string put on in a desperate
hurry. A broken bridge and a fallen
sound-post. Teacher dismisses scrubby
little pupil and gives way to a passionate
soliloquy. . . . (Deleted by the censor.)

Violin Questions
Answered
C. K. W._If you have a soundpost setter,
and’the soundpost is correctly made, so that
the ends fit the arches of the belly.and back,
and if you understand placing it in the
original position it was intended to occupy,
R shriuld not be difficult to set the post If
the Dost is not properly made there is no
doubt the maker would be glad to remedy

the matter if you send him the violin. May¬
be you put the setter in the wrong side of
the post when you try to set it. Remove
the end pin, and look into the violin and
see if the ends of the soundpost fit per¬
fectly against the surface of the back and
belly.

The two screws A and B are first un¬
screwed and entirely removed. The hol¬
low rod from which the screws have just
been removed is then pushed .up through
the E string slot in the tail-piece. The
ttvo screws are then inserted in the rod
and screwed down to place. Care must
be taken that the screw B is screwed
tightly against the top of the tail-piece,
otherwise it will rattle. The screw A is
then screwed down until its tip slightly
depresses the lever at D. The loop of
the wire string is then placed around the
top of the little steel rod at C, fitting in
a groove made to receive it, .but is not
tied or fastened in any manner. The
other end of the string is put on the
wooden E string peg of the violin, in the
same manner as an ordinary string is put
on, only that in the case of the wire, sev¬
eral extra twists of the end of the string
are necessary, otherwise it will be liable

Velvet Gt
hose
Supporter
VELVET GRIP “Sew-Ons"
V can be attached to any
corset—the easiest thing in the
world to do. It is always well
to have a set handy to replace
the inferior hose supporters
found on so many good corsets.

with the name -nopi nnuio™
Thev are for the most part factory Addles
of no special value. There were two Hopf s
_David Hopf, and Christian Donat Hopf—
who made violins of considerable artistic
merit at Klingenthal.
An examination
would be necessary to tell the value.

The Violin Teacher’s
Nightmare
By E. H. P.

Wandering Students

Students who wander from one teacher
to another—and their name is legion—be¬
wail their hard fate in that they must “be¬
gin all over again,” or that “everything
previously done is wrong,” or that Mr.
Brown’s method is entirely different from
Mr. Smith’s.” While it may be true that
there are some careless teachers, I believe,
all conditions considered, that there is a
great amount of conscientious work ac¬
complished. Much more and better work
certainly would be evident if students
would catch the trick of charging up with
serious intentions and preparing to remain
on the job long enough to dig out a few
of the thousand intricacies of the art.
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A SCRUBBY little untemperamental pupil,
with sweaty hands and an expression of
face like a codfish. A crooked bridge and
a greasy bow badly in need of rehairing.
The G string a mandolin string with wire
core—bought by mistake. Pegs that slip;
two of the strings put on the wrong pegs,
and one of them wound the wrong way
around. The wrong book brought to the
lesson. F sharp played instead of F, on
the E string. The violin drooping and the
bow pulled crooked, with a jerk at the end
of the stroke. F sharp played instead of
F, and an attempt to get E flat out of an
open E string. The palm of the left hand
plastered up against the neck of the violin,
and the little finger always striking too flat.
The little finger always curled up against
the hand before and after use. A breaking
string, and the new string (borrowed of
the teacher and which he will' never pay
for or repay) continually stretching and
going out of tune. F sharp played instead
of F on the E string, and a dotted rhythm
played like plain eighth-notes, and a dotted
half-note held only two beats. The palm
of the left hand plastered up against the
neck of the fiddle and the thumb of the
right hand bent the wrong way. The new
string breaks, soaked through with sweat.
Scrubby little pupil says he feels faint, and
asks for a drink. Teacher lends him his
own violin to finish the lesson. Sweaty
hands and a breaking string. A new string
and a continual stretching and going flat

C W. B.—There are a great many imita¬
tion’'Stainer's, and only examination by an
expert could determine whether yours is a
real Stainer, or an imitation. Stainer s work
has been described at length in The Etude
within the past year. You will nnd an xcellent article on Stainer in Grove's Dictionary of Musicians, which you will find in any
- ublic library. Stainer was the greatest viorirvf»n«iT»v nnd irood specimens

unique feature of the
“Sew-Ons " is the all-rubber
Oblong Button same as found
on all genuine

The

I find the names . of .
HOSE SUPPORTERS
Urine can be set on Stradivar,.— Holders ask all the way from $10,000 to
$25,000, according to quality and state or
tafnfng°just Jw mS- ^iMralivarius
T0rto%tgw^mfnf ^mssefb^, fha°ve
been made, but these figures are all guesses.
L It \

1
\
I

Look for ike Oblong Rubber Bution—ike Button that Prevents
Slipping and Ruthless Ripping.

Notice, to All Kinds of Violinists
are looking
Tourte nows noui
^
to quality and preservation. 2. tteinricn
Bauer says of the Mantegazza s, Milan violin
makers:
“Francesco Mantegazza, yiolm
maker, Milan, 1700-1800. Label as folaws .
“Francesco Mantegazza nella Contrada^ di
Santa Margarita in Milano,
.17^ilnn
“Mantegazza, Pietro and Giovanni Milan,
1737-1800 The makers of the Mantegazza
family had a great reputation
1*elr day.
Their works show models of all kinds, they
copied Amati, Stradivari, Gunmen, and
even Stainer, and when a person nowadays
does not know what to call a violin he puts
a Mantegazza label in it.” The following is
the label of the latter branch of the family .
“Petrus Joannes Mantegatia. fecit me, diolam
iU 'Hie1 violin market is in a very unsettled
state at present, and I cannot give you any
recent quotations on these violins.
from one of so many causes that I cannot
sav definitely what is the matter without
seeing the violin. It might come from the
chin rest touching the tailpiece, or from the
fingerboard or some other part of the violin
being loose. The fingerboard may not be
nival which would cause some of the tones
to buzz and rattle. The wire with which
vonr G string is wrapped may be loose,
owing to the shrinking
‘^^‘^rattimg
when°the violin isTeld against them, also
iewelrv, necklaces, emblem pins, e.-c. lake
’
n jrnnd violin maker and he

f°r'
WE OFFER
STUDENTS’ VI°Lm^ from $15^00 to
0#
Real Old Violins by real violin makers, from $75.00 to
Used Viollnsf from $35.00 to $100.00.
The World Famous “OEMUNDER ART” Violi
$350.00 to $500.00.
BOWS, from $3.00 to $50.00; Pernambuco w<
$10.00 to $18.00, made by our own workmer
'■GEMUNDER ART” Bows at $20, $30 and $40
Any instrument sent on ten days trial upoi
of references Instruments taken In part
-payments arranged ft
Furtlmr0infir
HUGU5T GEMUNDER 82 SONS
,t 42nd St., N. Y.
EE VIOLIN WORLD
The Instructive Magazine

OUR “SPECIAL”

25c

OCr 10 Tested Lengths, OCr
^D^Silk Violin E, for C*v
Send lot Violin and Cello Catalogue
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
60 Lagrange St., Boston, Mast*

H. H. G.—We find a Rottembrouck, Brus¬
sels, 1700-1725, but not the name you send.
No details of his workmanship or price of
his violins. 2. Leopold Widhalm was an
excellent maker at Nuremhurg, 176o-1788.
He made manv copies of Stainer. His in¬
dumenta are very finely finished, and have
a fine tone, in the best specimens resembling

«£dne 1ST

"V’oud

abnt fs more 4lSS? tKug
4 Neither of the latter rank with Stradivarius or Guarnerius. 5. General opinion
among violin authorities ranks Stradivarius
above all violin makers, but some prefer
Guarnerius. 6. The violin market is in a
very unsettled state, and violins nowadays
are worth pretty much what they will bring.
A M. S.—The chord you send had best be
nlaved as a chord—i. e., striking the strinrs
simultaneously, and not playing them in
arpeggio fashion, as many do,

AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE
Silk Strings

LA FAVORITA & ELITE

Gut Strings
For Sale by Leading Importers and Jobbers
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Junior Etude Competition

AUGUST 1920

n*

Young Folks' Musical Composition
PRIZE CONTEST

To

encourage an interest in the subject of musical compo¬
sition among children and young people, THE ETUDE
herewith announces a Musical Composition Prize Con¬
test for pieces written exclusively by Young Folks under the
age of sixteen.
The competitors will be divided into two classes—
Class

I

Class 11

Young Folks under the age of Twelve Years.
Young Folks from Twelve to Sixteen Years.

Three prizes will be awarded in each class to the winning
composers:

A Maid of Long Ago
■By Kathleen Nesbitt Wallace
Dear little girl in pantalettes
And dainty ruffled gown,
Your- curly hair and turned-up nose.
And lovely eyes of brown.
Your tiny feet, in sandals black,
With stockings fine and white,
Your velvet bodice, puffy sleeves,
All make a charming sight.
Upon a wooden stool you sit,
Your feet can't touch the floor;
But still you practice, hour by hour,
And then you wish for more.
Each day finds you with eager seal
Before the keyboard small;
You’re not at all the modern miss
Who follows Music’s call.
You’re just a Maid of Long Ago,
To teach the Modern Age;
And We may find you every month
Upon the Junior Page.

Who Knows?

Home-Made Instruments
Many of the Junior readers will \>e
in the country this summer—some of you
because you live there all the year ’round
and some of you because it will be sum¬
mer vacation (and by the way, do not
neglect your summer practice, no mat¬
ter how much fun you are having on your
vacation).
You can amuse yourself on the farm
by trying to get sweet sounds from na¬
ture. Have you ever tried it? For in¬
stance, have you ever made a cornstalk
“fiddle”? or a cigar-box ’cello? or even
a soda-water-straw flageolet? or a
pumpkin-vine fife?
Do not suppose that these will make
wonderful music, but they will play
“squeaky" tunes for you and you can
have lots of fun with them.
For the fife take a thick, straight
piece of pumpkin stem and make holes
in it exactly like the holes in a fife. Do
you remember what a fife is and do you
know how to blow on one? Blow on the
pumpkin stem in just the same way, and
put your fingers on the holes and see if
you can play a tune. You can do the
same with a soda-water-straw.
For the cornstalk fiddle take a straight
cornstalk, long enough to have two

1. How old is music?
2. Where did it originate?
3. What is meant by the “Greek
modes”?
4. By whom was music chiefly devel¬
oped during the first few centuries after
Christ?
5. When and by whom was the first
training school for church singers said
to have been founded?
6. What is meant by “Gregorian
Chant”?
7. When were parallel lines first used
in writing music?
8. Who was Guido d’Arezzo?
9. How many lines were once in¬
cluded in the staff?
10. When was the method invented
of writing music in round notes, such
as we use to-day? The following is an
example of early music printing:

-JZ

joints. From joint to joint cut four par¬
allel slits. Make a little bridge (or cut
down a violin bridge) , and slip it under
these slits which form the strings. You
can use a smaller cornstalk for the bow.
There is no guarantee that this will play
a pretty tune, but it will make a unique

1st Prize
$15.00

A Boy of Long Ago

2nd Prize
$10.00

3rd Prize
$5,00

By Kathleen Nesbitt Wallace

Conditions

Dear little boy, with trousers long,
And jacket of dark blue;
With collar ivide all starched and white
And cuffs all frilly, too.

I

The contest will close on January 1 st, 1921. The Contest is open
to Young Folks of all nationalities.

II.

You stand before your music rack,
With smiling eyes you read,
And exfry note is played just right,
And all the rests you heed.

The compositions may be a Waltz, a March, a Polka, or other
similar Dance forms.

III.

Each composition must be not over sixty measures in length and
may contain two or three original contrasting themes, or melodies.

Your bow, held firmly in your hand.
Rests on your violin,
The cigar-box ’cello will really play Which always snuggles underneath
tunes, but as it is a little more compli¬
Your cunning, dimpled chin.
cated, perhaps your big brother will help
you to make it. Take the lid off a cigar You play for hours, you’re never turd;
You never stop to rest.
box and nail the empty box to a sawed"off broom handle, or similar straight You never make the least mistake,
You always do your best.
stick, having the hollow side of the box
next to the stick. A hole must be bored
You’re just a Boy of Long Ago,
in the upper end of the stick and a violin
To teach the Modern Age;
peg inserted; and a tack must be put
And we can find you, too, of course,
near the other end on which to fasten a
Upon the Junior Page.
violin string. A piece of thin wood may
be used for the bridge and the instru¬
ment may be picked or bowed with a
violin bow. As this can be fingered, real
tunes can be played upon it, and it will
Finger Sight or Eye Sight ?
produce a tone not unpleasant to hear.
Did you ever try to read a piece of
music on the piano without looking at the
keyboard?
,
Really it is very good practn e, and
more like fun than work, too. Here is a
good way to do it:
.
Select a piece, one that is rather simple
to begin with, and play each hand alone.
That is very easy, I know, but now comes
the hard part of the game.
Beginning Beginners
With the hand that is not playing hold
Play the melodies of Mother Goose a newspaper or a piece of sheet music,
How many of you have younger broth¬
rhymes and little things of that sort, and about six or eight inches above the key¬
ers and sisters—little ones about five or
board,
completely covering the hand that
let them sing them while you play. You
six years old? No doubt a great many
will find that they like to sing, and it is is playing. Of course, that will make it
of you have, and they will probably be¬
very good for them. Singing develops necessary to read by feeling the keyboard
gin music lessons soon, won't they?
the ear, and you know that ear-training instead of looking at it.
You can give them a little preliminary
Try this and see how you get along. It
is very important—in fact, one of the most
work and save time for them when they
important branches of music-study. The you do it for about five minutes every day
take their first lessons, and it would be
more ear-training one has when young the you will be agreeably surprised to find
very good practice for you, too.
more rapidly one will progress later on.
how your reading improves.
Of course, their hands are too small
It is a very good mental exercise,^ too,
Strike some keys with just one hand
and their fingers too weak to do much
and ask them to tell you whether two for it certainly “keeps you guessing.”
playing, and you know that if they tried
Go to your piano now and try it.
consecutive notes move up or down. Ask
to play a melody they would make their
them whether you are striking one key
hands very stiff, and their little fingers
would point to every comer of the room! or several jat a time.
Play a scale and put a wrong note
They must wait for a real teacher to do
work at the keyboard, or on a tablet but in it, and tell them to clap their hands
when they hear the wrong note.
Answers to Last Month’s Questions
you can help them in other ways.
1. One musical tone may differ
Play a great many major and minor
You can teach them the names of the
other In pitch (higher or lower) :
keys and the sharps and flats; where to chords for them, and tell them which is (louder or softer) ; duration (.lonif‘Tiff°rshorter) ; and In color (produced in a diner
which,
until
they
are
able
to
recognize
find them on the piano and on the staff,
ent manner or by another medium).
a
ner died in 1883. 3. A
gtaff
both in the G clef and the F clef, or the difference themselves.
This elementary work will be more like
treble and bass, as they are often called.
to simplify notation. 4. Rubinstein
Then you can tell them something a musical game than work, and will be “Melody in F.” 5. A rest is a sign mm
a silence of measured durationabout rhythm. Show them the difference very good practice for you, and will give eating
Modulation means passing harmonically from
■ between 4/4 and 3/4 time, and let them them a good “head-start” in music. Try one tonality to another. 7. Beethoveni
in 1770. 8. Rubinstein was a Kue»
clap their hands or swing their arms and to spend a few minutes in this way every horn
0.
Phrasing
is punctuation or infection
’ count aloud while you play your pieces day and see how interesting it is for you music, expressed through appropriate sna
and for little sister or brother, too.
and accent. 10. Wild Rose by MacDoweu.
for them,

%

f fit

The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the neatest
and best original stories or essays and an¬
swers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month,
"Susie’s Sense of Rhythm,” It must con¬
tain not Over 160 words. Write on one side
of the paper only. Any boy or girl under
fifteen years of age may compete.
All contributions must bear name, ago
and address of sender (not written on a
separate piece of paper), and m!ls* b® ,Bon,t
to Junior Etude Competition, 1712 Chest¬
nut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before the
30th of August.
The names of the prize winners and their
contributions will be published In the issue
for October.
,
Please comply with all of these condi¬
tions and do not use typewriters.

IV

Each composition must bear on the first page the line in red ink
• -For THEETUDE Prize Contest.”

V.

On the last page the full name, address and age of the competitor
at the last birthday.

VI

Attached to the composition must be the following properly signed
guarantee by the composer’s teacher, parent, guardian or minister:
“This composition was written by--—-whose age in
and was to the best of my belief composed
and written without adult assistance.

SUMMER PRACTICE
Summer practice is a wonderful thing,
and is very important. Indeed, we really
do not realize the importance of it. You
must practice daily in the summer if you
want to succeed. Even if you do not
practice over ten minutes a day, that will
be better than nothing. If you stop prac¬
ticing for one week your fingers will be¬
come Stiff and you can’t play as well as
if you had been practicing daily. It is
necessary to keep on practicing the scales
and exercises and get them perfect so as
to play the pieces nicely. And then, in
the fall, when we will start taking lessons
again, we will be where we weft.
Seeing that summer practice is neces¬
sary, proving to us that “practice makes
perfect,” we should practice with a more
determined will.
Robert Epes Jones (age 12),
Blackstone, Va.
SUMMER PRACTICE
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Puzzle Corner
In the following square are the names
of five musical instruments. Start on any
letter and move in any direction to the
next letter.
F A L O N
NLUOA
A V I T I
R G L E P
O E C L O

Answer to June Puzzle
1, Memorize; 2, Relaxation; 3, Har¬
mony ; 4, Fingering; 5, Scales and Chords.

Prize Winners
Halcyon Gillies (age 10), Eaton, Colo.;
Wilma C. Rheinboldt (age 13), 217-A
Oak Street, Weehawlcen, N. J.; Hermene
Eisentnan (age 13), Brookline, Mass.
Honorable Mention for Puzzles
Lyda Cunningham, Mabel Marie Carsom, Elizabeth Sherman, Martha Hamil¬
ton, Esther Kahn, Ellen P- Wharton,
Eleanora Pennifield, Tillie Hayes, Milton
Greenberg, Agnes Fitch, Jeanette Rakower,
Marion Schwenke, Dagmar Horn, Char¬
lotte Ahrnke.

Honorable Mention for
Compositions
Alice Nieciing, Anita Rosengtein. Lillian
May Engel, Pauline Buey, Anna K. liaminermale, Helen Dawe, Allen P. V
Beatrice Adams, Marie Fulle, Elizabeth V.
Hahn, Felicite G. Bebb, Marie Doyle, Teresa
Barrera, Goldie Brenneman, Ruby E. George,
Vivian Newton, Belle Gaither, Millie Myers,
Alma Stevens, Julia C. Gregg. Maude Bu¬
chanan, Beatrice Stillings, Doris Hayward,
Margaret Griffeth, Silvia Marie Manouge,
Hermene Eisenman, Nancy Vann, Cora McWharter, Elizabeth D. Hermann, Helen L.
Frank, Marian Anderson, Forry Eugene
Enele Helen Lund, Mary Lawrence, Dorothy
G Boer, Isabel E- Froelicb, Florence E. Sklles.

It was very difficult for little Mary
Three “P’s”
Brown to practice in the summer. She
went with her parents to a beautiful sum¬
By Frank Oneto
mer home near a lake,
Signed:
„
Mary was obliged to stop her play and
Three important and big words in the
practice one hour each day. Interruptions study of music, that have made good, and
were many. One very hot day she saw have produced great artists and worldIt is unnecessary to send an additional separate letter.
some men running past and going out to famous musicians:
VII.
Piano compositions ONLY will be considered.
see what the trouble was found out that
Paderewski, Ignace.
a canoe with two men in it had been
VIII. Compositions winning Prizes will be published in the usual sheet
Rachmaninoff, Serge.
overturned. People went in their boats to
music form.
, .
Abt, Franz.
rescue
them
and
soon
had
saved
them.
The Winning Compositions will also be published in 1Mb
Chaminade, Cecile.
Another day a tired man stopped to
Tschaikowski, Peter Ilyitch.
ETUDE.
rest and hearing Mary practicing asked to
Indy, Vincent d’.
see her. He told her that anyone who
IX.
No Composition which has previously been published shall be
Chopin, Frederic.
would practice faithfully every day would
eligible for a prize.
Elman, Mischa.
surely
succeed.
Some
time
after
Mary
X.
If return of manuscript is desired postage for return must be enlearned that her visitor was a great musi¬
Palestrina, G. PArensky, Anton.
cian, and she felt very pleased that she had
XI.
Addresa “Young Folks’ ETUDE Prize Contest.”
Thomas, Ambroise.
met him while she was doing her summer
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Ilinski, Alexander A.
practice.
Elgar, Sir Edward,
Florence Ketchum (age 9),
Nordica, Lillian.
Saratoga, N. Y.
Caruso, EnricoEnglemann, Hans.
SUMMER PRACTICE
Letter Box
Some Pupils I Have Known
Pergolesi, Giovanni B.
Mary hated to practice in winter be¬
Dear
Junior
Etude:
Esposito, Michele.
Some pupils are such tiresome things
cause she had to think so much about her
It has been my pleasure to read and school lessons. It was now vacation time
Rossini, Gioachino.
They never know their scales.
enjoy The Etude for some time, and I and she could think more about her
Schubert, Franz.
And if you ever ask them why
am going to write to you from Southwest
They’ll tell you different tales.
Engel, Carl.
Texas.
Verdi, Guiseppe.
mHer little baby brother always stopped
And others have such stiff, straight hands,
I play the cornet and piano, and love crying when he heard the Victrola play¬
Eddy, Clarence.
They’re always in the way.
my music. I began playing the cornet at ing. But the Victrola was broken. Mary
Rimski-Korsakov, Nikolai.
And if you say, ‘(Please limber up,”
the age of nine and in two years I was knew that she could save her mother much
Amati, Nicolo.
“I’m limber now,” they’ll say.
playing first cornet in a band. I played time if she could play the piano for her
Nevin, Ethelbert.
Still others have queer jointed thumbs
the piano sometimes in the orchestra two brother. So she started to practice regu¬
dementi, Muzio.
That “break” right in the middle.
n years before I ever took a piano lesson. larly and soon began to enjoy it. At the
Eslava, Miguel Hilarion.
“Why docs your thumb bend back like that ?”
Like most other children I wanted to end of the summer Mary began to take
They’ll answer, “That’s a riddle.”
play pieces the first thing, but now I music lessons again, and her teacher no¬ Dear Junior Etude:
realize the importance of exercises for ticed how well she was doing. She be¬
Some pupils cannot memorize,
I am writing to tell you how much I
both the cornet and the piano. I am came more and more interested and by and enjoy The Etude. We have taken it
Or play a thing at sight.
You’d think that notes were hard to read— under a piano teacher now and I will al¬ by was sent to a conservatory of music from as far back as 1909 and I do not be¬
ways
remember:
“Learn
to
play
your
and became a famous pianist, and when lieve we shall ever give it up. I love to
They NEVER get them right.
exercises correctly, then you can play any Mary grew older she remembered how
play the piano and make it my business
Now really they are quite enough
piece!”
she earned her fame by summer practice- to play every piece in The Etude.
To turn their teachers gray!
Sincerely yours,
From your friend,
Helen Schless (age 11),
Yet if they keep on practicing,
Noble Hancock (Age 13),
Margaret O, Russell (Age 15).
Emporium, Pa.
SOME DAY THEY’LL LEARN TO
La Pryor, Texas.
PLAY.
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A Cirola for Your
An Expression of
Vacation
Appreciation
This is a small portable phonograph
It is quite pleasing to note that, in re¬ not over a foot square and six inches
sponse to a request which aPPjared m
deep, which possesses a volume of tone
this department of the July issue
hitherto unknown in. small outin|
Etude, a large number of our patr
have returned the Qn Sale music which machines. It is easy to carry about, and
they were unable to dispose of during the for the summer home or camp it is espec¬
ially adapted. Many of them are also
season which closed June 1st. Also
a
many of them have settled their accounts used on yachts, and they have been giving
in full with the view of permitting our such splendid satisfaction that we have
recording their initial orders for a new secured the wholesale and retail agency.
season on a clean ledger page. It just The price is $47.50 in handsome mahogaseems as though our patrons, almost nized case, with compartment for ten
unanimously, decided on a Let_U®‘^r0^' records. Dealers desiring to investigate
Helpful policy, which has worked out the merits of this “little wonder,” as it
wonderfully well, for which we wish now has been termed, should communicate with
to express our feelings of pleasure and us without delay, as the demand is now
appreciation.
To those from whom we have yet to 0I1The new August list of Victor records
hear in the way of returns and settle¬
Now is the Time to Obtain
will be on sale August 1st. Our mail
NEW WORKS.
ment, we respectfully urge the clearing
Next Season’s Supplies
order business for these and the Bruns:
Advance of Publication Offers—
In a few weeks the 1920-1921 teaching up of last season’s account as promptly wick records is very large. Many Victor
season will begin and we want to say a few as possible. If your season extends into records have not been made up for several
August, 1920
s^°‘
words to teachers who are looking for¬ the summer months, please notify us so months, and are therefore very hard to
ward to a prosperous year’s work. We that unnecessary correspondence may be secure, but we are buying our stocks from
Beethoven’s Selected Sonatas.
take it for granted that every teacher is avoided, and as soon as your season is so many different sources that we are
Child vs Own Book—Liszt, Tapper.
expecting to have as many pupils as pos¬ ended, pack up and return to us the
frequently able to get hold of missing
Compositions for Beginners—Hamilton. .
sible, and that plans to that end are al¬ material you have not used or disposed of
Easy Arrangements of Celebrated Pieces
ready made, but it is a mistake to plan or you feel sure you cannot use next numbers for our customers. We are now
For the Home—Gaenschals.
for a class of students, large or small, season, by cheapest way, charges prepaid. revising our mailing list and if you are
In Santa Claus Land—Rohrer.
without giving serious thought to the kind Please make sure that the package is not already on it let us hear from you
Introductory Polyphonic Studies.
and we will mail you supplements and
or quantity of teaching material neces¬ well wrapped, in heavy paper, tied se
Melodies Without Notes—Hudson.
sary to the success, particularly the initial curely, not rolled, making sure your special lists each month.
Rachmaninoff Album .
success, of the undertaking. All experi¬ NAME AND POST-OFFICE, ADDRESS ARE PLAINLY
Seven' Songs from the South—Strickland
enced teachers know this and most of WRITTEN CR PRINTED ON THE OUTSIDE In Santa Claus Land
Bonds' and Dances from Pcreign Lands,
them provide in advance for the occasion, WRAPPER.
We ask particularly that the latter part Christmas Play
Paloverde.
by having on hand a plentiful supply of
Studio Song Album.
sheet music, studies, and instruction books of the foregoing instructions be regarded By G. M. Rohrer
Tschaikowsky Album .
ready to be given out as soon as the because so many of our patrons forget to
We take pleasure in announcing the
Twelve Games for Children.• •
pupils are enrolled. This not only saves perform this very essential action, the new Christmas entertainment for young
Twenty Progressive Studies—Greenwald
time and worry, but it also gives both result being that parcels of return music people by Gertrude Martin Rohrer. This
Virginian Bomance—H. Loren Clements
the teacher and the student certain posi¬ reach us without names and addresses and little play is in one act with a single set¬
tive and practical advantages very much of course we are, in such cases, unable to ting and is intended to be produced by
give proper credit. As credit memoranda
worth while.
.
Presser Prices
about thirty girls and boys. It is ad¬
Another particular reason for ordering are mailed to our patrons promptly upon mirably adapted for use with Sunday
to the Profession
all such supplies as early as possible is receipt of their returns, it would be well
In theSe days of mounting prices, it is found in the transportation troubles Re¬ that you let us hear from you, after a School classes or day classes. Since the
with no little pride that w are able to sulting from unsettled labor conditions.
reasonable period, if you do not get out scene is a living room it is very easy of
say that during the tune that has passed
Our experience of many years in meet¬ acknowledgment of the receipt of your preparation. The properties and costumes
since the beginning of the European V ar ing the wants of teachers, our catalog of returned music parcel. When writing, are equally easy to obtain; the dialogue
we have persistently refrained from ad¬ suitable teaching material, and our gene¬ please specify date, method of shipment, is cheerful and the music is tuneful and
vancing our prices until conditions grad¬ ral stock of musical publications may be and apprexiinate value of parcel; with catchy. There are nine musical numbers
ually forced us to do so; in fact for over reckoned upon as the safest possible basis this information we may be able to locate either vocal or instrumental. We hope to
three years we made practically no for a satisfactorv business relationship; it or at least be able to give you informa¬ have this work ready early in the fall, in
changes whatever and went through a therefore, it is with the fullest confidence tion that will prove helpful in tracing ample time for rehearsal for the coming
long period of constantly diminishing in our ability to give the best of service from your end if by chance the parcel
season.
profits in the belief that everything would that we invite patrons to entrust their fall has strayed.
.
The special introductory price in ad¬
presently go hack somewhere near the orders to us, both “regular” and “on
Length of Service is an asset of in¬ vance of publication is 50 cents, post*
old level; in this we were mistaken but
calculable value. We have for more than
paid.
our patrons were protected against higher sale.”
We have already filled a vast number thirty-seven years been making efforts to
prices for music long after they had been of “early orders” and consequently many be of service to music teachers all over
obliged to pay much more than formerly of our patrons are now in possession of the world. We have been continuously A Virginian Romance, Operetta
for nearly everything else. Finally it be¬ supplies sufficient for the first few months’ devising ways and means of adding to By H. Loren Clements
came necessary to revise prices and dis¬ work; all teachers so supplied are enjoy¬ the efficiency of this service, so that now
This is an American operetta which has
counts but this was done most conserva¬ ing a sense of relief and of security we are in better position than at any time
tively and the net result amounted only against delays and losses when teaching in the past to extend to our patrons the been produced a number of times with
to an average advance of about 20 per is resumed, but in spite of the manifest advantages of a Mail Order system of much success under the author’s supervi¬
cent over pre-war prices. This is a small advantages offered by this plan there are securing teaching material to meet their sion. It has two scenes: a Southern out¬
increase compared with the present cost ever so many who will put off ordering requirements, no matter how small or. door scene and an indoor scene in the
of paper, printing, binding and general until the last moment; also many who are large they may be. Small orders receive same locality. The plot concerns the love
operating expenses. It would spell ruin not now positive as to what they may the same painstaking care and efficient affair of two descendants, respectively of
for a publishing concern doing business actually need; but any teacher who wants attention as that devoted to the larger the North and South. There is much local
on a small scale or even a large one, to make the best possible start will not ones, our thought always being that the color and familiar war time and patriotic
obliged to reproduce its entire list at to¬ wait at all, but will arrange to get atten¬ teacher is waiting for the material and melodies introduced.
This operetta is
day’s cost prices.
our sending it the same day that order thoroughly practical in all respects; is not
tion before the crowd arrives.
Our business having been built up on
We state frankly that more or less de¬ is received will prove advantageous. In difficult of performance, and both dia¬
the plan of attractive prices to music lay may tie anticipated after the begin¬ connection with small orders not accom¬ logues and music are well made. It is just
teachers and our policy being always in ning of September, so again urge our panied with a remittance, and for that the sort of an operetta that amateur clubs
that direction we feel that we may stul friends to give us as many of their orders reason not privileged to prepaid postage will delight to produce.
have the confidence, good will and support as possible, particularly “on sale” orders, charges, we have noted a tendency on the
The special introductory price in ad¬
of the profession even though a few price before that time.
part of some of our patrons to uninten¬ vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
advances have been unavoidable.
All “on sale” orders from now on will tionally neglect payment of these smaller postpaid.
#
be subject to settlement at the close of items.' They do not know perhaps that
the season in 1921 (or earlier, at the our profits are purposely held down to a
Prize Contest for
option of the customer). Particulars and very small margin with the view of in¬ Home Pleasures
Young People
Easy Four-Hand Pieces
creasing
the
volume
of
our
business
and
full
explanation
of
the
“on
sale
plan”
sent
On another page of this issue will be
that when we must write them several By C. Gaenschals.
found details of a prize contest which we free to any teacher on request.
times calling attention to their failure to
We are about to issue a new edition of
are offering for juvenile composers. There
observe the rules of business courtesy this interesting little volume. It consists
will be three prizes aggregating $30.00. To Canadian
the modest profit is entirely blotted out.
Customers
They will be divided into two classes:
of a number of original melodies and ar¬
It affords us much pleasure and satis¬
Class I. Young Folks under the age of
rangements adapted in an easy manner
faction to announce that we have now Seven Songs from the South
for four hand playing. These duets are
Twelve Years.
Class II. Young Folks from Twelve to completed arrangements with one of the By Lily Strickland
not necessarily for teacher and pupil but
Large, Canadian Banking Institutions
Sixteen Years.
These original songs are comprised in they may be played by two students as
The compositions that win the prizes whereby that agency will handle all of one of the best volumes of Southern songs they lie chiefly in the first and second
will be published in The Etude, and we our Canadian remittances. This means that we have ever seen. They are typical grades. The melodies are all attractive
look forward to very hearty returns from that Canadian music buyers may now re¬ of the attitude of the “Southern Mammy” and they are most tastefully harmonized
this contest. Every composition sent in mit to the Theo. Presser Co. by Personal toward her youthful charges and of the throughout. This book will prove excel¬
to us will receive the most careful atten¬ Check, Money Order, Postal Note, or in devotion frequently found between the lent for sight reading or for drill in
tion. There are a number of conditions any other way that is most convenient to two. In these songs both words and ensemble playing.
that should be observed in this contest, them, and such remittances will be music are on a very high plane.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
too numerous to mention here, but they credited at face value without suffering
The special introductory price in ad¬ vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
will be found on another page of this loss of any existing unfavorable rate of vance of publication is 60 cents, postpaid. postpaid.
exchange between the two countries.
journal.

THE etude
Composition for Beginners
py A. H. Hamilton
.
neW work Oil a new piau.
plan. We
uc
ThlSll been taught that composing behave a
matured musician. It has
longs
_ ,,a9PC
l0rfhtoe.. in recent
years that
that the
the child
child
?nlL lower grades of the public schools
f .
u nions. Now it is a part of
Teducation of every child in the public
u l tn write short compositions and it
'
• tc a feature in their development.
development,
;ame thing with
t imprecisely the same
wjth music,
music:
... easier for children to
, fact it is
musical compositions than
* iS This work by A. H. Hamilton has
tions. I
J
in a eorresnonVeen
°Utand wL found to be extraordence course,
-p. b sten in the
dinarily sueces
■
tested in actual
„ork has been tho
ghly t t
iea?forwaHl^to^a1Sgreat futureTfor this
fetle work.™ We would like to see every
re teacher who reads this notice send
for at least one copy for her own use.
Tn fact most teachers would he greatly
benefited to go through.the course themselves There is nothing so stimulating as
^°lves^We'hcarti'ly rtcornmendmswrnk
r readers.
___
v for 60 cents a
n be pnrch
copy, postpaid if ordered in advar 5 of
publication.
Twenty Progressive Studies
for the Pianoforte
By M. Greenwald
. This new book of studies will prove
useful as an alternative to such well-known
hooks as those by Streabbog and similar
writers
It is always well to vary the
curriculum of studies, especially in the
earlier grades. Mr. Greenwald’s new book
will undoubtedly make a place for itself
\st used second grade
gmong
jjtudies.
.
.
,
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
twelve Games for Children
Arranged for the Pianoforte
By M. Greenwald
; In this new volume Mr. Greenwald has
.iliar and traditional chiltaken so
lelodies and worked them up into
very interesting little piano pieces. Although the pieces are intended for instruthe words are given for each
mental use the
melodv. In each c e there is a variation
.,. y pleasing style. It will
xecllent volume either for study
ion, suitable for second grade
work.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Songs and Dances

Studio

Selected Sonatas

Song Album
This
xiuo work
woir will remain
- o~ special offer
only during this present
work
wuih has been completed
- and i;
nresc Ponies
be delivered
deliver
the press.
Copies will
will be
to a
vance subscribers before the next
of The Etude has been published.
These songs are of a kind that are
available for the average singer. The
accompaniments afford no great piano
technic and can be played by the singer,
in most cases. The songs are mostly of a
secular order with only a sprinkling of
sacred songs here and there. The selec¬
tion has been made from the best part
of our vocal catalogue and contains only
those
- songs
. that have worked their way
into popularity. Those who
themselves of this special offer will have
to do so during the presen month. The
special advance^ price for the work po,tPald wl11 be but 40 cents,

This
xmo will,
wiii, in all
cm likelihood,
iiKeimuou, be
ue the
uie last
month in which this work will appear at
special offer
unci price. The
inc work
wunt is expected
expeaeu to
iu
im
be in the hands of advance subscribers bepubfore the next issue of The Etude
In this volume will be found those
sonatas that are the most generally used.
Not one student in a hundred will ever
bave any need for any more sonatas than
are fou*d .„ tWs vnll^
found in this volume. There are two
sonatas that belong to the later period,
that is:
the Waldestein
Waldestein Sonata
that
is: the
Sonata and
and the
Sonata Appassionata. The volume
contain a biographical sketch of the
poser and a portrait.
The edition will be in conformity with
edition, which is the one usually
used. After it has been published the
price will be more than double that at
which it can be purchased at the present
time.
Our special advance price, postpaid,
oa

Easy Arrangements of
Celebrated Pieces for

the Pianoforte
Melodies Without Notes
In this new volume many of the im¬
By H. B. Hudson
mortal melodies of the great masters are
i the press brought within the reach of the student
This little book is i
and will be ready for delivery before next of intermediate grade. In • all
issue. It is a work that requires no notes, best and most outstandingJfeateeS^of the
only the letters of the alphabet are used, ...iginals have been reserved and only the
with little, simple marks to designate the technical difficulties have been reduced.
length of the note, somewhat after the There are no extraneous variations or
embellishments. The arrangements are
order of the Tonic Sol Fa system. The all playable and lie well under the hands.
previous work ot
of this kind,
called tne
the
kina, cauea
^ the
t masters who are repreA B C of Music, by this author, has been sente(f are& Handel, Mozart, Dussek,
-ery successful,
and it has inspired the ch • , Gluck> Schubert, Rubinstein, and
work along otbe'rs. Many of the transcriptions are
author to continue this
the same line. It is a work that precedes
by well
introduction to the staff and
up by the veriest beginner. Those teachThe special introductory price in ad¬
’ have
’...
a—. with littlei who
to deal
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
find great joy in this work.
Our special advance price is but 35 Rachmaninoff Album
cents.
for the Pianoforte
The celebrated “Prelude in C# Minor”
Child’s Own Book
of Rachmaninoff brought this composer
Liszt—Tapper
into almost instant popularity. Since his
Liszt, the Wizard of the Keyboard, has residence in this country his fame has
always been a fascinating subject for the grown both as a composer and pianist,
musical biographer.
All good players will be glad to possess
Children
---will find this number of the the volume made up of his most popular
child’s Own Book, in Mr. Thomas Tap- piano solos. His works are full of color
__iginality and are not too difficult;
per»s series, very interesting indeed,
lossess certain melodic charm.
Thousands of teachers are using the book_ _
A x
__ie special introductory price in adlets for practical
instruction purposes,
right now. The idea of having the child vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
cut out its own pictures, from a large postpaid,
sheet provided for that purpose, and paste
them in the places assigned to each ^ Will Do a Dollar’s Duty
picture is most excellent. It nails the
.
,
child’s interest at once and gives him his Until till8 Offer IS Withdrawn
information in unforgettable form.
TWs year will see reduced prices in
The advance pubhcation price of this ^
merchandise, but the
book is 10 cents. This is for the purpose menacing scarcity of print paper will
of introduction and 've Per™t °,1*' t.
continue to make lower prices improbable

Offers Withdrawn
In pursuance of our usual policy of
withdrawing the special advance of pub¬
lication prices on works as they appear
from press we are announcing the retau
prices and withdrawing the special prices
on the following new publications:
Piano Playing and Piano Questions
Answered, by Josef Eofmann. Price,
$2.00.
Four Octave Keyboard Chart. Prices
Cloth, 75 cents; card-board, 50 cents.
Henlein Mandolin Method, Book I.
Price, 75 cents.
Make Your Gratitude
Practical
If you really find the Etude helps you
—has contributed to your pleasure—has
added to your knowledge and conscious¬
ness of power—and if you would like to
do something in return to demonstrate
your appreciation—why not tell your
friends about it! Why not give them an
opportunity to feel as you feel!
By sending us one new subscription at
$2.00 together with your renewal, you can
receive as a reward any one of the fol¬
lowing:
Beginner’s Method, Theo. Presser.
Bonbon Dish, 4 silver plate, gold lined.
Brush and Comb Set.
Celebrated Compositions by Famous
Composers.
Chopin, Waltzes or Nocturnes.
Clarke, Dictionary of Music.
Concert Albums, for the Piano, classical
or popular.
Czerny-Liebling Selected Studies. In
three books. Any one book.
Masterpieces for the Piano, 25 Selections.
Mathews, 2 vols. Standard Graded
Course of Studies. Vol. 1, Grade 1, to
Vol. 7, Grade 7.
Mendelssohn, 48 Songs Without Words.
Novels.
(Any popular, well-known
book.)
Parlor and School Marches for Piano,

From Foreign Lands
P“bl,C*
"jf“"i 0lh" ^ *****
Arranged for the Piano
‘ The remaining volumes of the. senes mIt is quite probable> even, that some
By M. Paloverde
eluding Bach, Handel,
ay, w
’ magazines will increase their price, in
^
1
j 1 4. Beethoven, Schumann, Schubert, Wagner,
-j
T,revent beinff oversold through
This volume is very nearly ready but Mendelssohn, Chopin, Verdi, wiRbesent
£ th"Spaper supply.
g
upon receipt of the price, which is 20
_l.tw
the special introductory ooffer will be con
_
This one thing however is certain: that
tinued during the current month. The cgn1
during the next twelve months it will be
short pieces contained in this volume will
impossible to buy magazines cheaper than
prove acceptable for teaching or recrea¬
we are offering them this month, for we
tion. They have an educational interest
have voluntarily reduced our own margin
since they serve to make better known Introductory Polyphonic
„ D!n«nfortP
of profit in order to moderate the burden
the national music of the various coun¬ Studies
for the Piano
0f bigh prices which has fallen upon our
tries. The pieces are all about grade
The name of this work ’sounds quite readers. Other prices on request,
21/z.
,
The special introductory price m ad¬ formidable, but it is nothing more than
Both for
vance of publication is 35 cents, post¬ part-playing, that is: compositions in ETUDE .
which each part is independent, such as Pictorial Keview . . 3.00 j $4.35
paid.
will be found in fugues and canons. In
almost every composition for the piano¬ ETUDE . . $2.00 \ Both for
Tschaikowsky Album
forte there is mqre or less of this kind McCall’s . . 1.50 ( $2.85
of study necessary. .Even in little pieces
for the Pianoforte
Both for
tl
.
.
f i;l.p
Traumeri, by Schumann, you will ETUDE
ETUDE . . $2.00 \
»T,he.. many lovers of the music of like the
’pv/mnle of this writing. Modern Pris
Priscilla .. . 1.75 f $3.00
Tschaikowsky will find in this volume all find an excelle
p
advanced. $2.001 Both for
ETUDE
bers m this work have been most care- players, out
ke Christian Herald . . 2.00 j $3.25
fully revised and edited. This will make through the
, . ’it m be a Er
ETUDE .
4 splendid volume for any music library, ready to take
ir tbis mr icidar w
$2.25
Woman’s World .
hi pianists should know'these pieces.
book for beginners in this particular w
ETUDE ... . $2.00 \ Both for
People’s Home Journal. . • i-25) $2.90
postpaid.
postpaid.
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Advance of Publication

Beethoven’s

Quiet Piano
Sunday Piano Music.
Music.
(Wonderfully
Waterproof
Apron,
popular.)
i be had
Any two of the following
for two subscriptions at $2.00 each (one
of these can be your own renewal).
Album of Lyric Pieces for the Piano.
Chaminade, C. Album of Favorite Com¬
positions.
Chopin, F. Complete Waltzes.
Duet Hour, collection for the piano.
Engelmann Album of Easy Pieces, 20
compositions.
Heins, Carl, Album of Pianoforte
Pieces.
Manicure Set.
Mathews’ Standard Compositions for
the Piano. Grades 1 to 7. Any one.
Popular Recital Repertoire (31 pieces.)
Presser, Theo., Beginner’s Book.
Singer’s Repertoire, 39 Songs for
medium voice.
Any one of the following can be had
for three subscriptions at $2.00 each.
Baltzell, History of Music.
Cooke, Standard History of Music.
Cream Ladle.
Diamond-shaped Lavalliere.
Hanon, D. L. Virtuoso Pianist (com¬
plete).
Ladies’ Fountain Pens.
Mathews, Standard Graded Course.
Vol. 1, Grade 1, to Vol. 7, Grade 7. (Any
3 volumes sent.)
Misses’ Locket and Chain.
Organ Repertoire Pipe Organ CollecPerry, Stories of the Standard Piano
Compositions.
Picture Frames (oval or oblong, 3 x 5V
Phillip, K., Preparatory School of
Technic.
Daily practice in technical
essentials.
Scissors (set of 3 pairs.)
Shirtwaist Set of Pins.
Standard Dictionary, Seal, Morocco
Wodell, Choir and Chorus Conducting.
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August
Renewal Offer
Although there have been no reductions
in the elementary costs of publishing, we
are offering an opportunity to our per¬
manent readers, who renew during August,
to secure some of the best albums in our
catalogue at little more than the cost of
printing. The prices quoted in the second
column below offer the designated album
and the Etude for one year.

Ensriemann, H.

si. A
Album of Fav-
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Schools and Collides <®

MINNESOTA AND GENERAL

CHICAGO AND ILLINOIS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MacPhail School of Music

WANTED and FOR SALE

Military Academy, Cornwall on

u son,

806 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

_

Chicago Musical College
FELIX BOROWSKI, President

If

^

School of Music,

Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art of America

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 13
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists:
PIANO

DUNNING SYSTEM'SjlSlSsP*
The Demand for Panning Teachers Cannot Be Supg-._
iORDON WEDERTZ

V0CAL
ELIAS BREDIN
BELLE FORBES CUTTER
EDOUARD DUFRESNE
ARTHUR DUNHAM
MRS. O. L. FOX
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
JOHN B. MILLER
A nnr T? H/rmiT
T,:4M
ADOLF
MUHLMANN
EP2^5°TtSt^TrHFRTE
BURTON THATCHER

(Alphabetically Arranged)
LOUISE FERRARIS
MAX FISCHEL
PREDERIK FREDERIKSEN
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
RAY HUNTINGTON
LEON SAMETINI
ORGAN
CLARENCE EDDY
ERIC DE LAMARTER
HELEN W. ROSS
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
T Tc.

^

ijADMfiNV COMPOSITION, counterpoint, canon and fugue
■“Rrepertoi’reTa’n d*interpretation”1
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES
CLASSES
TULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
GLENN DILLARD GUNN
RUDOLPH REUTER
'GLENN DILLARD GUNN (Piano)
LEON SAMETINI
-T INS
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal)
MAX FISCHEL (V
THATCHER
BU
WALTON PYRE (Expression and Dramatic Art)
SCHOOL OF OPERA
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
ADOLF MUHLMANN
EDOARDO Sj
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION
WALTON PYRE
MINNA MAE LEWIS

* free scholarships and PRIZES
140 Partial Sch daratips to be awarded Sept. I; Application blankmi^uMt-

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS

Special Three Months’ Shier Subscriptions

EASTERN

Keep pupils’ interest alive during the Summer overcome their
tendency to consider their musical Judies

ToUch with

by having each pupil take advantage of

The Etude Special Summer Offer
THREE ISSUES FOR 40 CENTS
$2.00 WILL SUPPLY 5 PUPILS
the three moles sent them, pupils will get at least fifty pleasing and instructive
pieces of musht as well a, many interesting articles by leading mus.aans and teachers.
Th„i,MndK of teachers donate a three months’ subscription to each student.

The Etude, THEOpupbRS “■ Philadelphia, Pa.

TIRE PRICES CUT
from our factory to you

Anno
miles
OVw V guarantee
GUARANTEE
1 Our double tread recoiMnucted^
11 tSSetiresofiSriormake.. Our re'
' I Coast to Coast. Ask your banker about us.
I
£3
*?.7S I 3S2x4

%%

K'Sl'SSsaSH

BEECHW00D ggBa&sa
COMBS r:35g*T~ a.
DUNNING SLSrliSw
FABR1

AMERICAN
ARNOLD ’ Katharine U. Arnold, Director
BROWN "Z&-5S&&SZ
BUpOWES^SSi
CHICAGO laiKSSSS
HAWTHORNE
KRIENS
CINCINNATI SgffKBaa
MOULTON aSWS: COLUMBIA
NEW YORK -SSalwSiWE DAHM PETERSEHr§fg
RAPlSARDA|i|HSgpS j)ETRQ|T
SALVINI ‘«£SH2at~“ DETROIT
VIRGIL ■-•.fe
5!- KNOX °~Z
SOUTHERN CONSERVATORY 01

n_i ®o A^nrtctit for each tire and JI for each tube ordered, ba
gfS f>.T?rl?^uTubi«ftoUr examtaation State
gg.al. (Q. D.) plain or H. S. ts desired. All same i
NATIONAL GOOD-WEAR TIRE CO., 1113 Washington Blvd., Dept

TOMLINSON
CONVERSE COLIEGESSS WESTERN 1 ifISiht

Do You Have a Little Spare Time? Utilize it to Profitable Advantage
_Write THE ETUDE Subscription Department for ParticularsPlease mention THE ETUDE wben

Hotel)

_WESTERN

Amil KOEMAI TtACHEA

3U3M
oo.ou iV&
in m
2.25 I Ijit
34x*K

620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE

55th YEAR

Professional Directory

__To The Etude

fI

MasOT&HamlinCnindniij^mfciasse^by'theCaMeRaiio Computy
Recital 01
as judges.

Give Your Pupils-

___

yrUnwerstty
(^School ot Music
M.IHTl WLIN0W8KI, B.A., Blreetor
Sound musical training under teachers
of wide reputation and long experience.
Four years special work required for
Performer’s and Teacher's Certificate.
Special courses in Keyboard Harmony,
History of Music and Appreciation.
S-hool chorus, orchestra, and recitals.
Cheerful hon
’'
A

U/V\

Cosmopolitan
School of Music and
Dramatic Art
DR. WM. C. WILLIAMS, President
yj \T eminent faculty of 60 artists.
JjL, Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
em educational principles, also courses in
collegiate studies for students unable to
attend university. Diplomas, Degrees
and Teachers’ Certificates. Many free
advantages.

OBSERVATORY
( INCOR.POR.ATED)

Dept. E, 600-610 Lyon & Healy Building, Chicago
ELIAS DAY, President and Teacher of Dramatic Art.
THEODORE HARRISON, Director Music Department

and

Teacher of Voice.
Head of Violin Department.
MAURICE ROSENFELD, Head of Piano Department.
JEANNE BOYD, Head of Theory Department.

ALEXANDER ZUKOVSKY,
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
MAX VAN LEWEN SWARTHOUT, Director
DONALD M. SWARTHOUT, Associate Direct*
Building One of the finest in existence for
Conservatory workFaculty Artist Teachers in all departments

Se?

isa is;

and Musical Kindergarten.
Degrees Conferred in Literary-Music Course
--- as Bachelor of Science in Mu«c.

VOCAL-William C. William
Bhacken; Shirley M. K. Ganlc...,., -J' Beach; Mrs. Ruber DeLamarter; Williae
Phillips: Elizabeth Dicks; Dwight Cook
Flora Waalkes; W. K. Knapp
VIOLIN—Melvin Martinson; Mary Hansen
Paul Vernon.
DRAMATIC ART-Ellen G. Hill; Sadie L.
Frazee.
ORGAN—E. Stanley Sedar.
AESTHETICS-William C. Williams.
VIOLONCELLO—Day Williams
THEORY—Rossettek G. Cole.
KEYBOARD HARMONY-Mary C.Williams
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC-J. Beach Craoun
Fall Season Opens
September 13
For particulars address
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL
ElIWIN L. STEPHEN, Her-

Other members of the faculty include: Katharine HowardWard, Chas. Edward Clarke, James Hamilton, Ora PadgetLanger, Anna Imig, Lawrence Creath Ammons, Karl Klamsteiner, Thirza Mosher-Parmenter, Oranne Truitt Day, Clara
Louise Thurston, Will H. Bickett, Frank Borstadt, Marguerite
Kelpsch, Rachel Steinman Clarke, Minna Krokowsky.
We specialize in giving thorough preparation for concert work
and have placed in good concert positions more than 400
young people during the past seven years.
DIPLOMAS, DEGREES and TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES
Free Catalog on Request
OUR MOTTO: “Definite Preparation for Definite WorkT

THE ETUDE
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^Schools and Colleges a

By Arthur Wurzel

CHICAGO. DETROIT AND ST. EOUIS

COLUMBIA-

r"

REED, Director

Piano
Clare Osborne Reed
Gertrude H, Murdough
Walter Spry
Helen B. Lawrence
William Hill
Arthur Oglesbee
Kathleen Air
Mary W. Holt
Elizabeth Parker
Parthenia Carmichael
Olive Kriebs
Pearl Marie Barker
Bertha Farrington
Lena B. Moore
Mabel Lee
Jessie E. Sage
Ethel Watts
Katherine Hedglin
Anna Chinlund
Margaret McArthur
Maude Jaeger
Esther Rich
Helen Elizabeth Taylor
Edwina Hastings
Margaret Farr
Marie Jackson
Florence Breyfogle
Gladys Owen
Olga Junge
Helen Frish

I

Theory
Adolf Brune
Mary Strawn Vernon

SCHOOL- OF^

1

5MUSIC_

FACULTY

TWENTIETH SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER 6th
Registration Days September 2nd, 3rd and 4th_

School Year 44 Weeks longed workk during
du the Student Period
Artists ana leacners —

j--

Ethel Jones

-

PIANO • _
THEORY
• nrVOICE
• VIOLIN
... .1 1
Ncwmal Trainino'

Public School Music Methods — Teachers’ Normal Training
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees by authority of the State of Illinois
c
Advanced Interpretation for
Special professional Musicians; Special
Classes Courses for the Post Graduate
Teacher, Kindergarten, Ear Training, Har¬
mony, Dalcroze Eurythmics, Sight Read¬ ing and Ear Training.
ing, Orchestral and Choral Conducting.
Teachers’ N ormal T raining
r
History of Music, Faculty
tree
Concerts, Pupils’Recitals, The demand for teachers and Director
Advantages Chorus Class, Orchestra, of Music in Schools and Colleges is much
than we are able to fill, jne
Demonstration of Children’s Class Work, greater
pay gotx} salaries under idea
Lectures. Graduates assisted to positions positions
w/xvlrirvcr condittons! Tile
'Tho Columbia
r«1nmhva School
through the School Employment Bureau, working
offers an excellent training and
c. J
(FREE) Senior Orchestra for of Music
its graduates to secure these places
Students advanCed pupils. Junior Or- assists
through the School Employment Bureau
Orchestra chestra for younger pupils. The
course includes thorough and practical
An unusual experience for advanced pupils work in Elementary Teaching and Ad¬
in Piano, Voice and Violin to appear at vanced Pedagogy by means of a compre¬
rehearsals and concerts.
hensive course of lectures on Psychology
Students’ Chorus (FREE) Open to and Teaching as well as Pjactical^ lessons
class and private
students of all departments.

SShSaSSB’AMK

Public School Music
The course requires two years for gradua¬
tion but in many instances one year may be
credited by sufficient teaching experience,
music study. College or University work,
and students are enabled thereby to grad¬
uate and secure their Diplomas in one year.

Voice
George Nelson Holt
Louise St. John Westervelt
Lillian Price
William Clifford
Edna VerHaar

h?Pd"lb H
ingr.Siph1 |«adu
a Faculty tes
S3 I'of
squired to attend
jrning through t

Normal Training
Clare Osborne Reed
Gertrude H. Murdough
Louise St. John Westervelt
Helen B. Lawrence
Ludwig Becker
George Nelson Holt
Kathleen Air
Olive Kriebs
Mary Strawn Vernon
Saida Sparks
Public School
Music
Mary Strawn Vernon
Ann Trimingham
Adolf Brune
William Montelius
Louise St. John Westervelt
aichael
Parthenia Carmichael

Box 173,509 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO_

i ■

mJr

IH Summer School
T»E a\ary w°°d chase/ch*ql
®FiAUSIg£L ARTS
c /"V I c

Ac G

O

LYON * HEA’

A School for the Training of Professional Musicians

W

MUSIC and
SCHOOL TEACHERS
who wish
Pedagogy, Material, Results
Personal Direction of
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
NEW YORK CITY, June 1st to
July 27th
LAKE SEBAGO, MAINE, August

Fifteenth Season Begins September 7, 1920
Modern Courses in Theory, Composition, Piano, Voice, Violin ’Cello,
Ear Training, Keyboard Harmony, Harmonic and Advanced 1 echmc,
Dalcroze Eurythmics, Dramatic Art, Teacher s Normal Courses.
The Professional Courses offer unusual opportunities for the serious
student, both for teaching and for the concert stage._ Acknowledged by
Concert Artists to be the most thorough and artistic work obtainable.
Students have frequent opportunity for performance. I’ ree advantages.
An Eminent Faculty of Artists includes: Mary Wood Chase, Bessie
Williams Sherman, Grace L. Seiberling, Elizabeth H. Logan Emma
Meftke, Bernice King, Edna M. Nelson, Amanda Jorgensen Monica
Graham Stults. Charles Link, Violet Martens Link Zetta Gay Whitson,
Elizabeth 01k Roehlk, Lucy Duncan Hall, Mane Lydia Standish, Elsa
Durand Mower, and many others.
Such is the reputation and standing of the school that its graduates are in demand
The demand is always greater than the supply.

Imagine the audacity of a compost*
and publisher in putting out a work for
pianoforte which was admittedly the most
difficult thing that could possibly be writ¬
ten! There is a human appetite for diffi¬
cult music. Thousands and thousands of
people buy works like the Rhapsodies of
Liszt or The Lark of Balikeirev, who
know that at the best they will merely be
able to play at them and never play them.
It was probably with some such insight
into human nature that the composer Woelfl
in 1807 published a composition which w^s
known as Non Plus Ultra, a grand sonata
for the piano, in which is introduced the
favorite air, Let Us Cherish, with Varia¬
tions. Not to be outdone, the publishers
of the works of the Bohemian Dussek
labeled his next composition Plus Ultra, a
sonata for the pianoforte, dedicated to
Non Plus Ultra (that is “Still Further”
dedicated to No Further Possible).
Whether the Dussek Sonata was the more
difficult we have not been able to ascer¬
tain, but the difficulties of both were such
that in all probability the average con¬
servatory graduate of to-day would laugh

Ludwig Becker
George Dasch
William Montelius
Natalie Robinson

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
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BURROWES COURSE
of MUSIC STUDY
KINDERGARTEN and PRIMARY
Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers.
Classes doubled by use of this method
Summer Courses held by
Miss Katharine Burrowes. 246 Highland Ave.,
H P Detroit.t, Michigan.
16th Street,
_es Pike, 2289
Los Angeles. California.
Miss
thage, Missouri.
Miss Kathryn Jamieso

st Music Schools in the United States

or handsome Catalogue t
BROS. EPSTEIN
t, St'. Louis, Mo.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

BgTSchools and Colleges
_CHICAGO. DETROITAND MICHIGAN

C/

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
CHICAGO’S FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Located in Spacious Quarters in the New Kimball Building in the Heart of Chicago s Musical Center
Thirty-fourth Session Begins September 9, 1920

Unsurpassed faculty of ninety artists. Courses of study modern and progressive. Superior
Teachers* Training School Supplies Teachers for Colleges. Students Orchestra, Lectures,
Concerts, Recitals, Diplomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates. Dormitory accommodations.

,

Among the prominent members of the faculty the following might be mentioned:
ORGAN—William Middelschulte, Frank Van
Dusen, Herbert E. Hyde.
MUSICAL THEORY, COMPOSITION—
Adolf Weidig, Arthur O. Andersen, John
Palmer, Leo Sowerby.
VIOLONCELLO—Robert Ambrosius.
and many others

PIANO—Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Vic¬
tor Garwood, Silvio Scionti, Louise Robyn.
VOICE—Karleton Hackett, Ragna Linnet E.
Warren, K. Howe, Charles La Berge.
VIOLIN—Herbert Butler, Adolf Weidig,
Ramon Girvin. •

PUBLIC SCHOOLMUSIC-O.E. Robinson.
HARP—Enrico Tramonti.
SCHOOL OF ACTING AND EXPRESPhysical Expression.

Guest Instructors, 1920—Josef Lhevinne, David Bispham
E.^Simpson. Cloth bound, 53 paBLs l ^ub‘
lished by the Four Seas Company, Boston.
This timely little book Is a terse r, sum*:
of America’s “beginnings In music. Its
main purpose is to snow tnar—i.u uuui
being a mere imitator in musical crention—America has already achieved a char¬
acteristic style worthy °U
race. An interesting chronology of American
composers is appended.
Car?* Wtdfmer
&£
Published by Pittsburgh Printing Company,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
This book is purely a personal revelation,
a compilation of the though^ wtnrh^ mope
fessional 'writer jots down in his notebook
for possible use in future books or articles.
Further than this, the matter shows sin¬
cerity. a certain mysticism not without _a
strong tinge of sensuousness, and that dis«_a fr.r.
uon+inmi which marks the soui
An Introduction to School Music Teaching.
By Karl Wilson Oehrkens. Cloth bound 1-7
pages. Published by C. C. Burchard and I Q.,
A careful discourse upon the practical
points necessary to be considered m school
music. Teachers will find much that is
valuable in it. The writer U very evidently
exceedingly useful"hints“ aTto"^ methods
to be pursued with school children of various
ages.
Musical Portraits. By Paul Roscnfeld.
Cloth bound 2!)5 pages, and a biographical
appendix. Published by Harcourt, Brace
a"TheIOmost admirable feature of this book
of critical commentaries, is the virile ana
exquisite English in which the author voices
his views. It is written from the extreme
modernist standpoint, and one cannot but
marvel at the wondrous things whien
•
Rosenfeld’s vivid imagination reads into
much of the jumble of sound which is the
content of ultra-modern “music.”
The Standard Opera Glass. By Charles
Anneslev. Boards, 791 pages. Published ny
Brentano, New York.
,
This is a new edition of an extremely
valuable work. It contains the brief plots
of two hundred and thirty five operas, one
cannot but wish, however, that the print
were a trifle larger, and the paragraphing a
little less extended. These solid blocks oi
fine print are apt to be unattractive to tne
student with eyes already strained trom
the perusal of much music.

FneAdvantaifstVSS&^SXSZ^^
ships. (Examinations from Sept. 3 to Sept. 7. Apply for examination blank.) Gold and silver medals by competition.

A Music

SP

Lyceum and Chautauqua engagements secured
Examinations Free

•

Catalog mailed fee on application

•

Moderate Tuition Rates

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY, 571 Kimball Hall,Wabash Ave. and Jackson Blvd., Chicago
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President—Karleton Hackett, Adolf Weidig, Heniot Levy, Associate Directors

DETROIT

47th Year

CONSERVATORY of

MUSIC

Francis L. York, M. A„ President
Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-President
Finest Conservatory in the West

Offers to earnest students courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern and educational principles. Renowned faculty of 70. Students
orchestra, concerts and recitals. Diplomas and degrees conferred.
Teachers’ certificates. Desirable boarding accommodations.

Fall Term Opens Sept. 13, 1920
UNRIVALED FREE ADVANTAGES
Singing.—Archibald C. Jackson. Mrs. Chas.
H Clements, Miss Elizabeth H. Bennett, Mrs^
Carrie F. Travers, Carl Mann, Jessie Moreh0^n-EarTw°Morse, Edward Tak, Saul
Abramowitz, Miss Grace Ashdown, Edna

, Piano—Francis L. York, M. A.; Elizabeth
Johnson, Louise Unsworth Cragg,Blanch Strong,
Minor E. White, Oleane Doty, Alle D. Zuidema,
Mus. Doc.; Mabel Guess, Mus. Bac.; Nita
Meyer, Wilhelmina Sutz, Laverne Brown, Mus.
Bac.; Ethel Littell, AlmaGIock and 30 addi-

Organ—Fran?is L. York, M. A.; Alle D. Zuidema, Mus. Doc.
Cello—Ludwig Nast.
—Alle D. Zuidt
-- ..urmuny, composition—Alle
fmaema mu=.
Post Graduate work in this department. Francis L. York, M. A.
Mandolin and Cuitai—Alexander G. Poli.
Normal Training for Piano Teachers—Francis L. York.
^Public School Music and Drawing—Miss Hermine Lorch, Paul
School of Expression—Miss Lilly Adela Darling.
Examinations Free. For Catalog
and Other Information, Address

-Write Now for 1920-21 Year Book—

One of the oldest an
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When Technic Reached Its
Boundaries

JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, 1013 Woodward Ave., Box 7-Detroit, Mich.

Chicago College of Music
ESTHER HARRIS DUA, President

26th YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER 6th, 1920
Offers courses and private lessons in Piano, Voice, Violin. Organ, Theory. Public
School Music, Dancing, School of Opera. Orchestral Instruments. Expression,
Dramatic Art, Normal Training for teachers in all branches.
Certificates, Diplomas. Degrees, Medals.
Public Recitals, Orchestral
Concerts and many free advantages.
40 Free and 160 Partial Scholarships. Special Prizes of two W. W. Kimball
Grand Pianos and valuable Violin to be awarded to best players. Chicago
Recital to be given best singer.
Address for free catalog, DEPT. 23
1234 KIMBALL BUILDING

CHICAGO, ILL.

Detroit Institute of Musical Art st1h°TlLaw*r

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President
ASchoolwhichoffers every advantage incidental to a broad musical education
Fifty artist teachers.
Highest standards.
Artistic Environment.
For Catalog Address
H. B. MANV1LLE, Business Manager
1117-1119 Woodward Avenue, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

DETROIT—See Also Page 570

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
6
YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN
singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
■ training supervisors and teachers of pubu^sehoj
and fees exceptionally low.
g expenses need not exceed six dollars per wa
Write for Catalog
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN

CHICAGO.
Please mention THE ETUDE

A. G. DUA, Manager

addressing our advertisers.
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By Ada Mae Hoffrek
I find that many pupils do not know
the name of the composer of the selec¬
tion they play unless they look at the
music
I mean some who play wellknown classics. They seem to think that
all that is necessary to know is the title.
As soon as my pupil begins to play
sheet music I write the name of the
selection and the composer opposite, on a
page reserved for it in the lesson book.
I mark this page “Titles and Composers.
1 ask them to memorize the name of the
composer of the piece they are studying,
and at the next lesson I ask them the

name and do not let them see it on the
music. After the page is full of names I
assign the whole page to be memorized
as a review. I find that the older pupils
need this method as well as the younger
ones. It makes them take more interest
a' composition when they know the
composer.
By referring to compositions as
Dvorak's Humoreske, Kevin’s Rosary,
and so forth, instead of the Humoreske
and the Rosary, it becomes impressed on
their minds and helps them to remember
easily.

Musical Moving Pictures

CONSERVATORY
4.8th
Year

T

MUSIC

Opens
Sept. 21 st

HE Conservatory occupies a beautiful building devoted
exclusively to its own use. In the building are jortyeieht practice rooms, each containing a piano. In addition,
there are large studios and special rooms for Harmony.
For recitals, ensemble work, etc., there is a Recital Ha ,
thoroughly furnished with every appliance for such work.
A complete and broad musical education based upon the best
modern American and European principles is offered in:
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, ALL ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
Musical Theory, Harmony, Counterpoint.
Composition. Musical History. Appreciation
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC, EAR TRAINING, SIGHT SINGING
CHORUS and OPERATIC CLASSES
FULLY EQUIPPED ORCHESTRA OF 40-50 MEMBERS UNDER
AN EXPERIENCED SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR
WITH EUROPEAN REPUTATION.
LYCEUM

ART

COURSE

Thorough preparation for Platform and Stage in
VIOLIN, VOICE, PLANO, ALL ORCHESTRAL
INSTRUMENTS and in DRAMATIC ART
SPECIAL COACHING FOR PROFESSIONAL
MUSICIANS, ACTORS and READERS
DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES
LYCEUM and CHAUTAUQUA engagements secured
The Faculty consists of highly educated and experienced
Musicians of International recognition.
MODERATE TERMS
STUDENTS MAY ENTER ANY TIME
The Conservatory is located so near Chicago that it must
compete with the best work done there, so that Valparaiso
students have every advantage that they could possibly
have in the city and at an expense not one-fifth as great.
The low cost of all courses has not been brought about bysacrificing a high grade of instruction, but by applying
business principles to the

Cost of Living
so that the most satisfactory accommodations for board
and room may be had at $90.00 per quarter of 12 weeks.

■M„r. „„„ takes a
The
P'tanhs a second The
greaofmtheyn£eJ at ffie piano also Virtu-

is photographing another further along.
The one most difficult thing about sight
reading in connection with any instrument

si rstr °~ - t

Sr. in,

0

3*iSjt:. —-** measure photographed is played the eye blunders.

Epoch-Making Works
By John van Maarten
Musical art progresses • by fits and
starts rather than by steps. The produc¬
tion of a signal masterpiece has a great
influence upon the history of the art.
Strangely enough many of these epochmaking works have been operas. * Peri s
Daphne
(1594), Monteverde’s Orfeo
(1608), Gluck’s Orfeo (1762), Cheru¬
bini's Lodoiska (1791), Wagner s Flying

Dutchman (1841) and later his Meistcrsinger (1861), Debussy’s Pelleas and
Melisande (1904), all represent leaps 111
the progress of music.
Art makes strange leaps from master¬
pieces like the Bach St. Matthew Passion
and the Messiah over decades of medioc¬
rity until the production of a Don Giovanni
or a Fifth Symphony.

Musical Flashlights
Young musicians should not be dis¬
couraged if their works are not immedi¬
ately recognized. Remember that Richard
Wagner's Tristan and Isolde remained in
manuscript for six years before it was
produced.
Certain names have attached themselves
to great composers in history and each
has a significance. Rossini is known as
the “Swan of Pesaro”; Beethoven as the
“Prince of Composers”; Johann Strauss as
the “Waltz King”; Jenny Lind as the
“Swedish Nightingale”; Fumagalli^ now
practically unknown, was called the “Pag-

auull of the Piano”; Gretry, the “Moliere
of Music”; Clementi, the “Originator of
Modern Pianoforte Playing.”
Old Hundred is said to be nearly five
hundred years old. The first record of
this famous hymn in print dates about
1542.
An English writer assigns a special
color to the different orchestral instru¬
ments. Violins suggest to him the color
green; trombones, crimson; trumpets,
scarlet; flutes, light blue; oboes, yellowgreen; clarinets, red-brown; bassoons,
dark brown; drums, Dlack.

Enthusiastic Letters from Etude Readers
I want to say that the Horn™,., —
For Beginners, by Preston Ware Orem, is
everything one could wish for. The novel
method of telling the student in plain
understandable words just what he is coming
mardlng^very Zve° so Wffl
CAN'T go astray is fine. a You don’t have to
sit with this harmony book on one knee and
a “Musical Dictionary” on the other, to find
out just exactly what you are expected to
do. In reading over some of the matter in
the book, you feel at times as if the man
•--/as
there talking to you.—JAS. L.
himself
N. Y,
x
used Pressers Beginner’s Book
entirely for my beginners and have had
better results from both bright and dull
scholars than from any other book I ever
used.—Mrs. Lon McCrat, Pa.
I have not seen anything better in the
first grade than Bilbro's Melodies for
training ear and sight and independence of
the hands.—Miss A. McElligott, N. J.

Finger Gymnastics, by I.
cellent work which con tain o
material; It cannot fall to be of value to
the earnest student.—Russell E. Standing,
A. T. C. M.
Much pleased with the Difficult Four Hand
Album, and think it about the best collection
of duets I ever used.—Miss Margaret
Mahen, Mo.
Ten Melodious Study Pieces for thy Left
TIand Alone, by Arnoldo Sartorio. Is very in¬
teresting and beneficial.^ Will certainly
it.—Mrs. M. Stegman, N. J.
! (Sartorio) are proving
Left-Hand 8

larger compositions.—
ve read it
ina every rime i find somehelpful.—Helen G. Hamp-

HUNTINGT0N COLLEGE CONSERVATORY

C. W. H. BANGS, President
REX ARLINGTON, Director

in College. Endowed, w

For Free Catalog Address
HENRY KINSEY BROWN,

President

Box E, University Hall, Valparaiso, Ind.

r_
nfferod- VIOLIN, PIANO, VOICE. HARMONY. HISTORY OF MUSIC. PUBLIC
Courses uttered. SCHOOL
SCHOol MUSIC,
music, 1languages, expression and dram atic art
Special Courses Giving Teachers Practical Work Applicable to Their Needs
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—NO BETTER ANYWHERE
The secretary
Address, Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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the ETUDE
A Remarkable Helpmeet

Who is the Composer?

The British Music Bulletin announces
the death of Lady Elgar the wife of Sir
Edward Elgar, on April 7th. It gives
the following account of how greatly
,he helped her celebrated husband:
LadyP Elgar was the daughter of Maior-General Sir Henry Gee Roberts,
KCB
of Hazeldine House, Worces¬
tershire, one of Sir Charles Napier’s
most trusted officers in the Sind cam¬
paign, and of Julia Raikes, a descendant
of Robert Raikes, the founder and promotor of the Sunday-school movement.
* Caroline Alice Roberts married, in 1889,
Mr. Elgar, a well-known teacher of the
violin at Worcester, whose compositions
had as yet met with no favor, sacrific¬
ing thereby considerable personal in¬
come She, an amateur pianist, believed
in these compositions, and set to work
by every means in her power to
strengthen and support the composer
both by her sympathy and her practical
aid. She made herself a good copyist,
since an amanuensis would have been
too expensive a luxury, She “laid out”
his scores, copied in the voice parts,
planned the barring—all this for sev¬
eral thousands of pages of 40-line scores;
the score of The Music Makers, for in¬
stance, alone contains 150 pages of 31
lines. She would ask over night what
size his orchestra was to be, and he would
come down next morning to find as much
of the form ready as he could fill in dur¬
ing the day with the orchestral parts.
There is scarcely a full score of his which
she has not laid out in this way.
Her husband is indebted to her for
more than a little of the words he lias
set. In Haven of the Sea Pictures is
hers. She wrote the words for the partsong O Happy I'.yes, I he Snow, and hly.
Singing Bird.
Lady Elgar was besides this a fine
linguist. To the languages that every¬
body knows slie added Latin and Span¬
ish. She accompanied Sir Edward Elgar
on most foreign concert tours and elec¬
trified the orchestra at Turin by making
a speech of thanks for him to the orches¬
tra in Italian.
She translated Hoff¬
mann’s Ritter Gluck. In early days she
wrote a novel, Marshcroft Manor; a son¬
net’ of hers appeared in the Bookman
early in the war; and she saw through
the press, and supplied a copious index
to, Sytnonds’ Records of the Rocks. But
whatever she might have done in the way
of literature she gave ttp in order to helphim; and lie, in return, broke his resolve
to remain “Mr. Elgar” all his days, and
took whatever honors came his way for
her sake.

Wasting Precious
Time
To a busy musician the days are all too
short. This seems almost inevitable in our
century of rush and complexity. Yet it is
within our power to make the day yield a
little more time for practice and achieve¬
ment. How? Don’t waste time by daw¬
dling. Be punctual to the minute in your
teaching and in all your other appoint¬
ments.
There is much precious time
wasted in idle conversation.
Who would deliberately choose to hear
about “Sallie’s mumps” or “the latest esca¬
pade of the Jones twins,” or how much
coal your neighbor used in December—•
rather than get in a few minutes’ extra
practice on a Chopin Etude or a Beethoven
Sonata? Yet we do make this choice when
we allow people to inflict these inanities
upon us. Wriggle away—make some ex¬
cuse—but do not let them shorten your
day.

Schools
is and Colleges <
SOUTHERN

SCHOOL FOR PARTICULAR STUDENTS
Embracing all Branches or

MUSIC — EXPRESSION — ART — LANGUAGES
Public School Music and Teachers TrainingCourse
FACULTY OF NOTED ARTISTS AND TEACHERS,

including
Charles SI rmar Granville Frederic Morley Ernest Toy,.Mme Cara Sapin, Patrick O’Sullivan, Charles Utaier,
Sara McConathy, Helen Riddell, Arthur Mason and others.
Dormitory for Girls Which Provides the Proper Environment for Serious Study
INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

physically afflicted.

all, but i

Not

PREE ADVANTAGES
V Solfeggio, Ear Trai '
"—
and Drai
ras. Opera
,_ and Observational Teaching. Public School Music Stu
have the advantage of assisting in the Louisville Public Schools.

e8

CHOOSE YOUR CONSERVATORY CAREFULLY
The ideals, the methods and the policies of one institution may not be so good for you as ^os* °f
Remember your success is entirely a matter of training-therefore, your whole future is largely determined b>
your choice of a school. If you are really serious about a musical educat.on and serious about your own suc¬
graduates and it
cess in the profession, we want you as a student. Each year brings a larger demand for ,
m
jur interests and
is only because we are building solely upon the success of our students.
We believe tli
yours are purely mutual—that we, as a school fail unless you i ceed. Serious students like such a school and
a larger number of such students are coming here each season.
WRITE TO-DAY FOR CATALOG AND LITERATURE
Frederic A. Cowles

©

Peabody Conservatory
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Recognized as the leading endowed musical conservatory of the country

Summer Session Aug5i4th
Staff of eminent European and American Masters including:
George F. Boyle
Adelin Fermin
J. C VanHulsteyn
GustaveStrube
Elizabeth Coulson Henrietta Holthaus Frederick D. Weaver Mabel 1 homas
Carlotta Heller
Virginia C. Blackhead
rr-iO the students desiring general course
I in Language, Literature, Expression,
and Domestic Science with the highest type
• musical instruction, Ward-Belmont offers
Conservatory Advantages
including all branches—Piano, Vioim,
Voice, Pipe Organ, Theory, Harmony, Com¬
position. History of Music. Eighty pianos.
Two pipe organs. 4 Jyears preparatory and
2 years college work.
iming p
pool. Woody
Outdoor sports and swimming
Crest, the Ward-Belmont Farm a™
Club, affords wonderful week-e
into the open country.
... H
Applications must be accompanied with
references. For literature. Book ol V
and information address
WARD-BELMONT
1.1Qav AF
Nashville.

Tuition $10 to $30 according to study
„„aaial arrangement with the JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
credits in certain branches may be offered for-the B. S. degree
Practice Pianos and Organs Atailable
Circulars Mailed
FREDERICK R. HUBER, Manager
Arrangements for classes now being made

School of Music
i

OF
SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN THE SOUTH
Ask for Book'lel FREE^S.C. t^BOX 110, DAYTON, VA.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Adeai Ei Equal lo Those Found At
Send for
Stude
g, Director
Catalog.
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia
Please

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
July 8-23-1920-August 5-20
Write lor booklet containing ^outline^ nnd^trong
'ImONTREAT,NORTH CAROLINA
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Hnw Advertising May Become 200% Investment for the
Music Teacher

The Early Debut

miC Schools and Colleges

By W. Francis Gates

^Schools and Colleges^
ENGLAND, PENNSYLVANIA AND OHIO

in"voice training the study of the voice
S

INewLng'and ,

Conservatory
George W. Chad'
Director

H„?.er"STU ol Li of

Al^rn made her debut at the
Situ. * i

the prim* dome, to Jjwmfc "»
STStAt. PaSta™ S

^W

1S°"' PuetoRoi Sont.g at
IS, Tietjens at IS.-

Keynotes from the Past

OF MUSIC
—

boston, mass.

The Largest and Best-Equipped School of
The Free Privileges of lectures, concerts and re¬
In th. Musicj^nter
“citals,
% the
_“^
^ ^ ^

’5^itt,sssss§ss?3 JSfLr^tlVXTsdvlLd pTpil

There is a veritable ar.-„ “celebrities” in the halls of musical ob¬
livion. Take, for instance, the case of
Valentine Niccolay. At one time it is said
that his first pianoforte sonata was taught

as the “organized, pianoforte.” The pianoviolino idea also dates back as far as
1837.

Conventions

WHERE TO STUDY NEXT SEASON ?
CONSULT THESE PAGES AND
DECIDE NOW

COMBS

The Courtrighl Sy»tem of Musical Kindergarten
Mrs. Lillian Courtrlght Curd, 11« Edna Are.,Bridgeport,Conn.

CONSERVATORY

PHILADELPHIA
thirty-sixth year
A Residentia, and Day School of utgaral^ pities for attaining a cotnp.ete tnusica,

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

“sgSS£SsS5s£25SSr
(.Dormitories for Women)
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success
Illustrated Year Book Free

;ople like to convene. The vention of composers and teachers founded
musical convention lasted in Germany. The organization of various
iras held at Goffstown, New musical societies, the first of which was
1829, under the direction the Music Teachers’ National Association,
A r_ TUn mirnnCP WUC
. « , rrn,
,_ T>_1 Q7A Uoo
of Henry Eaton
Eator Moore. The purpose was founded by Theodore Presser in 1876, has .
for musical education. In 1836 a similar brought about regular musical conventions
convention was held in Boston, under the in all parts of the country, serving the
direction of Lowell Mason. Not until cause of musical education in inimitable
1847 (eighteen years after the first
American convention) was the first con¬ fashion.

Have You Paid the Price?
By T. L. Rickaby
Musical proficiency cannot be bought
with money.
Money is only part of the price.
The fee for a lesson goes into the
teacher’s pocket.
The teacher gives you all he can during
the lesson.

\ et, unless y iu pay the rest of the price,
you cannot opi to become a fine musician?
t he rest ot the price is work—hard
work, concentr ition, personal initiative.
Pa>\th® ° >in of the realm and in the
com of hard v ork, and if you have talent
I°u w'^ w'n-

Living History

GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director °*^JF2ar£% &torie*

?HnW Philadelphia
Musical Academy
'ent artist-teachers

THE ALLENTOWN
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
210 N. 7th Street, Allentown, Pa.
Strong Faculty, Thorough Instruction
For catalogue, address the Director

That lesson which you claim to be
“hard” may only require more time in
which to learn it. Try again, content to
get well a small portion of it. Master a
section at a time. It is the quickest way

PITTSBURGH
MUSICAL lNSTITUTE,inc.
College Degrees for Music Students
with University of Pittsburgh
4239 FIFTH AVENUE

in the end.

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC,
52ND YEAR

established iser
CLARA BAUR, Foundress

C°progr^lveC European ’conservatories’31

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages
Faculty of International Reputation
Exceptional advantages lor p<»t-gr aduate and repertoire
work. Department of Opera. laeai tocaixo
department with superior equipment.
Master class for virtuoso viollnii
Season 1919-20

DANA’S
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personating Mendelssohn played one of
Mendelssohn’s compositions before he re¬
moved the costume. Clara and Robert
Schumann played a duet and others took
up the idea. Then each mentioned some
important events connected with the lives
of the composers, thus furnishing an ex¬
cellent review. Playlets upon the lives of
the composers are printed and are obtain¬
able from your publisher. They serve this
purpose splendidly.

*>■* E. WARREN. OHIO
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NEW YORK

The public has come to expect
All of us who are not wealthy—and who medicines.
that the announcement of a music teacher
are not idlers or parasites-are merchants.
magazines. Naturally it turns to these for
We must have something to sell m order its
information as to the profession. The
exist—be it manufactured goods, raw daily press is a much more expensive me¬
but satisfactory, if the announcement
materials, brawn, ideas, or our services. dium,
is properly located.
It behooves us to sell what we possess for
Nowadays—so thoroughly is the work
in this eraf.hf advertising—the public
the best advantage of mankind and for a done
immediately suspects the equipment of him
;ust income to ourselves. There is no who does not advertise. If you do not an¬
reason to brag^bout not advertising, if by nounce yourself, it argues you have nothsuch foolish and mistaken pride we per¬
mit our valuable products to be sold on a
Furthermore, the pupils of a teacher en¬
market for half their real worth. It is joy pointing out the announcement of their
just as necessary that we musicians let the instructor in a standard magazine and call¬
world know the real value of our services ing attention to his statements or his pic¬
as it is for the dealer in material things ture—which makes the most valuable kind
to exploit the value of the merchandise he of advertising. They speak of him with
may offer. This is an era of advertis¬ pride.
ing
Advertising began even before
Good advertising is not explosive, it is
the’trumpets were loudly blown around cumulative. Pupils will not tell a teacher
the walls of Jericho. But since that time they came to him because of his advertise¬
it has become less of a noise and more of ments, yet that may be the hidden (
a science.
Many a pupil goes to a teacher, not realiz
Presidents advertise — and would-be ing that the cause of his going was i
Presidents—preachers, lawyers, doctors, where in the printed advertisement; the ad¬
churches, charities. Not to advertise is “to vertisement was the hidden spring of
argue oneself unknown.” Advertising is action possibly in the mind of the person
simply letting the world know who you who advised the choice of this teacher.
are what you can do, what you can teach,
Advertising should not jerk—it should
what knowledge and advice you have for pull. It starts gently and increases its pull
sale. The only objectionable feature about imperceptibly, but surely. One cannot ex¬
advertising is when crude, inartistic or pect an immediate pupil from a small one¬
false methods are used.
time advertisement—though I have known
For a minister to announce as his topic, cases of such returns. One cannot expect
“Hanging onto the coat tails of the Apos¬ pupils to come with the dated advertise¬
tles,” hardly brings credit on him or his ments in their hands saying, “This is
church; for a physician to announce that why.” That might do in a real estate or
he cures all persons and all diseases marks a bargain counter sale, but not in case of
him as a quack, and for a music teacher the music teacher.
to select fences and billboards on which
Business men exhaust their ingenuity to
to claim himself one of the world’s great¬ find what advertisements draw the trade—
est musicians is simply to court derision and then they generally fail. They simply
and cheapen his attainment.
know that it is the bulk and the continuity
However, for the minister to announce of sane, impressive, persuasive advertising
a serious theme, the doctor to state his that brings business.
location and possibly his school or col¬
The music teacher cannot expect ten
lege, and the musician to present in a dig¬ pupils from ten weeks of advertising, or
nified way his specialties, his preparation, a score of pupils from fifty dollars placed
his location, possibly his references—all this in advertising. But he can expect and
is not only ethical, but has become recog¬ know, in the light of business experience
nized as showing proper appreciation of that, other things being equal—personality,
business methods—that he is alive and not ability, skill, etc., with steady, continuous
“a dead one.”
advertising in the best musical mediums—
Further than that, the teacher of music he will secure his proportion of the busi¬
must pay some attention to the choice of
mediums in which he advertises. He can¬ ness of teaching.
If fifty dollars spent in advertising
not afford to be seen in cheap company, or
he himself will be considered cheap. It is should bring only one pupil who paid $1.00
not well to permit one's card to be sand¬
wiched in between those announcing "high- a week for two years it would be a 200%
class funerals" or how to escape the latter investment.
highly inconvenient functions by patent

Ear-guided Fingers
By Flora J. Manlove

A Program Hint
By Sylvia H. Bliss
In glancing over a back • number of pectation of the audience, and to encour¬
The Etude I found the following in age and inspire those who follow.
relation to pupils’ recitals: “Elementary
I opened my last recital with a fourpupils should play first, the more ad¬ hand arrangement of the Overture to
vanced work following the simpler.”
Martha, which I played with an advanced
I would qualify this statement by say¬ pupil. The brilliant and effective selec¬
ing that the most elementary pupil should tion seemed to set the pace for the entire
not begin the recital, but that the open¬
program, which passed off well.
ing number should be by one at least
If the opening number had been a
moderately advanced, who can play
brightly and confidently. A short and simple piece, timidly and falteringlv
rather brilliant selection should begin played, performers and audience would
the recital in order to gain the atten¬ not have readily recovered from the de¬
tion and interest, and to raise the ex¬ pressing influence.

It took me a few years to find that some
pupils had fingers that obeyed the ear
better than the eye. That is, if they heard
a certain passage they had no difficulty in
playing it; but if they depended upon the
passage as seen on the printed page it be¬
came very difficult to play.
After working with a pupil until I was
almost in a state of distraction over a pas-

sage in which one lower note was sus¬
tained for three beats while the others
played, the thought came to me that if she
could only hear it right she might play it
right. Accordingly I told her to close her
eyes and listen while I played. She did
this, and had no difficulty in grasping the
principle which had been so difficult to her
when seen through the eye.
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Just Think

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Address LYNN B. DANA. President

After the pupils had studied the biog¬
raphies of the greatest composers, we gave
a masquerade party, in which each pupil
impersonated a composer. I helped each
one decide upon the character imperson¬
ated. Prizes were given to the two best
guessers. There were represented Men¬
delssohn’s sister, Fanny; Schumann’s wife,
and women who influenced the lives of the
composers, in addition to the masters them¬
selves. Before they unmasked several
tableau groups were staged. The boy im¬
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Said Sally Lou the other day
As she commenced her piece to play,
“Just think how many hours I sit
And learn my pieces, bit by bit.”

Said Mary Jane the other day
As she put her book away,
“Just think how many notes it took
To fill up all this music book.”

Six Weeks Courses from June 1st to Septemberjst
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

, Eugene Salvatore, Aloys ¥
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SPARE TIME REWARDS

Correct Enunciation

Beginner’s Book for Adults

By George Gilbert
phrase of fier songs, whether in English
or in German. Hearing her, one un¬
consciously thinks: “Her’s is a natural
Kift—it would be impossible for her to
enunciate wrongly.” Yet she has time
and again told interviewers and written
herself of her immense labors in search¬
ing for correct methods of fitting words
to music in such a way that her audiences
shall understand every word and phrase
of the song as completely as they under
stand every note and phrase ofthe.™el°t^'
Another case in point-David Bispham’s singing of “Danny Deever. Take
the first line:
.
"What are the bugles blowing for, says
Files-on-Parade-”
,
Where can we find a more awkward
line, from the standpoint of musical enun¬
ciation, than that? Yet Bispham sounds
it perfectly. Take the two words, Color
Sergeant,” in the next line
How they
fight against ordinary musical content at
the first, yet how they can be made to fit
with practice!
We are all heartily sick of hearing
singers who leave us in doubt as to
whether they are singing about Han¬
nah, your soup is ge-e-ting cold, or
“Honor and love to the men of old.
From" a musical standpoint, these same We love music, but we want to know
people pronounce the words correctly as what it is all about. Why should we ex¬
they sing them. They are not finished cuse indistinct singers any more than
off” by a faddish teacher so imbued with violinists who wandered all over the
German, French, Italian or what-not keyboard in getting from one position
traditions that he does not know how to to the other; or pianists who failed to
teach folks to sing in English. Lauder, make their left hand track with their
et al., just open their mouths and sing, right, and both with the pedal. We
naturally, using common sense and a should require singers to enunciate cor¬
careful and discriminating technic of rectly, as we require public speakers and
enunciation.
, , ,
,
readers to pronounce their words cor¬
Let us go to the other end of the scale rectly. It is just as possible to sing
and consider two singers accepted every¬
English distinctly and musically as to
where as artists of high degree: Mme. sing Italian, Russian, French or any
Schumann-Heink is famed for her ability
other language.
to enunciate correctly every word and

It is refreshing to find that attention is
being paid to teaching the correct
enunciation of our language m song, in
past years many singers have lamented
“I should love to sing my pieces that 1
studied abroad in English, but really, our
language is not a musical one
It is possible to sing any word or phrase
in our own language—sing it plainly and
also satisfactorily from a tonal stand¬
point It is being done—and what many
are doing, all can do, if they will try.
Let us go to one end of the scale and
consider the “popular entertainers
like
Lauder and Jolson. They sing with cor¬
rect enunciation words and phrases that
the ordinary concert or church singer
would boggle at. I am not here dis¬
cussing their place in the artistic scale,
but merely the way in which they are
able to make their audiences understand
the words of their songs. And it must
be noted that all of their songs depend,
for their success, upon their audiences
ability to catch each word and take it m
instantly. More than that: People by the
million purchase their songs, take them
home for the mere pleasure of the story

gram get too severe contrasts. The slow,
If it is a matter of great importance for
the professional artist to have a well- legato-like piece is followed by a kind of
arranged program, how much more im¬ pianistic artillery that makes the audience
portant is this for the amateur. Consider “jump out of its skin.” Such an ar¬
how very carefully a great master plans rangement should always be avoided.
Too many so-called “classics” may make
the different movements of a sonata; he
seeks continuity and mass effects. Yet he the program stiff or academic; too many
knows that he must have variety. One “novelties” may make it over-light in char¬
movement must bear a family relationship acter. The happy balance makes a pro¬
to another, but it must be sufficiently dif¬ gram that will appeal to the eye of the
ferent to give it charm. The same princi¬
music lover and at the same time please
ple applies to program making. Most
teachers in arranging a pupil’s recital pro¬ the ears of those who hear it.

Hitting the Right Notes
By T. L. Rickaby
Momentary

lack

By CAROLINE NORCROSS

of

control

the

Momentary lack of control upon the part
of a chauffeur has been the cause of thou¬
sands of deaths.
Keep your mind alert in directing your
physical movements even when they are
seemingly accidental'.
Wrong notes are merely an indication of
a lack of mental helmsmanship.

Watch for THE ETUDE “American Indian Music’
Issue, October, 1920. A Fascinating
jjg
Subject Treated by Experts

85c Will Do a Dollar’s Duty
Until This Offer is Withdrawn

Cameras Tennis

Price, $1.50
This admirable book is based upon the principle that
The Adult Beginner needs the quickest, surest path through the
elements of music and does not tolerate being bothered with
Sv“flf methods designed for little tots who do not even know
tractions.
The Adult Beginner must be gratified with melodic pieces of
mature but not necessarily complicated character.

The Surprise Racket is <

The Adult Beginner requires rapid technic developing studies, so
that he can acquire playing ability in a short time.
The Adult Beginner wants to know the “why” of n
it explained in the simplest possible terms.
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magazines and other printed„2"btwUsome magazines will increase their price, in

voluntarily
, Caroline Norcross’s -Sugearive
pieces are from greatmastersthe musical appreciation of
the aduknL<'concert opera, or with phonograph records is greatly enhanced.
Copies of this unusual book will gladly be sent on inspection.
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VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical litera¬
ture of the pianoforte. This work represents a diligent sift¬
ing and careful selection of material from the entire works of
Czerny, including all
the popular opus num¬
bers together with
many less known but
equally meritorious
Wlil^
studies. Mr. Lteblings
editorial work has been
of the most exact and
painstaking character
from both the technical
and interpretative
VMnR
sides; the annotations
are of real practical
Kt'
vaue and musical in¬
terest.
The three
volumes which are
carefully and closely
WJJML
graded, the studies be¬
ing arranged in proMW^WSL. grefslve order range
in difficulty from the
early second to the sev¬
enth grade.
Czerny’s ff/Hf /
f
mastery of technical de¬
tail and his mastery of
musical expression are
truly remarkable; he
czerny
was a most voluminous
writer. The object of
this present compila¬
tion is to present his very best studies of all grades in attractive and
convenient form for general use. The success of this work has been
of the'most flattering character. It is the best work of the kind
ever offered. It is printed from beautifully engraved special plates
and substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper.
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The Modem Priscilla

A

By Christian Flagg

It is just as easy to strike the right key
as the wrong key.
No more mental or physical effort is
required to read “E” and play “E” than
to read “E” and play “F.”
A cat can play the wrong note or it may
even accidentally hit the right one; but you
have the guiding power of your mind to
choose to play always the right note.
Why don’t you play them all -inevitably
right?

Suggestive Studies for Music Lovers

IN THREE BOOKS

Make Your Program Attractive

—
r£j from you to the right person will win a new reader for The Etude. If
„ will sav that word and interest one or more people in The Etude, any'of the
W {°i; : d below can be had for your trouble. Collect 32.00
rewards
,
:_t;on thus obtained. Send your remittance to
for ea j
ur premium will be forwarded promptly. Premium
Catalog sent on request.

Within the Law-Velller and Dana.

THEO. PRESSER CO. * 1712 Chestnut St. * PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Etude
1712 Chestnut St.

THEO. PRESSER CO., Publither,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Use Your Electrical Conveniences
More Conveniently
The Benjamin No. 92 Two-Way Plug makes every single
electric light socket do the work of two—it makes every electrical
convenience more convenient.
The Benjamin No. 92 is the Original Two-Way Plug. It
screws into any electric light socket or screw base wall receptacle
in the same way you put an electric light bulb in place, giving you
fight and heat or light and power from one single socket. Finished
in brushed brass it matches or harmonizes with most fine fixtures.

“Every Wired Home Needs Three or More"
The Benjamin No. 92 Two-Way Plug is an American inven¬
tion, made in America by American workmen, under the strictest
electrical code known to the world. Beware of imitations. Look
for the name “Benjamin” stamped in the brass shell.
At Your Dealers

Made Only by

BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
icago

New York

Ask for the Benjamin No. 2452 Shade Holder.

San Franc
It enables you

to use your present shade with Benjamin No. 9j? Two-lVay Plugs.
Have your dealer equip your electrical appliance cords
with Benjamin No. 903 Swivel Attachment Plugs.
They scre7v into sockets without twisting the cords.

